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major international partners, belonging to edging and
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this month

G

ood luck!
Few opening lines for an issue published
during a period of great “trepidation”.

its protagonists, because talking about woodworking technology is one of the major goals of
our magazines.

April and May are traditionally decisive months for
the industry, partly for the Saloni in Milan – for
which it has become really hard to find a definition
– that also this year confirmed their first-class
fame in every sense and with an unparalleled lead
on anyone else.
Decisive months also because May has always
been hosting one of the major technology events,
Ligna in odd years in Hannover, Xylexpo in even
years in Milan.
This year is Xylexpo’s turn, a turning edition under
several aspects and that we try to figure out on
page 36, besides devoting most of our pages to

Later on we talk about the latest trends at the already mentioned Saloni in Milan and the figures
presented in the World furniture outlook by Csil:
it really looks like the storm is getting over. For the
sea to return calm, it will take a long, long time, unfortunately.
We will have to find energy, money and enthusiasm to hold on a while longer.
It is true, we all have had our share and also this
crisis will pass. We roll up our sleeves once more
and we carry on. Always trying to do our best.
Against anyone, against anything... ■
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INCENTIVES
Fiscal incentives are available

news

The “Fiscal incentive” law (number 40
of 25 March 2010) has entered into
force; it defines the principles for the
distribution of fiscal contributions, setting the percent limit and maximum
spending limit for each type of contribution, and all related procedures.
Basically, the new act offers 10 percent
refund for the replacement of existing
kitchen furniture with new modular

sets and high-efficiency household appliances, with a maximum limit of 60 million euros in total, while each contribution may not exceed one thousand
euros.
Fiscal incentives will be available to consumers and companies starting from
April 15.
For more information: http://incentivi2010.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/. ■

NOMINATIONS
Carlo Guglielmi re-appointed as Indicam president
The managing board of Indicam, an
institute that fights against counterfeiting, confirmed Carlo Guglielmi as
president for the fifth biennial term in
a row. Guglielmi is the owner of
FontanaArte, president of the Confindustria committee for brand protection and counterfeiting, Cosmit
president, and Altagamma honorary
vice president. Guglielmi will guide Indicam in the 2010-2011 term. His
vice presidents are Carlo Alberto

Demichelis from Tod’s and Domenico
de Simone from Bulgari.
“Our agenda – Guglielmi said – includes
the consolidation of international synergies and collaboration with Italian institutions involved in the fight against
counterfeiting. We are also planning the
launch of widespread information activities towards public opinion, in order
to increase the effectiveness of our support to companies and the protection
of their legitimate interests”. ■

WEB
Atos site: online 2010 edition

FORESTRY
Major timber

www.atos.com is the 2010 edition of
the Atos website, an important company based in Sesto Calende (Varese)
specializing in the production of components and systems in electrohydraulics.
Focused on the new digital electrohydraulic and new controllers routes,
the website offers a digital catalog of
400 pages containing information,
sections, data, charts and diagrams for
the application of the main electro components.
www.atos.com is available in seven languages: English, Italian, German, French,
Spanish, Chinese and Russian. ■

On March 23, the Forestry agency
held a meeting concerning lumber
supply and demand and formulated
the supply and demand prospects for
major timber in the 2nd and 3rd quarters. Because the effects of tax breaks
such as the expansion of donation/gift
tax exemption and the "eco-point system" for housing are expected to be
seen from April, the amount of construction of new homes was raised
from its forecast at the end of last year,
and the demand forecast for North
American logs and lumber, Southsea
lumber, and plywood was revised
upward. ■
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INCENTIVES
Kitchen fiscal incentives

EVENTS
About Medwood 2010

The following statement was released
by FederlegnoArredo president Rosario Messina about the introduction
of tax allowances for kitchen furniture
and appliances.
“We have heard about the introduction
of fiscal incentives which, among several categories, also include kitchen furniture. We see this as an important
measure for one of our industry segments, though absolutely insufficient
and inadequate to support the entire
wood-fur niture
supply chain represented by our
Federation.
Though deserving
the attention it has
received, kitchen
furniture is just one
portion of an industrial system,
i.e. wood and furniture, that represents a valuable asset
for the whole country and that, in our
opinion, should be safeguarded. In this
respect, the law passed today sounds
even offensive for the entrepreneurs of
our industry, who are not protected at
all and, furthermore, had been waiting
for this decision after several months
of promises.
Such promises have held back consumption, as buyers postponed their
purchases hoping for discounts and
benefits that have proved to be just an
illusion”. ■

The news “New Hellenic association”,
published in the March-April Xylon International issue on page 12, did not
clearly illustrate the real situation.
Therefore, we apologize to everyone
involved and to our readers, and we
publish the letter sent by Elias Angelopulos, director of Medwood:
“We were surprised to read in issue
No. 2 of Xylon International, MarchApril 2010, a piece of news about us
that is not true. In the "News" section,
it was reported that Medwood organizers should give back the pay-

ments made to woodworking machinery exhibitors members of the
Kemexyl association.
This is absolutely false. Maybe this
refers to another exhibition that did not
take place. Medwood – in agreement
with the association – decided that, for
the 2010 edition, the show will accept
only producers of semifinished materials, accessories and tools, and not
machinery manufacturers. Therefore,
we ask you to publish another news to
make it clear that Medwood has nothing to do with what you said". ■

WEB
Camaldoli forest code: the website is online
The first website dedicated to the reconstruction of the Camaldoli forest
code (Codice forestale camaldolese),
a historical heritage of knowledge about
sustainable forest and mountain area
management, is online. The materials
that make up the code are the result of
centuries-long collecting work by the
Benedictine monks of the Camaldolese

and Avellanita Congregation, who settled
down in the Apennines between Tuscany,
Umbria and Marche in the 11th century.
The website www.inea.it/prog/camaldoli,
in the section “Laboratorio di discussione e studio”, launches the first experiment with a social network, dedicated to experts in history, forest science, social economy and law. ■

MARKETS
Furniture in Sweden
According to Tmf (the Swedish furniture manufacturers association), in
2009 furniture production in Sweden
decreased by 6.5 percent compared

News in real time
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to the previous year, amounting to a
value of 22,9 billion Skr (versus 24.5 billion in 2008). Export also went down by
7 percent. ■

www.xylon.it

FAST

the quick
SOLUTION
to warehousing
issues

FAST is the revolutionary and patented system
that CASSIOLI specifcally offers to furniture
manufacturing companies. The storing and the
orders executing systems are able to handle
automatically items characterised by considerable
variability of shape, weight, packaging type and
size.
M1 is the new CASSIOLI’s product. The
automatic warehouse M1 is a speciﬁc solution for
stocking wood panels where the automatic work
stations need fast systems for automatic material
handling.

HANDLING AND
INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION

CASSIOLI will be present during XYLEXPO 2010
exhibition (4-8 May).
Pav. 4, Stand B21 D3

CASSIOLI srl - Loc. Guardavalle, 63 - 53049 Torrita di Siena (Siena) Tel. +39 0577 684511 - Fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

NEWS

DESIGN
300 trees in Mirano

ART
The wooden Porsche

EVENTS
Eos general assembly

ITlab.design created a wood of 300
trees in the central square of Mirano
(Venice). The installation, that will be visible on 23rd of May, has been thought
up for the award ceremony of the
graphic contest “La Piazza che Vorrei!”,
organized by Confesercenti and dedicated to the preschools and primary
school of the city of Mirano. The project gives the possibility to the kids to
tell the adults how they would like the
center of their town is. The kids, with the
help of thei teachers, were invited to unleash their imagination: Confesercenti
charged ITlab.Design to create the
preparation of the award ceremony that
will end the project started last September 2009. ■

The artist Alessandro Gedda has recently presented a curious installation
at the historical distributor Porsche
Haus of Via
Lancetti 46 in
Milan and this
is one of the
new wooden
work became
famous as “I
Giganti” (the
giant). It is a
Porsche 911
entirely made in wood, 4.30 meters long
and with a chassis realized by assembling over 6,500 small pieces of
wood.
The artist also decided to join halves
with a hinge 7 meters long. ■

Assolegno, the national association of
FederlegnoArredo that groups primary
processing industries and wood construction, will promote
the Eos general assembly, the general assembly of the European
sawmill organization.
The international event
will take place 10 and
11 June 2010 at Palace
hotel-congress center
in Como.
The Eos general assembly is an important occasion of meeting between
the woodworking companies from Europe, that will be able to confront on the
difficult economic and financial situation of their industry. ■

Hydraulic
systems
MARKETS
Sawmills in Sweden
Swedish sawmill industry export
reached 12.2 million cubic meters in
2009 (including raw material and
planed goods), with a 1.7 percent increase from the previous year. Such increase was more remarkable for planed
goods. The top destination country for

Swedish timber was Great Britain, followed by Egypt and Germany. According to Skogsinddustrierna (the
Swedish sawmills association), export
to Europe decreased by 2.3 percent,
while the flows to extra-European markets increased by 11.6 percent. ■

PACKAGINGS
The first dossier on wooden packagings
1,720 million euro turnover,
2,228 active companies in
Italy, about 11 thousand employees and a production
volume that exceeds two
million tons: these are the figures of wooden packagings
in Italy, which stands at
place number three in the
ranking of European manufacturers, after France and Germany. These figures
are contained in the first Dossier imballaggi in legno 2009 (2009 wooden packaging dossier), first edition of
an annual guide jointly created by ConLegno (wood-cork services consor-

tium), Rilegno (national consortium for the collection,
recovery and recycling of
wooden packaging) and Assoimballaggi, which was
presented officially at the
end of last year. Presenting
raw materials, products, performance, companies and
trends of the industry: this is the purpose
of the Dossier, which offers a full picture
of the wooden packaging industry,
from wooden crates to industrial packaging, from pallets to corks, illustrating
their lifecycle from creation to their reuse as secondary raw material. ■

BUILDING
Stile21 and Marlegno: a new project
Marlegno, one of Stile21 members (a
brand created by ten companies specialized in the design and construction
of wooden structures) has recently
concluded an important research activity in the development of supporting
wooden elements to be used in civil engineering. This challenge begins when
Marlegno was charged to realize the
wooden structure of two commercial
buildings, of 1 thousand square meters
each, composed of two levels.
This new kind of structure is composed
of a double T (TT) precast unit, a
cross-lam precast panel, supported by

two laminated wooden rafters.
Siro Marchetti, Marlegno’s ceo and
Stile21’s vicepresident, has declared:
“Meeting the requirements of this project and developing a new building system, even in highly complicated and unprecedented cases, represent the best
recognition of our commitment. I would
like to thank the University of Bergamo
for its collaboration in reaching such an
ambitious goal. Once again, the vision
we share with all the members of
Stile21, has allowed us to face new
challenges and to find new technologies
in the construction field”. ■

www.scoda.it

NEWS

COMPANIES
Fifty years for Berloni

COMPANIES
The first trial “Medite Tricoya®” panel at Ecobuild 2010

Berloni celebrate their 50th
anniversary.
On this occasion, the company, founded in 1960 by brothers Antonio and Marcello, has opened up a
new showroom in downtown Milan, via
Albricci 8: 650 square meters that will
be open to the public during the design
week... not a random choice!
The new via Albricci showroom will
host the 2010 edition of Fuorisalone by
Berloni, and will provide an opportunity to preview the new kitchen
“duemila60”.
For more information:
www.berloni.it. ■

Accsys Technologies plc ("Accsys") and Coillte Panel Products together unveiled the world's first “Medite
Tricoya®” panel at the annual Ecobuild
exhibition. Speaking at a lunchtime
reception attended by some 50
key industry opinion
formers, company's
stakeholders and
distributors as well
as influential national press, Paul
Clegg, chief executive officer of Accsys,
said this first trial panel marks one of the
first true innovations in the wood composites industry in more than 30 years

and is a progress step forward in the development of a potential commercial
product. Mr Clegg said: "We are very excited to unveil the first “Medite Tricoya®” panel to
our business partners, industry friends and media at
Ecobuild today.
This innovative product is based on
the same acetylation process that
creates Accoya®
wood. This time, the technology is applied
to treat the chips and fibres, which
make up Medite mdf (medium density fibreboard) panels". ■
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MACCHINE E IMPIANTI DI VERNICIATURA
FINISHING MACHINES AND PLANTS
MAURIMACCHINE srl
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COMPANIES
Bellotti widens the railway sector with Agt Engineering

COMPANIES
Software for online rfqs

Expanding research, developing marketing and promotion, increasing products' sales: these are Bellotti's next
goals for the railway sector. With this
aim, from February 2010 Bellotti entered into a collaboration with Rome
Agt Engineering, a company with a
huge expertise and know how in the
railway industry. Through this collaboration Bellotti is going to expand its
presence in the field – also by organizing its sales network
internationally – and to
meet the emerging
needs of technological
improvement and reduction of overall costs.
The whole will be ob-

Tonini has recently launched the new
online rfq software, the first application
that allows customers to generate cost
estimates
and commercial offers via
Web, without
installing any
application
on their Pcs.
After this key
step into the web and electronic commerce, the company will deliver regular updates to the software, including
technical data, regulations and costs,
to support constant interaction with resellers and customers.
www.toninisrl.it ■

tained through a widening of the products'range and the development of
complete systems, as well as through
the traditional supply of standard format
panels, introducing innovative materials, also composites and nanocomposites on a wooden base, manufactured thanks to significant investments
in new systems and technologies which
will allow a relevant boost of the productive capacity.
Agt Engineering will coordinate national and international marketing
and sales activities on
Bellotti's behalf.
For more information:
www.bellottispa.com. ■

CONTROL LOGIC
Spark
detector
designed for
dust collection
systems
to protect
storage silos
from the risk
of fire.

Sparks fly
at high speed.
They travel at a hundred kilometres
per hour along the ducts of the dust
collection system and reach the silo
in less than three seconds
The CONTROL LOGIC
SPARK DETECTOR

is faster than
the sparks themselves.
It detects them with its highly
sensitive infrared sensor,
intercepts and extinguishes
them in a flash.
It needs no periodic inspection.
The CONTROL LOGIC system

is designed for “total supervision”.
It verifies that sparks have been
extinguished, gives prompt warning of
any malfunction and, if needed,
cuts off the duct and stops the fan.

ISO 9001
20137 Milano - Italy - Via Ennio, 25
Tel.: +39 02 5410 0818 - Fax +39 02 5410 0764
E-mail: controllogic@controllogic.it - Web: www.controllogic.it

CONTROL LOGIC s.r.l.

Panel processing technology and
used wood working machines

Complete
catalogue on-line

www.sofitnet.it

Sofit Srl
Via Savigliano 29
Roreto di Cherasco (Cn), Italy
Tel. +39.0172.495300
Fax. +39.0172.495110
sofit@sofitnet.it

CERTIFICATIONS
Fsc certification for Alpi Group

The production of turned wood items
is still today a peculiarity of the Strona
Valley handicraft. Near Novara (Lombardy), in the small town of Pettenasco, in the mid-19th century five
mills, driven by the waters of a ditch
coming from the Pescone brook, were
converted into wood turning factories.
The Wood turning arts museum is
now located in one of these factories.
In its rooms, several turned items are
exhibited, including pieces from the early 20th century and more recent objects.
A fascinating section has been created from the old handicraft laboratory,
where you can still see the original tools
and equipment for wood turning. ■

The Fsc (Forest
stewardship
council) certification obtained by
Alpi guarantees
that the poplar
timber used in the
production of its
multilaminar wood
comes from well
managed forests,
as defined by
strict environmental, social and economic standards, and from other rigorously controlled sources.
With this important certificate, Alpi
takes another important step in its
strategy of environmental awareness
and clearly demonstrates its commit-

ment to achieving
excellence in the
use of natural resources.
As a result, Alpi is
now able to provide its customers
all over the world
with specific items
of Fsc certified
multilaminar wood
veneers, also in
the Hpl version.
The company is also committed to
promoting environmental awareness
among its poplar suppliers and to encouraging them to extend the application of Fsc logging and management criteria to further woodland areas.
www.alpi.it. ■

Termolegno
the value of drying

DRYERS
TERMOLEGNO s.r.l. · IMPIANTI IDROTERMICI
33095 San Giorgio della Richinvelda/Pn · via del Sile, 4 . località Rauscedo . Italy
tel. ++39 0427 94190 · ++39 0427 949802 · fax ++39 0427 949900 · e-mail: info@termolegno.com · www.termolegno.com

Janna/Pn

WOOD
A museum for wood turning

NEWS

BUILDINGS
Mattarei in Pian Falcina

FLOORS
Skema launches “K-Uno”

Mattarei Group (www.mattarei.it) – an
Italian company based in Montorio
(Verona) specializing in the production
of buildings and roofs in timber frame
– contributed to the requalification in
Pian Falcina, in the town of Sospirolo
(near Belluno). The company realized
three service building, a relief point, the
didactic hall structure and a viewpointgazebo. This work covers an area of
37,697 square meters and 14,390 of
that are destined for parking or for a picnic area. 23,307 square meters are reserved for camping and its services.
Mattarei Group chooses for these
works “X-Lam” system, cross-laminated solid wood panels. ■

Skema has expanded the range of
laminate floorings with large staves. The
new line “K-Uno” is a collection with a
peculiar stave size (2052x208x9 millimeters) and so-called "emotion finishing". In few words, this is a particularly sturdy flooring with a highly realistic semi-opaque surface finishing,
which accurately reproduces the grain
and features of real wood.
One of the key features is a slight chamfer on the long side of the board. The
grooves around the staves are designed to match the features of the
wood-like staves. “K-Uno” floors are
available in different shades of oak, including honey, dark brown, majestic,
nevada and crude.
For more information:
www.skema.eu. ■

BUILDINGS
Stratex for the San Carlo
Stratex has contributed to the renovation
of the historical San Carlo Theater in
Naples, recently inaugurated. The company has re-built the stalls. This work fits
into a bigger architectural and functional renovation project for the Naples theater. The wooden structure, extending
over 400 square meters approximately,
consists of glulam pillars and beams; the
whole construction was designed to be
introduced “manually”, piece by piece,
into the theater, as the only available access was the entrance door to the stalls.
An even more challenging achievement
was the reconstruction of the stage tower, which covers a 1,200 square meter
surface. ■

FLOORS
Listone Giordano for Alitalia
Listone Giordano Margaritelli has
been chosen as an important part of the
furniture of the rooms of Alitalia Club
Freccia Alata in the airport of Linate (Milan), Caselle (Turin) Fontanarossa Catania and Rome Fiumicino.
For the National airline spaces it has
been chosen the best of the made in
Italy products, because these rooms
are an important opportunity to show
the elegance, the design, the comfort
and the quality of the Italian production.
For more information:
www.listonegiordano.com. ■
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PANELS
Housing demand foretells

An increasingly positive global economic outlook and strong growth in
housing demand will drive renewed
growth for medium density fibreboard
(mdf) over the four years from 2010 to
2013, according to leading economic
forecaster and industry analyst, Bis
Shrapnel.
BisS Shrapnel’s mdf in the Pacific Rim
and Europe, 2009-2013 report forecasts
strong growth in the key end-use
sectors for mdf, housing construction
and furniture manufacturing.
Bis Shrapnel says the downturn in
housing construction in the United
States reached the bottom of the cycle
in 2009 and is expected to move into
a rapid upswing from 2010 to 2013.
“The recovery in the Us will drive economic growth not only in that region but
also in many of its key trading partners
around the world”, says report author
and Bis Shrapnel senior manager,
Bernie Neufeld. “It will also drive improved demand for furniture, and ultimately demand for mdf. Housing construction in other key regions such as
Europe and Asia will also drive up demand for mdf from 2010 to 2013”. ■

www.xylon.it

FAIRS
Interforst 2010

FAIRS
Media technologies at Orgatec

FAIRS
Klimahouse Umbria

Interforst, International trade fair for
forestry and forest technology with
scientific conferences and special
shows will be held for the 11th time at
the Munich trade fair centre from 14 to
18 July 2010. More than 400 exhibitors
from 19 Countries are expected with a
complete range of products and services on a gross exhibition space of
more than 63,700 square metres; thus
making it one of the most important
trade fairs worldwide for the international forestry economy.
Some 50 thousand visitors from all over
the world are expected to participate
in Interforst 2010.
For further information:
www.interforst.de. ■

Orgatec – the leading international trade
fair for offices and facilities that will be held
from 26 to 30 October 2010 in Cologne
– will for the first time provide a special
package offer for suppliers of conference
and media technology under the title
"New times need new forms of communication". The Competence centre architecture & media technology offers suppliers of solutions, products and software
in the area of media and conference technology the opportunity to present themselves in an attractive and attention-grabbing manner in a centrally located area
even in smaller stands. This presentation
will be supported by the targeted marketing and communication measures of
the trade fair organizer. ■

After the good results of
the last year
edition (4.500
visitors coming from 16
Italian region
and 135 exhibitors), Fiera Bolzano decided to confirm the Umbria Fiere
headquarters in Bastia, near Perugia,
for the third edition of Klimahouse
Umbria, the international fair on energy efficient construction, scheduled
from 8 to 10 October 2010.
For more information: www.fierabolzano.it/klimahouseumbria2010. ■

FAIRS
Also Expobois was affected by the crisis
The 29th edition of Expobois – the biennial exhibition dedicated to woodworking technologies and furniture supplies
organized by Exposium with the support of the French association Symop and Eumabois – closed last March 13.
With a much smaller exhibition surface compared to the previous event, Expobois also recorded a reduction of exhibitors,
with 304 companies versus 370 in 2008; furthermore, most
exhibitors had booths that were almost half the size of the
past edition. With a 47 percent share of foreign exhibitors,
mostly from Italy and Germany, the most represented industry
segment was secondary wood processing, followed by primary operations and, far behind, tools, semifinished materials
and accessories for the furniture industry.
According with the organizer, at Expobois there were 17 thousand visitors and 4,8 percent coming from foreign Countries.
www.expobois.fr. ■

FAIRS
Good perspective for Ligna 2011
Ligna 2011 is still more than a year away, but bookings for
the leading trade fair for the forestry and wood industries
are coming in thick and fast. “Many exhibitors have already
taken advantage of our early-bird discount, which is available for bookings received by 31 May 2010”, commented Stephan Ph. Kühne, the board member at Deutsche
Messe responsible for Ligna. According with the organizers, a sizeable percentage of the total display space leased
in 2009 has already
been booked. “Businesses are anticipating a pick-up in
new orders as the
economy moves out
of the doldrums.
They understand
that exhibiting at
Ligna is the key to realizing this new growth”. Ligna 2011
runs from 30 May to 3 June 2011 in Hannover, Germany.
“Making more out of wood” will be the slogan of the new
fair edition. Stephan Ph. Kühne explains: “Businesses need
to reduce costs and expenses to stay afloat in today’s tough,
competitive global marketplace. We are working very closely with exhibitors and key industry associations to make
Ligna more responsive than ever to the industry trend toward sustainability and efficiency”.
For more information: www.ligna.de. ■

NEWS

FAIRS
Progetto Fuoco

FAIRS
Femade is going to start

FAIRS
Indiawood: good results

According with the organizers, during
the five days of Progetto Fuoco (the
Fire project trade fair), over 67 thousand visitors came to the Verona
fairgrounds for the 7th international
show of installations and equipment for
the production of heat and energy
from wood fuel. This was a significant
increase with respect to the past edition in 2008. During
the weekend, numerous visitors joined the
designers, entrepreneurs and experts,
attracted by the thousands of ideas proposed for economical
heating alternatives,
more healthful than traditional radiators.
The variety of lines and materials,
adaptable to a wide range of interior
decorating styles, was also seen as a
strong attraction: the choices went
from the most classical mountain lodge
styles to the ultra modern. A larger area
than ever was devoted to boilers and
large furnaces for communities, as
well as to remote heating supplied on
demand or on a rental basis, both of
which are gaining widespread popularity for both public and private use.
With representatives from 19 Countries
all over the world, 500 of the world’s top
manufacturers occupied an area of
60,500 square metres.
The exhibition was also the occasion to
indicate the date of the next edition,
scheduled from 22 to 26 February
2012 Verona fairground. ■

Femade 2010 – International fair for the
wood, furniture and forestry industries,
scheduled from 24 to 28 May 2010 in Curitiba, in Brazil – will be organized for the
first time by Hannover Fairs Sulamérica
Ltda., associated of Deutsche Messe ag.
The exhibition will be supported by the
Brazilian Association machinery and
equipment Abimaq (Associação
brasileira da indústria de maquinas e
equipamentos). At Femade sixth edition
are attended about 100 exhibitors for an
area of 5.200 square metres. Besides of
the most important Brazilian companies,
there will be other companies coming
from twelve Countries as China, Argentina, Finland, Germany and Italy. ■

Organized by Pda trade fairs and supported Eumabois, the ninth edition of
Indiawood – International exhibition on
woodworking machinery tools, fittings,
accessories, raw materials and products – closed its doors last 8th March and
according to the organizers it registered
24 thousand visitors and 450 expositors
with an exhibition area of 15 thousand
square metres. 16 Italian companies
took part of Indiawood through a collective participation organized by the
Italian institute for foreign trade (Ice) in
collaboration with Acimall, the Italian
woodworking machinery and tool manufacturers association.
For more information
www.indiawood.com. ■

FAIRS
M&m tecnológica e industrial
9,600 visitors, 200 exhibitors for an exhibition surface of 8 thousand square
meters in two halls and a small outdoor
area dedicated to forest equipment.
These are the figures of the 10th edition
of M&m tecnológica e industrial, the
exhibition dedicated to woodworking
machinery, accessories and semifinished materials for the furniture industry, held from 3 to 6 March at the Corferias exhibition center in Bogota. Compared to 2008, the show recorded a 30
percent shrinkage of visitors, to the disappointment of organizers who expected 14 thousand operators, while exhibitors increased by 13.5 percent.
www.feria-mm.com. ■
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FAIRS
In 30 thousand at Wmf
Two exhibitions are supported by Eumabois in China: WoodmacChina in
Shanghai and Wmf in Beijing.
In 2010, it was the turn of Wms, which
was held from 10 to 13 March and, according to figures from the organizing
company Adsale, recorded 30 thousand visitors and 600 exhibitors on a
gross surface of 60 thousand square
meters. Italian companies attending the
show in a collective stand organized by
Acimall in collaboration with the Italian
Foreign Trade Institute Ice included Angelo Cremona, Bacci, Balestrini, Durox,
Freud, Hsd, Imal, Imeas, Ormamacchine, Prima, Scm and Smc. ■

www.xylon.it

WOOD, MACHINES AND FURNITURE:
JANUARY-NOVEMBER 2009

observatory

Like all issues in the past year, these
pages are dedicated to the analysis of
industry trends. Hereafter, we illustrate
the export figures of the main manufacturers operating in the machinerywood-furniture industry, referring to the
period January-November 2009.
Figures highlight the difficult period
for the manufacturing industry worldwide.

In the woodworking machinery market, Germany is still the world’s top exporter before Italy; in the months under scrutiny, China has recorded an increase of export flows which has allowed to reduce the impact of economic crisis on the industry.
The market of wood and semifinished
materials (logs, sawn wood and panels) indicates a shrinkage in all coun-

tries considered. The United States remain the main destination for wood exports at global level.
The furniture industry shows a minor
general decline compared to timber
and machinery. China has definitely
overcome the recession period, while
the United States and Italy are still
recording drops by more than 20
percent. ■

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT (January-Nov. 2009), (reference index 2006 = 100, in million euros)
Exporters
Germany
Italy
China
Taiwan
Austria

2009
1.313,6
756,2
392,3
247,0
247,0

Var. % 09/08
-40,8
-43,9
-25,3
-35,9
-29,8

Main market
China
France
Usa
Usa
Germany

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 846510, 846591, 846592, 846593, 846594,
846595, 846596, 846599, 846692, 84793.

WOOD EXPORT* (January-November 2009), (reference index 2006 = 100, in million euros)
Exporters
China
Germany
Canada
Usa
Brazil

2009
6.908,8
5.262,6
4.277,9
3.167,5
1.178,8

Var. % 09/08
-21,6
-25,5
-32,9
-24,0
-40,1

Main market
Usa
France
Usa
Canada
Usa

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 4401-21, 4501-04, 4601.
* logs, sawnwood, panels.

WOOD FURNITURE EXPORT* (January-November 2009), (reference index 2006 = 100, in million euros)
Exporters
China
Italy
Germany
Usa
France

2009
8.561,9
3.671,8
3.211,7
990,9
823,3

Var. % 09/08
7,3
-24,2
-13,7
-24,1
-20,8

Main market
Usa
France
Netherlands
Canada
Spain

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 940150, 940151, 940159, 940161, 940169,
940330, 940340, 940350, 940360, 940380, 940381, 940389.
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FOCUS ON BRAZIL
Brazil is one of the emerging countries
that has reacted better to the global
economic crisis.
In 2009, an oscillating trend characterized Gdp quarter by quarter, which
resulted into slight 0.6 percent shrinkage at the end of the year. However, in
early 2010, a strong recovery of all industrial activities is expected, with a
significant rally of domestic demand.
Employment trends see a significant reduction in the manufacturing industry,
partially offset by increasing employment in the service sector.
Consumption price indexes are still
high, while the payment balance has
been passive since 2008.
The industry of woodworking machinery is predominantly based on import. Incoming flows in 2009 amounted to 181 million dollars, slightly down
by 14.5 percent compared to the previous year.
The wood industry (logs, sawnwood
and panels) shows a definitely positive
trade balance.
In the last year for which figures are
available, import has exceeded 1,700
million dollars, down by 38.3 percent
compared to 2008. Brazil is among the
leading wood producers worldwide,
while the United States are the main
destination market for Brazilian products.
On the contrary, the value of incoming
flows is negligible in absolute terms,
even though in 2009 it recorded a negative variation by 25.3 percent.

GENERAL ECONOMIC INDEXES

Gdp (current prices,
Us. $ billions)
Gdp per capita
(Us dollars)
Inflation (percent change)
Current account balance
(Us $ billions)

2006
Value

2007
% Var.

2008
% Var.

2009
% Var.

2010*
% Var.

1,089

1,333

1,572

1,481

1,724

5,870
4.1

7,106
3.6

8,295
5.6

7,737
4.8

8,922
4.0

13.6

1.6

-28.2

-18.8

-33.3

Source: Imf (International monetary fund).

*estimate

MACHINERY IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)

Export
Import

2007
37
105

2008
38
212

2009
16
181

Var. % 09/08
-56.7
-14.5

2009
1.762
136

Var. % 09/08
-38.3
-25.3

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.

WOOD IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)

Export
Import

2007
3.438
149

2008
2.854
182

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.

WOODEN FURNITURE IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)
The furniture industry has a clearly
positive trade balance: export in 2009
exceeded 12 million dollars, slightly
down by 7.7 percent, while ingoing
flows amounted to 524 million dollars.
The Brazilian production of wood furniture is equal to some 3 thousand million dollars and is mostly addressed to
domestic consumption. ■

Export
Import

2007
786
8

2008
742
13

2009
524
12

Var. % 09/08
-29.4
-7.7

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.
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FAIRS

MAY
4-8 May
Xylexpo
Biennial world exhibition
dedicated to woodworking
technologies
www.xylexpo.com
• Rho/Pero (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
4-7 May
Technology exhibitions week
International exhibition
of technology and innovation
(Bias, Fluidtrans compomac,
Mechanical power transmission
& control)
www.fieremostre.it
• Rho/Pero (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
5-9 May
Moyaf
www.modef.com
• Inegol (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies
11-15 May
Interzum Moscow/Interkomplet
2010
nternational fair for subcontracting
www.interzum-moscow.com
• Moscow (Russia)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies

12-15 May
Intertool Kiev
11th international exhibition
for hardware, tools and diy
www.intertool-kiev.com
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies
21-24 May
Wood World
International exhibition
of woodworking machinery,
tools, materials & supplies
for furniture industry
www.agd-exhibitions.net
• Cairo (Egypt)
Woodworking technologies
22-24 May
Ambiente Italia
www.fierambienteitalia.it
• Rome (Italy)
Furniture
24-28 May
Femade
International exhibition for wood,
furniture and forestry industry
www.hanover.com.br/feiras_nac/20
10/femade/femade.htm
• Curitiba (Brazil)
Woodworking technologies
25-28 May
Woodprocessing
Intrernational fair of machinery,
equipment and materials
for the wood industry
www.galexpo.lviv.ua
• Lviv (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies
27-29 May
Woodmach Davao
www.globallinkph.com
• Davao (Philippines)
Woodworking technologies
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28-30 May
Edilmed-Sifuc
www.edilmed-sifuc.it
• Naples (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
31 May-5 June
Biemh 2010
26th International
machine tool exhibition
www.biemh.com
• Bilbao (Spain)
Woodworking technologies

JUNE
2-4 June
Carrefour international du bois
International timber trade show
www.timbershow.com
• Nantes (France)
Wood
2-4 June
Furnex 2010
www.furnexegypt.com/WhyvisitFurnex.asp
• Cairo (Egypt)
Furniture
8-11 June
Packolog
Exhibition of technology
for packaging
www.packologyexpo.com
• Rimini (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
9-12 June
Expo Ampimm
Exhibition of international suppliers
for wood and furniture industry
www.ampimm.com
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Wood

9-12 June
Timber & Woodworking
www.exhibitions.kz
• Almaty (Kazakistan)
Woodworking technologies
12-15 June
Italianexpo Iraq
www.italianexpo.it
• Erbil (Iraq)
Woodworking technologies
14-16 June
NeoCon
www.neocon.com/showinformation
• Chicago (Usa)
Furniture
15-18 June
Tekhnodrev (Ural Volga)
www.restec.ru/tekhnodrev
• Perm (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
17-20 June
Semana verde de Galicia
www.feiragalicia.com
• Silleda (Spain)
Woodworking technologies
24-27 June
Furnitech woodtech
www.furnitechwoodtech.com
• Bangkok (Thailand)
Woodworking technologies

JULY
1-4 July
China int'l furniture
and woodworking machinery
exhibition
www.furniture-cn.net.cn
• Beijing (China)
Woodworking technologies
14-18 July
Interforst 2010
International fair for forestry
and forest technology
www.interforst.de
• Munich (Germania)
Woodworking technologies
18-21 July
The Manchester furniture show
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com
• Birmingham (Great Britain)
Furniture
22-24 July
Woodmach Cebu
www.globallinkph.com
• Cebu City (Philippines)
Woodworking technologies
27-29 July
Furniture Asia
www.furnitureasia.com
• Karachi (Pakistan)
Woodworking technologies

AUGUST
18-21 August
Expo mueble internacional verano
www.expomuebleverano.com.mx/indexNoti.php?lugar=expoverano
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Furniture

19-22 August
Maderexpo
International exhibition
of forestry processing
and woodworking machinery
www.maderexpo.com
• Montevideo (Uruguay)
Woodworking technologies
24-27 August
Trä & Teknik
www.traochteknik.se
• Götheborg (Sweden)
Woodworking technologies
25-28 August
Iwf
International woodworking fair
www.iwfatlanta.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Woodworking technologies
26-29 August
Internationale holzmesse
www.kaerntnermessen.at/holzmesse
• Klagenfurt (Austria)
Woodworking technologies
27-31 August
Tendence
www.tendence.messefrankfurt.com
• Frankfurt (Germany)
Furniture
➥
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SEPTEMBER
3-5 September
Perfect home & interior
www.perfecthome.pl/?pid=main_mai
npage.en
• Warsaw (Poland)
Furniture
3-7 September
Mueble Paris
www.maison-objet.com
• Paris (France)
Furniture
5-7 September
Spoga+Gafa
Garden trade fair
www.spoga-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
7-10 September
Fmc premium 2010
www.fmcchina.com.cn/premium
• Shanghai (China)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
8-12 September
Bife Timb
International fair for wood machinery
and furniture industry
www.bife.ro
• Bucharest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies
8-11 September
WoodProAfrica
Woodworking technology exhibition
www.woodpro.co.za
• Johannesburg (South Africa)
Woodworking technologies

9-11 September
Eko-Las
Fair of forestry and wood industry
and environmental protection
www.sawo.pl
• Tuchola (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
9-12 September
Macef
Home & interior international
exhibition
www.macef.it
• Milan (Italy)
Furniture
15-18 September
Surface Expo
Italian fair of finishing
and surface treatment
www.federfinitura.it
• Bergamo (Italy)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
16-19 September
Z-Tec
www.z-tec.com
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies
16-20 September
Abitare il Tempo
www.abitareiltempo.com
• Verona (Italy)
Furniture
17-19 settembre
Bosco e territorio
www.provincia.torino.it
• Beaulard-Oulx (Turin, Italy)
Wood

“OUR” EXHIBITIONS 2009
Xylon is present at:

4-8 May
Xylexpo
Rho (Milan)
21-24 May
Wood World
Il Cairo
24-27 June
Furnitech Woodtech
Bangkok
27-30 July
Formobile
Sao Paolo
25-28 August
Iwf
Atlanta
21-24 September
Woodprocessing
Kiev
27 September-1 October
Lesdrevmash
Moscow
3-6 October
W10
Bormingham
21-23 October
Fenafor
Lima
9-12 November
Tekhnodrev
Krasnojarsk
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XYLEXPO

XYLEXPO 2010 OPENS UP THE DOORS
WITH LOTS OF NEWS
The exhibition, though affected by the difficult economic period, is once again
the reference event in even-numbered years and the place where
you can compare the offer of 650 manufacturers, looking for the “ideal solution”.
It’s a few days to the official opening of the 22nd edition of Xylexpo, the big international show in evennumbered years, that comes back as a platform of
innovation, research and solutions for woodworking machinery and technology.
A date that, for 42 years, has attracted tens of thousands of visitors from all over the world to Milan; in
2010, there are 652 exhibitors, including 225 from
across the border, covering a net exhibition surface of 42,500 square meters.
An excellent result in view of the serious crisis that
has hit the woodworking technology business, just
think that international trade in this industry collapsed by 37.5 percent in 2009. A hurricane that
swept the entire woodworking industry and, for Xylexpo, there was the additional problem of another exhibition organized very close, though largely
below expectations in terms of results.
The loss of 200 exhibitors versus 2008 and 30 thousand square meters less will not change the
meaning of this exhibition, which pays the fee of a
deep international economic crisis. But let us
make some remarks as we leaf through the fair catalog (which has been accessible online for a few
weeks at www.xylexpo.com): the reduction of exhibitors is mainly due to the absence of many small
and very small producers of components and aggregates. For them, the woodworking machinery
business is just one of many destination markets
for their products, and during a period of serious
crisis, they are obviously optimizing their promotional
costs. As the economic climate improves, many exhibitors that are not exclusively related to woodworking technology will probably come back to the
next editions.
Not only: the reduction of exhibiting space is due
to the decision of many companies to cut costs and
reserve less space than in the past. So, the “big
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names”, the reference brands, the “innovation makers” are in Milan, though with lower investments.
The third remark based on an accurate analysis of
the list of exhibitors at Xylexpo 2010 is that the Milan exhibition is a comprehensive review, the most
important showcase in even-numbered year, that
gathers small, medium and large enterprises and
international groups in Milan to present machinery,
products and technology.
Today more than ever, users are looking for tailormade solutions to produce according to standard
or most peculiar needs. Even standard machines,
the most conventional, are adapted to the specific requirements of each buyer. With many exhibitors
attending, Xylexpo will allow visitors to compare,
check, choose from thousands of options, different
combinations of performance, price, functionality
and flexibility.
Because this is the function of a trade fair: provide
the most comprehensive comparison to all visitors.

THE LAYOUT
Also this year, the exhibition layout was conceived to support and streamline the visit: halls 13 and 2-4 will display technology for panel processing, surface treatment and related products,
as well as hardware, semifinished materials and accessories.
Hall 6 will be dedicated to solid wood machining
and finishing technology; hall 10 will host the exhibitors of machines, accessories and tools for first
processing and the production of panels, technology for construction timber, wood, beams and
load-bearing semifinished materials.

HEADING FOR A NEW WOOD ECONOMY:
XYLEXPO OPENING CONFERENCE
On Tuesday, 4 May 2010, at 11 a.m., at the xylexpo arena in hall
14, the opening conference of Xylexpo 2010 is scheduled. Organized by Acimall, the Italian Forestry Association and the Italian National Commitee of forests, wood and paper, the symposium will provide an opportunity to analyze and discuss the entire supply chain, from forest to finished product. Responsibility
for the future, new development opportunities, a correct relationship
with the environment for a growth that is really sustainable and
promotes a real “wood culture” will be the key topics around the
speech by Professor Giuseppe De Rita, president of Censis, who
will give an in-depth analysis of the role that the wood supply chain
can and must have in a mature economy.
The speakers’ list includes: Ambrogio Delachi (Acimall president);
Roberto Formigoni (president, Region Lombardy); Enrico Pazzali (managing director, FieraMilano spa); Alfredo Diana (president, Italian National committee of forests, wood and paper) Giorgio Corrado (Italian state forest police); Rosario Messina (president, FederlegnoArredo) Paolo Culicchi (president, Assocarta)
and Giuseppe De Rita (president, Censis foundation), whose
speech will be entitled “Which civil role for the wood industry”.
At the end of the conference, the first edition of “Bosco in fiera”
will be inaugurated with a small and informal ceremony.

Halls 5 and 7 will showcase the exhibitions organized by FieraMilano, Bias, Fluidtrans Compomac and Mechanical Power Transmission &
Motion Control, a collaboration that starts this year
and completes the review of production technologies “upstream”.
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BOSCO IN FIERA 2010 AGENDA
Please check www.xylexpo.com for the latest update
SATURDAY, MAY 8, 2010
14.30 -15.30 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
NATURE PROTECTION
Nests for forest animals
Sergio Abram
For more information:
Maria Luise Fink, phone +39 0471
981471, www.naturprotection.it
SATURDAY, MAY 8
and SUNDAY, MAY 9, 2010
VALTELLINA TIMBERMAN’S
FRIENDS ASSOCIATIONS
Timberman biathlon
Debranching and axe
cutting competition
Chainsaw carving contest
Skill tests between professional
skills and art
For more information:
Daniele Combi
phone +39 0342 671381
info@amiciboscaioli.it
www.amiciboscaioli.it

ERSAF-REGION LOMBARDY
Guided tours
Tours for families and schools inside

“Bosco in fiera”, with visits and
presentation of the forest nursery
created for the event.
For more information:
Alessandro Rapella,
alessandro.rapella@ersaf.lombardia.it

VALLE TROMPIA
MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY
“The forest road”: notes and
snapshots on the history and
botanic heritage of the forest
A number of initiatives including
music and theater shows, laboratories and guided tours, artistic creations, video presentations.
For more information:
Mauro Abati
phone + 39 338 7316656

BOSCO IN FIERA
We are now talking about hall 14. In this area, two
“families” of exhibitors were gathered, i.e. industry
press and the national associations and industry exhibitions. A third section will be “Bosco in fiera”, the
“absolute beginner” of this Xylexpo edition, a 3 thousand square-meter natural environment with tall trees,
created in partnership with Region Lombardy and
FieraMilano and with the structures and installations
offered by Legnoluce from Majano, near Udine
(www.legnoluce.it); the key topics are sustainable forest management, carbon stock, forest policies, as
well as wood handicraft, natural engineering, territory protection and monitoring, training and education. It’s an event with powerful cultural meanings
and a double soul: from Tuesday 4 to Saturday 8, it
will show the strong focus of Xylexpo on the very first
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LET’S BUILD TOGHETHER
OUR “BOSCO IN CASA”
Ecofriends: Association of environmental-friendly citizens and
enterprises in collaboration with
its founder member Palm Spa.
Renaissance carpenter's shop,
where adults and babies will be
able to discover the value of handiwork of man; the cottages made in
Fsc/Pefc certified wood will be built
with nails and hammer to take
“wood at home”.
For more information
Ecofriends, phone 0375 82203,
www.ecofriends.it

stages of wood processing. With “Bosco in fiera”, Xylexpo wants to underline the central role of raw material wood, creating the “core”, a preview of an event
that, starting from 2012, will provide an ideal frame
to present companies specializing in first processing, production of tools and technology for forest operations, territory management, timber constructions.
Then, on Saturday 8 and Sunday 9, “Bosco in fiera”
will be open to the public, thanks to an extraordinary extension of the calendar. The offer includes
guided tours, events, theater performances, chainsaw sculptures, special shows, laboratories for kids
and families, and the “Timberman Biathlon”, a
demonstration of skillfulness in forest activities.
An agenda of the events within “Bosco in fiera” on
Saturday 8 and Sunday 9 May can be found in the
box on this page.

VISITORS
Xylexpo 2010 will be a very important stage in the
history of this biennial international show, for a number of reasons. First of all, it will be a complete review, where you can have an exhaustive overview
of the current offer of processing technology for
wood and wood-based materials. Organizers are
sure that this offer will be appreciated by industry
operators pouring in to Milan.
In this respect, significant efforts have been made
to ensure and confirm the role Xylexpo worldwide.
Selecting partners to “cover” all markets with an interest in woodworking, an extensive and far-reaching promotional campaign has been carried out in
the past eighteen months, getting in touch with over
100 thousand potential visitors through different
channels.
A significant investment, despite the tough economic period. Actually, it was even more relevant
for this reason and it added to the invitations of

FROM TUESDAY 4 TO SUNDAY 9 MAY 2010
10.00-18.00 • Lem 1
FONDAZIONE FIERA MILANO
Exhibition “Mechanical engineering on display,
between trade show and industry-specific exhibition”
This event certainly deserves specific attention, as it offers a sort
of journey through time to discover the secrets of industrial
progress, for which the Milan fair and its exhibitions have certainly
played a significant role. These pictures seem to be taken from
old science fiction books, but they tell stories of design, engineering and entrepreneurial skills that have paved the way to the
production of new goods and endless opportunities. A tribute to
the role that mechanical engineering and instrumental goods must
have in a well-balanced economic system.

woodworking machinery and tools importers,
over 300, sent out also in collaboration with the Italian Foreign Trade Institute (Ice) and the Italian Ministry of economic development. Specific attention
was paid not to established international importers who normally visit Xylexpo, but to traders
from emerging markets or new types of actors from
mature markets.
Exhibitions are not designed to meet those you know
already, but to find new opportunities!
The current status of new pre-registration procedures on the www.xylexpo.com web site allows
to be optimistic about the number of visitors we will
see from 4 to 8 May at FieraMilano.

XYLEXPO ARENA
More news for this Xylexpo edition concern the organization and hosting of a number of events and
initiatives that will add value to the commercial side
of the exhibition. For this reason , in hall 14, a new
area will be opened and, in the vision of organizers, will become a “fixed stage” in the future: Xylexpo Arena, a fully equipped “meeting center” with
a capacity of one hundred seats to attend events,
conference, roundtable discussions organizaed by
companies, designers, operators, institutes, research centers to illustrate their new ideas and solutions, their projects and their latest achievements
and creations.
Hereunder the calendar of events updated until a few
days before the official opening (please refer to
www.xylexpo.com for the latest modifications). ■
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THE EVENT’S AGENDA
TUESDAY, MAY 4, 2010
14.30 - 17.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
CONFARTIGIANATO
LEGNO ARREDO
Symposium “Legislation overview
of formaldehyde emissions
for wood-based panels”
Domenico Gambacci
(president, Italian Federation
of wood and furniture handicraft)
Guido Cesati (secretary,
Italian federation of wood
and furniture handicraft)
Samuele Broglio (president,
Wood Group, Italian federation
of wood and furniture handicraft)
David Mugianesi (board member,
Wood Group, Italian federation
of wood and furniture handicraft)
Franco Bulian (Chemical
department manager at Catas R&D center and test laboratory
for wood-furniture industry)
Moderator: Pietro Ferrari
(managing director,
Idm - L’industria del mobile”)
For more information:
Marco Frigerio, Italian federation of
wood and furniture handicraft,
phone +39 02 661201, aial@iride.it

17.00 - 18.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
TECNOSERVIZI
Seminary “Management solutions
and techniques for photovoltaic
panel maintenance”
Armando Zecchi (general manager,
Tecnoservizi)
Francesco Frabasile (technical
manager, Tecnoservizi)
Mario Cesana (technology R&D
manager, Sem)
For more information:
Armando Zecchi
phone +39 340 2713570
tecnoserviziitalia@yahoo.it
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 5, 2010
10.00 - 11.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
PEFC ITALIA
“Pefc certification for sustainable
forest management: presentation
and purpose”
Antonio Brunori
(general secretary, Pefc Italia)
For more information:
Pefc Italia, phone 075 7824825
fax 075 5997295 - info@pefc.it

11.15 - 12.30 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
PEFC ITALIA
“Pefc Chain of Custody
certification: benefits
for the wood, paper
and publishing industry”
Antonio Brunori
(general secretary, Pefc Italia)
For more information:
Pefc Italia, phone 075 7824825
fax 075 5997295 - info@pefc.it
16.00 - 17.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
REGION LOMBARDY - GENERAL
DIRECTION FOR INDUSTRY, SMBs
AND COOPERATION
“Region Lombardy tools
to support the globalization
of Lombardy companies”
Milena Bianchi
(globalization structure manager)
THURSDAY, MAY 6, 2010
10.30 - 13.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
FIPER - Italian Federation of Italian
Renewable Energy Producers
Symposium “How to diversify
the use of wood biomass
for energy production?”
Walter Righini (president, Fiper,
and ceo, Tcvvv)
Marco Menghini
(owner of agritourism resort)
Gino Giudici (president, no-profit
organization Ambiente Valtellina)

Roberto Carovigno (General
direction, agriculture and forestry,
Region Lombardy)
Carmelo Puntel (president,
Forest Consortium Alta Valtellina)
For more information:
Vanessa Gallo
phone +39 0362 1792245
+39 339 5256428,
segreteria.nazionale@fiper.it

14.00 - 17.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
TECNOSERVIZI
Seminary "Biogas and
gasification systems
from the wood supply chain”
Armando Zecchi
(general manager, Tecnoservizi)
Marco Fiala (Università degli Studi
of Milan, Agricultural engineering
department)
Alessandro Guercio (Turboden)
Sergio Stagni (Intergen)
Malu Passarella (Austep)
Villar Boicelli (president,
Italian Biogas Consortium)
Paola Castelli (Università degli Studi
of Milan, Agricultural engineering
department)
17.00 - 18.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
TECNOSERVIZI
Presentation of Eco Design Expo
and the Biogas and Gasification
Systems Yearbook
Marco Fiala (Università degli Studi
of Milan, Agricultural engineering
department)
For more information:
Armando Zecchi
phone +39 340 2713570
tecnoserviziitalia@yahoo.it
FRIDAY, MAY 7, 2010
ore 09.30-11.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
9.30 - 11.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
SANMARCO INFORMATICA

Seminary: “Selling with speed,
not with price”
The organization of companies
working to order and the possibility
to reduce execution times in all
areas, as essential condition to
increase competitiveness and
profitability. An introduction
to the Theory of constraints.
Luca Romano
(business management consultant,
Sanmarco Informatica)

11.00 - 13.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
LEGNO LEGNO CONSORTIUM
Symposium "New revisions
of the EC marking
for windows and opportunities
for manufacturers”
Contact
Deborah Muscaritolo
deborah.muscaritolo@legnolegno.it
phone +39 0522 733002
14.00 - 18.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
ANVER
Symposium "Horizontal Mdf
panel powder painting”
Matteo Ingaramo (Politecnico
di Milano, Indaco Department)
Gioacchinio Lucchese (Arsonsisi)
Quintino Tomè (Eliogea)
moderator: Danilo O. Malavolti
(president, Anver)
For more information:
Anver-La rivista del colore
info@anver.org
phone +39 035 629041
SATURDAY, MAY 8, 2010
9.00 - 12.30 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
REGION LOMBARDY
Symposium “Forest certification,
an opportunity for enterprises”

12.30 - 13.00 • Xylexpo Arena, hall 14
REGION LOMBARDY
Presentation of the “Report on the
status of forests in Lombardy”
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FURNITURE AND DECORATION:
RECOVERY IN SIGHT
The “World furniture
outlook 2011” by Csil
reveals the first signs
of market recovery after
the crisis, United States
included. A trend that must
still be evaluated in all its
strength to understand
the situation of the different
areas next year without any
economic aid or support.
The presentation
of the Csil report
“World furniture
outlook 2010/2011”
at Fiera Milano.

Recovery has started and we can see it, mostly
in the world's economic areas that even in the middle of the crisis did not stop running (Asia
ahead): both years 2010-2011 will be decisive to
invert the negative trend of the world’s economy.
But it is too soon to say it, because the strength
of the new recovery trend still must be evaluated,
net of government and other supports after the recent months’ economic difficulties, including the
financial and cash benefits supporting production
and sales activities.
This is the warning coming from the “World furniture outlook 2010/2011” by Csil – the Milanbased light industry study Center specializing in
market research and consulting for the furniture,
timber-design, lighting and home appliances’
industry – with the contribution of professionals and
operators from 60 major Countries about newly
emerging scenarios.
As usual, the presentation of the report on the global furniture market (upon data from different international and local sources) took place during
the Milan furniture salon and, right in the middle
of the international design exhibition, provided an
opportunity to think about the industry future.
According to the Csil report, international furniture
production is equal to some 376 billion Us dollars. High-income countries alone cover 58 per-
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cent of the market: United States (15 percent), Italy
(8 percent), Germany (7 percent), Japan (3 percent), France (3 percent), Canada (3 percent),
United Kingdom (3 percent) and other countries
(16 percent). Usa, Italy, Germany, Japan, France,
Canada and United Kingdom together reach a production of about 159 billion dollars. Starting the
recovery thanks to the slowdown induced by the
crisis for more advanced countries, medium and
low-income manufacturing countries represent 42
percent, 25 by China, 3 by Poland, 2 by Brazil, 1
by Vietnam and 11 by other countries with the
same features. In particular, production is growing fast in China, Poland and Vietnam also thanks
to the investment in new plants, designed and
manufactured to enhance the export market.
During the period from 2003 to 2008, production
has grown as follows: Turkey up strong (+20 percent), followed by Russia (+28 percent), Ukraine
(+22 percent), Lithuania (+21 percent), Poland
(+18 percent), Romania and the Slovak Republic (+17 percent). The Asian market continues its
race with the boom of Vietnam (+32 percent) and
China (+30 percent), followed by India (+14 percent) and Malaysia (+12 percent). In South America, Brazil stands out (+13 percent). During the
2000-2007 period, out of the top five importers
(United States, Germany, France, United Kingdom

TECHNOLOGIES, RUSSIA RE-STARTS ITS ENGINE
Besides furniture, the recovery can be
seen also in the woodworking machinery and technology industry; but
taking on the pre-crisis path is not that
easy. This is what Acimall data say, the
Italian association gathering 206 machinery and tools manufacturers. In
Italy in 2009 the overall industry
turnover reached 1,228 million euros;
moreover, in Italy there are companies
that cover 20 percent of world production and export 70 percent of
products. The crisis deeply affected
export and also an already slower domestic market in its growth and evolution process. According to the orders in the fourth quarter 2009 (a year
that recorded minimum industry or-

ders) as compared to the same period in the previous year, the domestic
market has lost 22.4 percent, with export gaining 17.6 percent for an average increase of 5.5 percent. 2009
data on the production of machinery
and tools show a production equal to
1,228 million euro down by 42.2 percent, export equal to 874 million
down by 42.2 percent, import also
down (by 37.5 percent for 123 million),
just like the trade balance (-43.2 percent for 751 million). Ranking second
in the 2009 list of major technology exporters with a 43.9 percent contraction (after Germany, down by 40.8 percent and before China, -25.3 percent),
Italy exports 51.2 percent of its prod-

and Canada), United States and United Kingdom
recorded the highest increase passing from 15 to
26 billion dollars and from 3 to 9 billion dollars, respectively, while France and Germany recorded
lower increases. In 2009, the outlook changes and
negative trends are recorded in the United States
(in 2008 down to 24 billion and again to 19 billion
last year), and later on in all top five countries. Similar trend for export, where China, Italy, Germany,
Poland and United States rank first, all with negative signs.
In addition, according to Csil, another aspect must
not be underrated in the analysis: the most important structural change in the last decade has
been the increase in the opening degree of furniture markets expressed by the import-consumption ratio up from 24 to 30 percent on a world
scale between 2000 and 2008.
What are the 2011 forecasts? The world Gdp is expected to increase by 3.9 percent in 2010 and by
4.3 percent in 2011, with a lower increase in countries with advanced economies which will grow by
2.1 and 2.4, respectively. The “map” traced by the
“World furniture outlook 2010/2011” allows to see
where the best growing trends will concentrate.
The list is headed by Eastern European Countries
(Russia first of all, after the last two years’ slowdown), but also Turkey, South Africa, Mexico and

ucts to the European Union, 15.9
percent to extra-European countries,
12.5 percent to Asia, 7 percent to
South America, 5.8 percent to Africa,
5.5 percent to North America and 2.1
percent to Oceania. Last year’s major
destination markets: France with 86.3
million Euro in value (-20.7 percent on
2008), Germany with 68.5 (-34 percent), Belgium with 41.8 (-16.9 percent), Brazil with 37.9 (the only positive sign with +13.7 percent), Poland
with 35.9 (-47.3 percent) and Russia
with 34.3 (-65.2 percent). First signs
of new orders coming right from Russia make room for hope in a real industry recovery in the upcoming
months.

leading South American countries (Brazil, Chile
and Argentina), besides the Middle and Far East
(China, India and Indonesia). In a stable Western
Europe only Greece stands out, with Csil data
showing a decrease. Though at lower speed, also
countries like France, Australia and United States
grow, and they even talk about the end of the most
critical stage with a light coming from a renewed
market opening. Down by 20 percent in 2009, the

FIVE MAJOR FURNITURE IMPORTING COUNTRIES
Imports 200-2009. Current US$ billion

Source: Csil processing of United Nation, Eurostar and national data.
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FIVE MAJOR FURNITURE EXPORTING COUNTRIES
Imports 2000-2009. Current US$ billion

Source: Csil processing of United Nation, Eurostar and national data.

WORLD TRADE OF FURNITURE
Current US$ billion
and annual percentage changes

Source: Csil.

* Projected

world furniture business is expected to go back
to growth in 2010 (+2 percent) and 2011 (+5 percent), passing from 92 billion Us dollars in 2009
to 94 in 2010 and 98 in 2011.

STARTING OVER FROM THE EAST
After consumption down by 7.5 percent in 2009
and import down by 11.8 percent, in the United
States the market starts to react to spurs with positive perspectives of increasing business partnerships (starting from Vietnam and Mexico),
thanks also to the recovery of marketing and sales
activities, and credit availability.
Yet, to make order in the process of growth in the
furniture industry we must turn to the East. India
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confirms its role among the most interesting markets. With export equal to 170 billion dollars in
2008-2009, expected growth is at least 9-10
percent throughout the next 25 years, also thanks
to the social changes taking place in particular
among 64.3 percent of the population between 15
and 64 years of age: young people tend to consume better and spend more, purchasing also high
quality products abroad. In 2010 alone, domestic consumption will grow by 6 percent.
China suffers from the crisis but keeps on
strengthening its domestic market. Production
slows down in 2009 with an increase of 13.5
(+20.38 percent in 2008) and the increased domestic consumption affected the Gdp for 12.6 percent, which remains positive (+8.7 percent) despite reduced export (from +21.94 percent in 2008
to -6 percent in 2009).
Always in the East, in Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam – Countries with a rapid production growth
yet technologically backward – we find the most
promising expectations for Italian woodworking
machinery and tools.
With 2010 forecasts showing domestic consumption equal to 8 billion dollars, production for
5.6 billion, export for 1.6 (-0.13 percent) and import for 650 million dollars, Turkey maintains its
role on the international market. Among outsiders, Brazil stands out, importing from China,
Germany, Usa, France, Japan and Italy, and exporting mostly towards the Usa, Argentina,
France, United Kingdom and Angola - leading
growing country in the African continent where an
important Brazilian business presence is emerging. Some help to the industry might come from
a market restoration and rationalization, and from
a reduction in taxes on industrial production
which would bring benefits to final consumers as
well. Good recovery expectations also for Australia and Norway, not integrated in the euro area
and more connected to the currency exchange
fluctuations.
The central role of the furniture industry in the European economy is also confirmed by Epf data (European panel federation): this industrial sector receives 49 percent of manufactured panels. And
then Austria has brought in its experience through
the example of the Egger Group (wood-based
products and decoration): increased quality and
sustainability to compete on the market. ■
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INNOVATION AGAINST THE CRISIS:
THE ESSETRE FORMULA
Product news on display for Essetre, which has held an openhouse
in its facility in Thiene to show the latest product of the range for the timber
construction industry, the nc machining center “Techno Turn”.

An overall view of
“Techno Turn”.
The milling head.
The scale model
of “Techno Turn”
from which
Gianni Sella
developed the
new machine
by Essetre.

With an openhouse in its facility in Thiene, near Vicenza Essetre, specializing in the production of nc
machining centers and special woodworking machinery since 1979, has presented its latest product
news, designed and produced for the manufacturers of timber components for the building and construction industry. Founded by Gianni Sella, Essetre takes a further step ahead in the consolidation of
its business presence in the growing building industry.
The first “jewel” displayed is “Techno Turn”, the
patented, compact nc machine with extremely limited space requirements which allows to process
beams with a maximum section of 300x400 mm and
unlimited length. The electro-welded carpentry
frame houses a high accuracy ring nut with 360 degrees motion, automatically powered by the numeric
control, which incorporates the “Turn” cutting head
that mills and quickly cuts on all six beam sides without rotating the workpiece. A benefit for manufacturers,
who in this way may remarkably cut down processing times.
“In this new system we concentrated our technical
and IT knowledge in beam processing – said Pierluigi Gambardella, Essetre marketing manager – and
by combining a tool change and cutting head system, it allows a much quicker execution speed and
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great flexibility of use”. The new plant is conceived
for carpenters and manufacturers who process
beams mainly to build timber roofs, and who wish to
have as flexible a production process as possible,
adapting it to their requirements to execute even different operations at the same time and on different
sized workpieces. The cutting head is the core of the
machine, on one side incorporating a fixed blade that
allows both straight and inclined cuts, and a tool
change that allows very quick times; above the head
the rack with spare tools is located, which gets down
and changes tools automatically according to specific requirements upon the machine input. A self-disabling system blocks the use of the cutter when the
blade is operating and the other way round. The
“Columbus egg” is represented by the ring nut al-

lowing the system to move and operate all requested processes, including beam-bottom processes,
while the workpiece stands still. Co-owner in the family-run business, Andrea Sella explains the working
process in detail. “By doing so the machine can
process with utmost accuracy up to 18 meter long
beams, which would be impossible to rotate on traditional systems”. The intuition of this new machine
is an exclusive idea of Essetre and in particular Gianni Sella, starting from the study of an aluminum
scale model and the already acquired know-how and
software applications.
The first requests have already come, most of all from
“historical” users of Essetre plants, also thanks to
“Techno Pf”, able to process sections starting from
400x800 mm and ready to be combined with the latest product to enhance performance and enlarge the
area of use within the facility, from large-sized components to small beams. Essetre sold about 90 pieces
of this model in Italy and Europe.
For Essetre the building industry is a synonym of the
drive of technological innovation, an industry on which
– Abruzzo docet – it is important to focus the best
skills. As compared to other NC technological solutions, they provide higher processing flexibility and
versatility of use. In order to design them, a strong
industrial background is necessary. “In my opinion,
machines are for 50 percent the result of mechanical design and for the other 50 percent of It design.
The software-related part is crucial – Nicola Sella,
Essetre co-owner, explains – because most of all on
a machine of this type you need a dialog between
these two levels, an efficient communication. It is impossible to build a machine today without talking to
the world of specialized software and checking if and
how it is possible to get to the result.”
The new “Techno Turn” is the latest addition in the already rich company production of the past years,
which besides “Techno Pf” (workpiece processing with
automatic continuous workpiece loading also during
the process, with one or two operating units) also includes “Techno Pm” (machine for special workpieces

with mobile frame), the plant “Techno Blockhaus”
(most of all thought for the construction of timber houses on the Russian market, which is giving great satisfactions also on several other markets) and “Techno Wall” (fascinating and powerful machine for the
processing of walls of prefab houses for up to 30-40
meter long modules and up to 400 mm wall thickness).
The latest product by Essetre, “Techno Turn”, is therefore the quadrature of the circle of an evolution that
meets the requirements of beam and little covering
beam processes, and that prepares to play its
competitiveness on the Italian and international
market, starting from France and England.
The openhouse was also the occasion to know the
restyled version of "Techno One", which in its new version is delivered to the market with great processing
potential, suitable also for the requirements of those
who, in the current unfavorable market situation, cannot afford a full-optional machine. “We created a machine able to provide high productivity in line with the
“Techno” series, developing a system with a 5-axis
cutting head, 9-position tool holding magazine and
an additional 2-position magazine to process beams
with 400x800 mm sections and unlimited length.. Not
a ‘baby’ – Andrea Sella explains – but a solution that
does not compromise its structure and operating accuracy in line with the customer’s economic commitment. In order to accomplish this goal we simplified
the loading and unloading system and installed one
single head”. In an industry like woodworking technology and tools, hardly beaten by the crisis like Acimall data show with a -50 percent of the market, innovation and the answer to manufacturers needs represent the winning strategy. “Our strength is technological innovation, otherwise we would not be
here in such a tough moment like this. We save ourselves because we always try to provide adequate
products to customer needs – Sella continues – and
we have machines that we can call standard, yet that
can be customized through modifications according to the different requests. This allowed us to resist better against the crisis”. ■

Some operations
that the head
can perform.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
AND CERTIFICATION
With an EC certification for XLam panel processing under its belt,
the Veneto-based company Artuso Legnami is one of the leading suppliers
in the market of timber prefab houses. And it has a heritage
of a 20-year history started in the joiner’s shop.

Maurizio Artuso.

Passing from a village joiner’s shop to a
company specializing in bio-constructions and timber prefab houses in twenty
years of history is the unusual path of those
who “grow fast”. Just like it happened to
the company Artuso Legnami in Caselle
di Altivole, near Treviso, founded in 1989.
After a first working period between windows and furniture products comes the remarkable turn, helped by the saturation of a market counting thirteen joiners in a town of 2 thousand
people and the return to traditional timber roofing
for houses, villas and buildings, which starting from
the mid-Nineties gradually surpassed the demand for covers made of other materials: since then,
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for roofs and covers – from simple to most sophisticated versions – eyes turn on the carpentry
industry and soon the prefab house comes along,
a new priority the company wants to consolidate
under the sign of bio-constructions.
Today, with about 5 million euro turnover, Artuso Legnami purchases from Austria and Germany semifinished fir beams ready to be cut, finished and delivered to the building site upon order for the realization of roofs, dormers, trusses and floors, and
manufactures in-house construction systems based
on XLam panels for civil buildings with solutions
ranging from the supply of material to its installation, including turn-key solutions provided thanks
to partnerships with other specializing companies.

An important role in the modification of the production process has been played by technology,
with the progressive replacement of more traditional
machines with innovative plants for different
processes (from the completely automated jointing
line by Spanevello to the nc machining center for
walls by Uniteam), and the training of highly
skilled operators able to accompany customers
throughout the entire process from design to production up to installation, with the support of upto-date “customized” software systems for control
and management.
Yet, in order to compete on the global market, a determining contribution was paid by certifications, not
only with the EC marking of structural wood products (starting from last September 1), but most importantly with the EC certificate for the production
of XLam panels released by the Austrian Holzcert
authority with the collaboration of Ivalsa, the Italian
Cnr wood and plants valorization institute, after a particularly strict procedure of tests and working
process that took a year and a half. Artuso Legnami is the first Italian company that obtained it and
one of the few manufacturers in Europe. The company’s strength? The ability to look ahead and anticipate emerging market requirements. So spoke
Maurizio Artuso, founder and owner.
Mister Artuso, has this certification opened up new
possibilities?
“To be earnest, if we had known how hard the procedure is, we surely would have evaluated this
choice differently; new possibilities are opening up,
even with the help of a bit of luck: in a European
market where new regulations are effective, the fact
of having this certification is in our favor”.
Was it hard to pass from beam processing to more
sophisticated production and construction systems
like XLam panels?
“As a process, manufacturing an XLam panel is
rather simple, despite the plant cost. For us the problem was to obtain the certification and we partly paid
for being pioneers in this regard, considering that
in Italy – still today and despite the increased interest
at the same time of post-emergency interventions
in Abruzzo – timber is not a particularly valorized
material. Just think of the woods, which still today
are not seen as a possible source of work. The basic limitation for us is always getting raw material
and this certainly slows down the development

The working center
by Uniteam
that executes
all processes
on panels.
Panels ready
for assembly
in construction sites
in Abruzzo.

process. Like it happened last year in L’Aquila, when
a huge request of timber for the construction of temporary housing solutions boosted raw material costs
by 30-35 percent in twenty days, giving in up to 95
percent of company profit. With the temporary housing solutions, we started with 150 houses, then we
constructed almost 400 houses and we got to handle 100 cube meters of XLam panels a day, equal
to thousand sqm, a quantity which allows to produce
two or three prefab houses. Usually, demand is lower and if the project is particularly complicated or
non-standard, the execution of a customer order
takes longer”.
First of all, a production capacity like yours means
you can rely on good timber supplies, in terms of
quality and quantity, and on an efficient internal organization...
“That is true, we start right from Pefc certification
– thanks to which we use only timber obtained
through responsible management practices – up
to the management of human resources. Out of 18
employees 6 work in the offices, 3-4 are installers
and 7-8 operators in production with high technology, even though right now we still have not divided up operators in the different processing
stages, for instance operators working in the installation stage and those operating inside the facility. We have two machining centers, each able
to cut the same quantity of material as 5 machines,
adapted to our requirements through state-of-theart software applications and according to our cutting programs. We must say that on this regard we
benefited from the collaboration of both program
producers and machinery manufacturers, a key factor. In particular, I must thank Renato SpanevelMay-June 2010 XYLON INTERNATIONAL 49
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Board jointing line
with automatic
loading
and unloading.
Modular hydraulic
press for panels.

lo who, besides supplying a new jointing and wall
construction line, paid a key technological contribution thanks to his experience. He was the one
to choose our supplying partners, skillfully coordinated to create a unique plant.
Always talking about internal organization, for the
facility we purchased day&night temperature and
moisture control systems – equal to 23 degrees and
55 percent, respectively – with air conditioning and
summer dehumidification, and a small biomass
plant fueled with sawdust”.
So you deliver all your products ready for installation...
“Exactly, seven or eight years ago we started with
the cutting center to process beams and pre-cut
simple or complex roofs, delivered to the building
site ready to be mounted by the same building company, benefiting from the high accuracy of these
machines with about 3 mm tolerance, because right
from the start our goal was to enter the market of
panel sales and not the installation segment, where
building companies are directly in charge. Thanks
to these plants we managed to get orders we certainly could not have hoped to acquire before".
With these machines is it easier to process XLam
panels for the production of prefab house walls
rather than beams, once the drawing has been finished and sent to the machine via the software?
“On the contrary, panels are more difficult because
you need to enter all the house elements in the program with utmost accuracy: windows, doors and
systems. Drawing a roof does not require more than
five or six hours of work, for a house you can reach
up to a week and, however, you need massive operators training. The beam machining process is
much easier, drawing specifications are sent to the
machine for production and the different workpieces
get out numbered and ready for installation on-site.
For panels, the delicate stage is represented by
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pressing: we use a modular press with 2x3 meter modules and we produce 10x3 meter elements,
we still have not got the module that would allow
us to produce 14 meter elements exclusively for a
matter of space requirements. We proceed by overlapping and gluing different layers with crossing
fibers, always in odd numbers and alternating layers of long and short strips, each time compacting the element with special pressing devices. The
press applies a 9 kg/cm2 pressure, a particularly
high value as compared to membrane presses,
which apply a pressure below 1 kg. It is not mere
chance that this press is a prototype created for
us according to our requirements”.
Once they come out of the press, are panels ready
for cutting?
“Yes, we move them straight to the cutting center
without any edge-banding or squaring, and we
sand them only when they will remain visible. The
machine executes all processes and allows to control also the optimization of the cutting processes, the integration of beams, the cutting process
of windows and any other process type including
cuts for housing systems. When the cycle is over,
the finished wall is delivered. Later on, for any intervention to create new cuts for housing systems,
the wall can be cut with a chainsaw”.
Yours is a courageous story of production innovation, well before times...
“There are large companies which are thinking
about entering this market, but the secret is to start,
because when you see that the market is in full
swing and you decide to start, ten other companies
have already done so in the meantime. The certification process has been remarkably complicated and if we had known it in advance, maybe we
would never have done it, but we carried on until
the end and now we are glad we did it”.■

PAINTS

TRANSPARENCY,
PROTECTION BY ICA
More news from Ica. The
group based in Civitanova
Marche (Macerata), specializing in the production
and sales of special wood
coatings, has recently introduced “Plus”, a new formulation of water-based top
coats mainly used for wooden windows. And also, the
Ica laboratories confirmed
the 10-year warranty: the
coating film will protect windows without stripping or
delaminating for ten years.
But let’s take a closer look at
this news.
The new matt water-based
coatings for exteriors
“La321Plus” are highly transparent and also available in
an extra-coverage version,
offering high dry residue

(therefore high covering and
Uv-filtering capacity) and
suitable for quick painting cycles with one impregnating
coat and only one top coat.
Transparent finish is particularly appreciated by window
manufacturers looking for
excellent visual results, without compromising on the
protection and durability of
the coating film. Technology
and research by Ica seem to
have found a response to
such demands, offering
good performance in terms
of film transparency, while
preserving the “natural look
and feel” of wood. Transparency is basically ensured
by special additives and application methods that allow
to reduce the air encapsulated in the film, without af-

fecting key elements like the
polymer matrix, hence the
long proven and tested properties of coatings.
The primary goal of Ica
Group has always been
meeting the needs of wooden window manufacturers,
providing them with innovative and eco-friendly products. In this respect, the
company’s laboratories have
recently confirmed they can
guarantee the resistance of
the coating film for windows,
with no stripping or delamination, for a period of ten
years, both for transparent
and for colored coatings applied to windows protected
by shutters and blinds (up to
7-year warranty is offered
for unprotected windows).

The new “La321Plus” series
of water-based coatings for
exteriors, produced with fully automated plants and production and quality control in
compliance with Iso 9001
standards, are submitted to
severe lab tests according to
Uni-En standards and have
passed En 927 tests at the
leading European institutes.
Another issue Ica Group is
particularly keen on is ecosustainability, which is more
and more critical and popular in the construction industry and architecture. Such
attention is witnessed by the
products offered, which ensure good results in terms of
performance and visual impact on one side, and environmental friendliness on the
other. ■
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COMPANIES

DYNAMISM AT GIBEN LAB
“Kg 450Dj”.

It is open house time, and
last April, 19-23, it was Giben
International’s turn, based in
Pianoro, near Bologna, specializing in the production of
panel saws and cutting centers. Yet, this was a rather
particular open house, i.e. after five days during which it
was open to the public, the
place has become a real,
permanent exhibition, Giben
Lab, organized and constantly updated, created by
the company to host any
customer who wants to experience and compare the
available technologies to find
solutions that best fit their
production needs.
Several machines are on
display. Starting from the
panel saws “Prisma3000 Spt
Y-Cut” from the “Professional Line” and “Zero Active
Drive” and “Icon1 Z”
from the “Industrial Line”. Up to
the “Kg Industrial

“Flat Professional Line”.

Line” of automatic edgebanding machines (models
“Kg 360”, “Kg 360Dj”, “Kg
450Dj”) for the application of
edges of different materials
in coils or strips, characterized by high solidity, feed
speed up to twenty meters
per minute and incorporating
a user-friendly touchscreen control
with quick setup
times. Always
talking about
edge-banding
machines, the
“Ke professional” series (model
“Ke 03”) represents a
high edge-banding standard, since each model
can be configured according
to different processing
needs. From edge-banding
machines we pass to machining centers, two models
in particular. The first is
“Flat Bed” (nesting), a

machine designed for
quick installation
and incorporating a
PC-based control, easy to program and use; the
second is the “Ptp” (point-topoint) model, designed for
furniture manufacturers who
ask for high production volumes in panel production.
The display did not miss to
include the “Flatbed” ink-jet
printer, model “CoJet”.
“Ptp 313”.

The openhouse in Pianoro in
April coincided with a particularly profitable period for
the Emilia-based company,
characterized by the signature of several joint-venture
agreements with leading international partners (about
which we talked in the last issue of Italian
woodtechXylon International and
will
talk
about further
in detail later on),

thanks to which it started
two new divisions, established with the aim of extending its product offer and
maintaining a high degree of
competitiveness on the constantly growing market. So,
now the company includes
Giben Edge Division and
Giben CnC Division.
But let’s start from the first.
Coming in strong from years
of edge banding manufacturing experience at the
Brazil plant, today Giben
signs a technical/commercial
joint venture agreement with
a leading Korean global
manufacturer we are not
authorized to name.
Thanks to this cooperation Giben will

present a really innovative
range for technology, quality, robustness, performance,
reliability and affordable
prices.
Thanks to the collaboration
with Taiwan-based Anderson Group – leading industry
player for technology quality,
performance, reliability and
production volumes – Giben
is now able to offer its own nc
line branded as “Giben by
Anderson” with the guarantees of the highest quality and
competitiveness. ■
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“DOMESTIC” PRODUCTION
AND LESS IMPORT. IN RUSSIA…
We continue our tour of Russian companies that have chosen Rimini-based
Scm Group technologies. Very interesting stories, and not only in technological
terms. Like Aquaton, the leading manufacturer of bathroom furniture,
born from the economic recession that hit the Cis at the end of the 1990’s.
Our journey on the tracks of one of the several orders won by Scm in Russia is revealing scenarios
we would never have imagined. Stories of entrepreneurs who are the mirror, the soul, the living
proof of huge events we only read about in newspapers and heard on tv.
Because many of today’s industrial empires were
born right from the political and social turmoil that
turned this huge country upside down at the beginning of the 1990’s.
Periods of severe crisis may create excellent opportunities to revive and strengthen the country,
and for Europe (or we’d better say for a world...)
still dizzy after the last two years’ recession, an example to look at comes from Russia and is called
Aquaton, an impressive production organization
based in the Orekhovo-Zuevo district, in the region of Moscow. A great industry in many ways,
specializing in the production of bathroom furniture. Its history begas in 2000, after the severe
economic crisis that devastated the Cis Community of Independent States, born from the ashes
of former Soviet Union.
After a first period of activity in the import and distribution of furniture and finishing elements (furniNumeric control
center Ergon
for the production
of mdf cabinet
doors with nesting
technology.

From left: Stanislav Serbin, Dmitry Grebenshikov (Scm Group
consultant) and Alexander Svyatov (factory manager).
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ture, tiles, sanitary wares, etcetera, therefore always “bathroom fixtures”), the devaluation of the
ruble and the following sudden price increase for
the purchase of foreign products convinced the
“Trade Holding” associates to face a new challenge: complement their traditional distribution activity with the production of furniture and complete
furniture components “at home”.
By doing so, they could support and meet the increasing demand for those goods in the Cis without being forced to suffer from the tough
consequences of everything that the purchase of
foreign products implied.
Today Aquaton is a giant with a 27 thousand
square meters production facility, 600 employees
and hs a turnover of about 35 million euros. We
met Stanislav Serbin, co-owner of Aquaton.

“The way was opened up by the crisis. Until 1998
in Russia there were no bathroom furniture manufacturers and everything was imported mostly
from Spain, but also Italy, where we got our supplies for the high-end market, and from Germany,
Finland and France. We were importers and distributors, but then the crisis forced us to look a bit
further. In 1998, someone started to manufacture
also in Russia, but not in such quantities to meet
the demand of the entire market. I quit my position
as marketing manager and, with two other associates, I founded Aquaton: in the first month of activity, in a market that was still to be explored, we
received orders for one million dollars!”.
What category of customers do you address?
“We address the medium range, where we have
the most substantial part of demand. We are not
interested in first-price and high-end productions,

which are restricted to a smal number of
prospects. Just to give you an idea, in Russia a
good quality, complete configuration of washbasin, cabinet and mirror costs from 350 to 350400 euros. Companies trying to penetrate this
market are addressing the lower segment, where
you can minimize design and use low technology,
even though it is a product segment that has witnessed a massive increase in manufacturers,
passing from two in the year 2000 to a hundred
today! However, we maintain our market share,
which for several years has been equal to 20 percent, i.e. the same as our three major competitors
together. Yet, competition is a positive element
that has driven us to focus on a better product to
differentiate our offer."

The drilling
department equipped
with two machines
by Morbidelli:
in-line drilling
machine for large
volumes “Zenith”
and flexible drilling
machine for medium
and small batches
“Author 924”.

Angular panel saw
“Axioma 105”
by Gabbiani.

How important is design?
“For Aquaton, very much: we are leaders in stateof-the-art shape and look, elements on which we
build our success. In the past, we privileged the
quality/price ratio: today, we provide products of
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Square-edge-banding
department
with two completely
automated lines
by Stefani:
“Activa Sb”
and “Evolution Sb”.

better quality with the best design at a slightly
higher price. We have become a renowned brand
to the public: 38 percent of consumers interviewed in a recent survey have recognized us as
the most famous, reference brand” .
Panel sanding
department before
finishing.

Products with improved quality, more beautiful, yet
affordable. What choices did you make in terms
of production organization?
“Considering the fact that we must manufacture
several furniture pieces according to ever different market requirements, the major problem we
faced was flexibility; it was not difficult to identify
the right technologies and machinery, which we
immediately found at the Scm Group, but rather
to apply a corporate management system to control all processing stages efficiently.
We process about 25 thousand items each
month, 80-100 items for each of the 250 products
on catalog on average, mirrors, columns, wall
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cabinets and miscellaneous
closets. Highly diversified
items, since each of them is
available with different options
selected by customers. The
market has changed and
forced on us great changes in
mentality: when we started, we
worked with average orders of
2,000 identical items, today we
have 150-200 items... getting
organized with highly flexible
technologies has allowed us to
grow conquer our current market share.
It was not easy, but we managed by making the right
choices, combining productivity and flexibility. Until 2007 we
had to handle a real bottleneck
in the drilling stage, with few
thousands items to process
with “classic” solutions. When
we passed to the “Author
924” flexible drilling center by
Scm, we got to a completely
different level, thanks to definitely improved setup times.
Another important step was
the integration of the production line with an "Ergon" twohead nesting center incorporating two worktables
and two independent heads: in the past we
processed already cut items, one at a time, now
we start from the entire panel from which we get
all the elements we need to manufacture shelves,
tops, cabinet doors and many other elements.

I must say that ever since we have chose our reference supplier, the Scm Group, we have followed its technological evolution, which has
allowed us to keep on growing and positively
meet the requests of an ever changing market.
You must choose whether you become a ‘boutique’, working with ‘limited editions’, or address
higher volumes, and in the latter case technology
is necessary: when we want to manufacture a
new product and we encounter a new problem,
we solve it together with our technology supplier”.
A strong partnership...
“Yes: while in the past a furniture manufacturer’s
facility could be modernized every ten years,
today you cannot wait longer than three, five
years. Technological development compensates
for the relentless changes in customers requests
and tastes. Just think that, at Aquaton, we have
Roi cycles of six, seven months. Not longer”.
We have chosen Scm after studying different pos-

sibilities for a long time. In the end, we found we
were more similar to them, their way of thinking
and acting. Plus, Italian technology is available at
a price some percent points lower than other
competitors. All that combined with the ability to
analyze our problems, which has allowed us to
get exactly the production process we had imagined.
Our entire production process is completed in
two weeks, from panel cutting to delivery. We
work both to order and to stock, because it is a
product that retailers do not keep on stock: as
soon as customers choose, the order gets to the
distributor who forwards it to our systems, and we
must be very quick in production and delivery.
Our warehouse helps us for some elements, but
the number of variable factors is so high that we
can say we work just-in-time. We have built a
business founded on a Japanese philosophy, a
strategy applied by many, but I assure you that
the going gets really tough with production volumes like ours. And if we could not rely on such
technology to give shape to our ideas...”.

Storage
of materials.

by Luca Rossetti ■

The first article of this special review “Scm
in Russia” was published in the March-April
issue of Xylon. You will find the third and
fourth chapters – dedicated to Nebelnaya
Fabrika Dana and Mario Rioli – in the upcoming issues.
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IMAS TECHNOLOGY IS IN THE AIR

Based in Ozzano Emilia,
near Bologne, and 35 years
of experience. We’re talking
about Imas, a company
specializing in the environmental field (industrial suction), manufacturing plants
and air purification equipment for working areas.
Imas designs, constructs
and installs plants for workshops and industry, including suction ducting, various
filter systems, waste storage
and recuperation for re-use
in a thermal cycles as an
alternative fuel. The installation of waste and wood chip
recuperation plants for energy production is a well-established practice in small
workshops and big companies. Such plants are rapidly becoming widespread
as their complete safety and

economic convenience is
now recognised. The company has specific competences in this field due to
many years of experience
and, as the market proves,
is distinguished by the quality and reliability of the products supplied.
Imas has been studying,
producing and testing energy saving systems with enormous success for many
years. These systems, in order to optimize energy consumption, are constantly
adapted to suction requirements and allow the client to
make significant savings in
terms of electric energy and
money. And its clients confirm savings of up to 50 percent with respect to previous
consumption.
Since 1994, Imas has been in-
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vesting in research&delopement activities, aimed at finding new solutions able to reduce the risk of explosion
and to make working areas
safer. In doing so, the company was ahead of the provision 94/9/CE being acknowledged in Italy (Dpr 126 dated 1998). During development and engineering phases, Imas is always careful to
ensure compliance with the
essential safety requirements,
which are necessary for a
proper and safe working of
manufactured products and
suction plants. This has led the
company to fit its products
and plants with prevention
and protection equipment.
Imas Aeromeccanica has invested a lot of resources in
the development of techni-

cal solutions that can satisfy
the requirements of small
and medium companies
whose production processes
need highly efficient, compact and economical systems. As well as the tried
and tested traditional filters,
Imas has also developed a
new series of high-tech minisilos “Dk13”. Functioning in
depression, with sleeves in
polyester of 200 millimetres,
“Dk13” silo is characterized
by counter-current sleeve
cleaning system controlled
by a msc control panel
equipped with differential
pressure switch, 13 cube
meters storage chamber,
fire-extinguishing connection
pipe, discharge system with
extractor and rotary cone
and blades. “Dk13” also allows to discharge directly
into bag or briquetting machine (or in container or
boiler via the appropriate
transport circuit). The fan is
dimensioned to guarantee
an optimal air delivery relative to the specifications of
the filter unit. It can be installed after the filter so that
the silo operates in depression; in this way, only clean
air goes through the fan,
eliminating the need for
cleaning, maintenance and
the danger of sparks which
are typical of traditional systems. Accessories for adaptation to regulation 94/9/CE
Atex, including anti-explosion systems (venting) and
components for the relative
zones certified Atex II 3d. ■
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MACHINES RESTART THE ENGINES
WAITING FOR RECOVERY
The first signals come from raw material primary operations, drying first,
and a cascade effect is awaited on downstream activities. This is the picture
of Italian woodworking machinery, ready to get (slowly) out of the crisis.
Recovery, yes or no? Apart from official declarations and political reactions, the signs of crisis are
still affecting the woodworking machinery and tools
industry. To feel the pulse of the situation, we have
contacted a number of companies from different
industry segments for a quick market overview.
The result? The industry is standing up again, but
we must hold on tight for another year, at least.

WAITING FOR A “PULL” EFFECT
In the drying business, the signs of recovery are
strong and encouraging, ready to be transferred
with a cascade effect to the entire supply chain
downstream. That’s the vision of Roberto de
Joannon, export sales manager at Incomac
(based in Montebelluna, Treviso, with over 8 thousand dryers installed in more than 50 Countries).
“In the segment of primary operations, recovery
has started, and from our business it will extend to
other sectors – he explains – In the coming
months we are expecting further improvements”.
It’s mainly the foreign markets that are showing
tangible signs of recovery, the situation in Italy is
still “dead calm”: “We expect full recovery in 3 to
5 years. Abroad there are many more chances to

support the start of new companies
and more investments are made,
such as in Libya where we currently
have a big order. And also Russia is
re-starting”.
The driver for market recovery will
be an eco-friendly approach and resource saving, energy first. “From
our standpoint – continues de JoanRoberto de Joannon.
non – we have noticed that the market is characterized by a new
demand for more eco-friendly machines, also
thanks to countries like Denmark that offer incentives to companies to increase their focus on pollution reduction”. In the case of dryers, “rather
than improving it in terms of technology or
process, we have developed plants that fully
meet the criteria of energy consumption reduction, and carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere. For instance, condensation plants,
that are electric unlike traditional plants, are operated by a compressor and an inverter that allows to adjust and therefore reduce energy
consumption in each process stage. Heat recycling units applied to the humid air exhaust gates

Drying cells manufactured by Incomac.
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collect heat and reuse it.
It’s not mere chance that
we are receiving requests
for these products”. Together with ecology,
after-sales and customer services are also going
well, as they are essential elements to be successful in the international competition scenario.
“Today, service and assistance, round-the-clock
availability when customers call, cover at least 70
percent of the value of a product, versus 30 percent directly related to product quality”, adds de
Joannon. The dryer itself is a plant where aftersales service is a key strength. “For us, the most
difficult stage is not selling, it’s the service we are
asked to offer afterwards. In fact, we have more
installation people than factory workers, and they
are multilingual operators always available to support customers. This team is combined with a remote control and service system, based on pc
and mobile phone for real-time actions on machines”.

THE PRESS IS “TAILOR MADE”
With fifty years of history in the field of woodworking
and wood-based materials equipment, for large
and small companies, Italpresse (with headquarters in Bagnatica, Bergamo) is specializing in the
production, sales and technical service of presses
and pressing plants for wood, plastics and
metal.
Sales operations all around
the world are an effective observatory for
Automatic
multi-opening press
“Magnum”
by Italpresse.
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Automatic pressing
line “Mark/C”
by Italpresse.

the current market status. Let’s listen to
Andrea Sala, sales manager,
Italpresse.
“Like everyone, we have also suffered from
shrinking business, however the negative trend
slowed down at the turn of 2009 to 2010, with
slight symptoms of recovery, so we had to reorganize our business”. First, increase the penetration of previously
overlooked market
niches, like special
machines; second,
study new applications starting from
“new” ecologic materials, panels, timber
Andrea Sala.
houses and recycled
materials. “In this way
we could partially compensate for the furniture
crisis. Personally, I’m not pessimist, but neither optimist, I think we won’t see the end
of the tunnel before 2012, recovery
seems very slow”. With export shares
in the range of 70 percent to EU, Russia, North America (with a branch office in Florida) and Asia (despite the
strong competition of local manufacturers), Italpresse is deeply rooted in
Italy as a result of the decision to manufacture products internally for 95 percent of the cycle: “This approach
offers a better control on the
supply chain – adds Sala
– we are not dependent
on subcontractors that
are in trouble right now”.
With new applications
(in the automotive industry, for instance) and
the use of materials other
than wood, processing cycles and
process management change while
using the same technology. This is where tight

relationships with customers come in. “You have
to know the specific problems of materials and
users of our machines. We are like tailors working to order, we have a sort of partnership with
customers and deliver also turnkey plants. Much
of our innovation comes from customer requests”. Energy is the “sore tooth” of pressing,
especially hot systems. To reduce consumption,

“we are studying new heating systems for the
solid metal platens”. Then come control and
safety. “We are digitizing the process, customers
ask for a user-friendly interface that allows to operate the machines with unskilled labor or remotely from the office. This is necessary to meet
the requirements of lower costs and higher application flexibility”.

INVESTING IN INNOVATION
At the Freud Group (with four facilities located near Udine, headquarters in Tavagnacco, for the
production of circular blades, drills
and cutters for industrial and professional woodworking operations, and
sales subsidiaries in North America,
China, Italy and the Uk), the post-crisis future started with the aggregation process that, at the end of 2008,
led to the acquisition of the power
tools Accessories division by Bosch Group.
This move strengthened Bosch’s market
position with the extension of the power
tools range for the
Eugenio
woodworking industry,
Perrella.
leveraging the synergy with Freud’s experience in a competitive market.
How is it going? Here’s the answer of
the Freud general manager Eugenio
Perrella.
“We are seeing signs of recovery,
though with different trends from region to region in the global market. A
short-term restoration of pre-crisis
volumes is not foreseeable”. Waiting

for a positive turn, the first thing to do
is collect all inputs from customers.
“The development of innovative production systems in terms of performance and, for instance, speed,
represents a key target for our industry – continues Perrella – which shall
identify market needs and offer adequate solutions. The company is investing in new resources for the
development of innovative ideas and
solutions to meet market demand in years to
come”. These are the
key strengths of the industrial policy: “In
terms of volumes, we
certainly have a major
role worldwide, and
the breadth of our
range allows to offer
adequate solutions to industry operators”. But, above all, “we don’t work
on products only, because it is essential for us to deliver high service
standards that represent a critical
issue”. Safety, energy and protection
of worker safety and working environment, besides process control,
are the key areas of research for tool-

Production of blades in Freud’s factory.

makers. “These issues have always
been in the focus of our group and
are now finding increasing application and importance within Freud.
Many activities carried out in the past
year – adds Perrella – are focused on
these aspects and are going to generate new ideas and technical solutions in the next years”. Dialog with
customer makes the difference. “Interpersonal relationships are the connecting element between industrial
and commercial partners, and they
are a major component that must be
supported by consistent and enduring product quality, high service
standards and professional staff. All
three areas are monitored with constant attention and will be even more
in the near future”. ■

Woodworking tools production at Freud.
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INNOVATION FOR WINDOWS

the machine and is machined, milled, drilled,
Some go up and some go down: this old saying per- tenoned, profiled and then comes out ready to be
fectly fits to the experience of Working Process, painted and assembled. Our product range allows
based in Settima di Gossolengo, near Piacenza; this us to work in this way and their development has
manufacturer of plants and numerical control ma- achieved the fourth generation”. Founded in 2000
chine tools for wooden windows has recorded 16 with the proposal of a revolutionary machining
percent growth in the months of crisis, against the process, in 2004 Working Process faced the chalgeneral trend of a market that suffered from drops lenge to expand the product range for windows,
by up to 50 percent. Good reason for satisfaction from single machines to lines, up to compact workfor Stefano Schegginetti and Massimo Schi- ing centers, addressed to the EU market including
avetta, owners. “We are moving
Germany, France, Switzerland,
Austria, Finland, Belgium, Holagainst the trend because we
land, Denmark and Poland.
manufacture high-tech ma“Those who have never chosen
chines and, most of all, we
have already faced the market
Italian machines now buy them
challenge with the creation of
– continue Schegginetti and
highly flexible, highly automatSchiavetta – With the current
ed product lines. Our new nc
product range and in the presmachining center can be operent market situation, we aim at
ated by one person only, thanks
meeting the requirements of
Stefano
Schegginetti
to the application of leadingcompanies in nearby European
and Massimo Schiavetta.
edge technology. Other comcountries, then we will address
panies are now trying to identiother countries and wider marfy products with new requirements, but we have al- kets”. Customer service (with real-time remote or
ready created them”. The peculiarity of windows, phone assistance and quick intervention within 48
together with the production logic of small batch- hours) and attention to energy saving are critical
es, requires performing machines easy to control issues, although competitiveness is always based
in all processing stages. “Our machines – they ex- on product first. “We are developing continuous
plain – can manufacture products according to our research and we are focusing on products for the
working method call “4 P”: prefinished, pre-milled, near future: revolutionary and more and more perpre-squared and ready. The wood scantling enters forming machines. The purpose is to improve per-

Working center “Sapiens Sch-Frontale” for tenoning,
drilling and milling by Working Process.
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“Logos SCH”, compact line for tenoning,
drilling, milling and profiling by Working Process.

formance overall, so that any operation can be executed, including arched and shaped parts, without affecting productivity and while maintaining significant rates, with a strongly innovative production
concept and the capacity to achieve significant
economic margins. Today, the wood industry is
changing radically, and those who will not adapt
are going to be in trouble. We would like to close
with a quote by Jeremy Bentham, the 19th century economist who said: real progress improves life.
We agree with this concept, and our pay-off runs:
Working Process manufacturers of real progress”.

RECOVERY ON THE HORIZON
Automatic edgebanding machines are the specialty
of Tecnoma, a company from Sant’Arcangelo di Romagna (Rimini), founded in 1997. With their technical features, technology and operating units, they
are addressed to small enterprises looking for a reliable, compact and
high-yield product.
According to Ezio
Stefani, president
and managing director of Tecnoma, there
is some streak of light
at the end of the tunEzio Stefani.
nel after the serious
crisis of 2009, but
“we still don’t see any consistency in production
and orders, so we cannot make medium-long term
plans for the time being. However, we expect this
situation to endure only until the end of 2010”. Tecnoma has a clear vision of international markets,
thanks to an export share of 95 percent and a business covering 38 Countries around the world, including Asia despite Chinese competition. All
countries have different production and economic conditions, but one need in common: “We notice that, apart from different economic and
market situations in
each country, all customers have strong demand for automation
and flexibility in the
use of edgebanding
machines. That’s why
we are mainly developing concepts built around
electronic equipment and specific mechanical de-

Automatic
edgebanding machine
“Kt2” by Tecnoma.

sign solutions to respond
to these needs. And even in this difficult period, we are betting on research, investing
5 to 8 percent of turnover in research and development”. Among the key goals of the implementation and innovation activities for edgebanding
equipment, we find the safety and health of operators and the quality of the working environments,
through noise and dust reduction devices and the
installation of efficient intake systems. “There is an
increasing attention that is pushing us to improve
products. Until recently, intake hoods were just
mounted there on the plant, while today they are
tested over and over to make them as efficient as
possible and improve their performance in operation. And then – adds Stefani – we focus on reliability and service, which make the difference on
the market and are very important in view of the increasing competition from developing countries”.
Is it a matter of price or quality when you buy an
edgebanding machine today? “The quality-price
ratio is important, but it has different meanings in
each market: in the most developed countries, you
talk about “quality-price”, while in the poorer countries it is “price-quality”. Where economic capacity is lower, you “get satisfied” with less”.

Automatic
edgebanding
machine
“Xtf10L.A”
with rounding
unit by Tecnoma.
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SLOWER, MORE FLEXIBLE
The production of painting plants for wooden
items like windows, doors, furniture, chairs, tables
and other wooden components is the focus of
Finiture, based in Saonara, near Padova, and
founded in the late 1950’s. According to Matteo
Baruzzo, marketing manager of Finiture, recovery
is starting to show up. But not in Italy: here we
have “stagnation, unlike regions like France and
Northern Europe in general, where orders are
coming in and there are clear signs of recovery.
Also China and India are doing good, while Russia is standing still”.
Until two years ago,
export was 70 percent, now it has
reached 90-95. “In
Italy we have been
hit hard by the crisis
of the construction
Matteo Baruzzo.
industry. We will not
go back to a normal
situation before two years, we think”. Window
painting requires high flexibility from manufacturers, which must be reflected in production plants.
“Final users increasingly ask for special paintings
or sample colors, and they need maximum flexibility in batch size and application systems. This
is leading us to offer a range that goes from Cartesian and anthropomorphous robots with a single
gun to reciprocator systems with several spraying guns. The single-gun system is particularly
appreciated because, though slower in process
than reciprocators, it is much faster in product
changes. Today, customers prefer to compromise
on process speed in exchange for quicker
changeover from one product to another”. Finiture
core business is window painting for exteriors,

Overhead conveyor for window painting by Finiture.
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Painting plant with reciprocator by Finiture.

and the key strengths of their product range includes overhead conveyors, impregnating and
drying plants developed for energy saving and
lower product consumption. The plants for waterbased window painting are the most requested,
but the use of water-based products is growing
also for chairs, as a result of a development strategy that started about ten years ago. “The energy
issue is affecting us very closely – continues
Baruzzo – such developments are often driven by
the market. For instance, a dryer keeps recycling
the same air, recovering heat with huge savings of
thermal energy, while paint recycling systems
(cold or belt) increase saving and consequently
reduce the impact on the environment”. Customer
relationships are the starting point to deploy business growth strategies: “Instead of just a plant, we
try to offer a partnership with a supplier that supports them in all aspects. This is shown by the fact
that our customers keep turning to us even after
they have purchased a plant, both for upgrades
and for the replacement of obsolete systems. This
service has a cost for us, but it allows to stand out
from the competition. For this reason – concludes
Baruzzo – Finiture has several engineers in design
and technical service, as well as in sales, with
sales engineers that are qualified to support customers in the analysis of their painting process”.
by Olivia Rabbi ■

xylexpo 2010

focus on

AIRCOM

PRIMA ELECTRON.

VALVES NOT RETURN

“DEDICATED” ELECTRONICS

Aircom (www.aircomsrl.it, hall 2,
stand B09) – company based in
Nervesa della battaglia (Treviso) specializing in the production of fittings
for aspiration system sand silent
compressors – shows the valves
not return of safety, certified Atex En
15089/2009 against the propagation of the explosion in the suction’s
line.
The speed of closing is very high because of the short run of the diaphragm with a real move max of 40
degrees being in closed position at
25 degrees respect to the horizontal
line of suction on which it has to be
assembled. The high functionality
and efficiency of closure permit to fit
it at a very short distance (one meters)
from the point of possible explosion
(silos, filter, container).
They are the sure solution to isolate
the environments in case of explosion
in the equipment of suction stopping
the explosive effect in the suction’s
line. They are built in carbon steel
painted Blue Ral 5010 or in stainless
steel Aisi 304 welded in all the unions
and reinforced structure to sustain an
high pressure. A seal ensures held
in closed position. ■

Prima Electronics (www.primaelectronics.com, hall 6, stand L02) introduces “OpenControl”, a new generation hardware and software platform for automation and motion-control. The standard configurations proposed by the company are three. The
first one is “Open10”, powerful control system with handling capability of
up to 64 axes, 40 interpolator and 12
axes per interpolator. It is a solution for
motion-control applications using Iec
61131-3 programming tools, with a
great integration level within the development and set-up tools of the plc
environment, fieldbusses ethernetbased, hmi and motion control.
The second one is “Open20”, a cnc
solution dedicated to the applications
for 2D machines, able to interpret 24
parallel programs using an extension
of the Eia RS274 programming language (Iso programming) and to interpolate up to 12 simultaneous axes
over a total of 64 axes configured and
used in different processes.
The third one is “Open30”, the evolution of “Open20”, but specially designed to manage 5 simultaneous
axes for 3D applications with automatic compensation of the machine
kinematics. ■
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ALIPRANDI

COLOMBO ANGELO E FIGLI

A LONG EXPERIENCE

ONE MISSION FOR 50 YEARS

Based in Sovico, near Milan, Aliprandi (www.aliprandi.it, hall 4, stand
C24) is an Italian firm with a long experience in the field of tools for wood
working, aluminium and plastic, and
produces tools either in solid carbide
or carbide tipped.
The service and the performance offered go together to the commitment to search high quality materials
and more advanced solutions with
technological machinery, in order to
assure good products able to solve
and satisfy every working needs.
The standard range of products, results of many year experience in
search and production, includes:
straight router bits, drills and boring
bits, diamond routers and drills, solid carbide spiral milling cutters, bits
with reversible knives, chucks and
collets, profiling and trimming bits, tct
knives. The Aliprandi production includes also special tools, on the
base of particular requests of each
customer.
Aliprandi deeply believes in the
“made in Italy” and in the Italian
know-how, in order to offer a quality
article and obtain reliance and respect of national and international
customers. ■
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“Am10”.

structures of the machines
have a considerable thickness. They are strongly ribbed
so to allow the application of
tenoning shafts and profiling
shafts of considerable length
(up to 650 mm), where the different tools necessary for machining the wooden frames
can be mounted. The company also presets the electronic
tenoning and profiling machines
“At35”, “At60”, “Ap35”, “Ap1000”
(that offer the best guarantee as to
sturdiness and flexibility) and the
manual tenoning machines “At100”,
“At180”, “At150-S4”, versatile machines for easy use. The machining
center of the latest generation “Af30L”
is ideal for making prefinished frames.
This center can be realised in numerous configurations so to enable its
use both for complementary jobs as
to other machines and for the complete production of window and door
frames. This machining center can be
used for butt jointing, milling, righthand profiling, left-hand profiling and
drilling. In the end Colombo Angelo
e figli shows the manufacturing
lines for door and window frames
that have been realised by using different machines of our range in order
to automise completely the manufacturing of all types of frames for the
different jobs according to the customer’s requirements. This machining
center can be used for butt jointing,
milling, right-hand profiling, left-hand
profiling and drilling. ■

Based in Melegnano (Milan), Colombo Angelo & figli (www.colomboangelo.com, hall 1, stand A21-B26)
have now spent the last 50 years in
building woodworking machinery, offering to the market products which
have a favourable relation between
quality and price. This long experience
gained over the years has enabled us
to equip the machines with big and
small technical and engineering solutions so to make the user’s job easy,
simple and safe. This allows us to be
always ahead in building advanced
machinery for making door and window frames. In our new factory in Legnano, which covers a surface of 3500
square meters, the following machines are manufactured: tenoning
machines, profiling machines, angular frame systems, machining centers
and complete manufacturing lines.
Colombo Angelo e figli presents the
angular frame systems models
“Am10”, “Am22”, “Am33”, “Am40”,
“Am50”, “Am60”. These machines,
which are all equipped with electronic
control, enable an easy use due to
simple but complete screen menus
which allow easy control
of all machine functions.
These systems can be
programmed both for
manufacturing entire lots
of frames and for manufacturing in a work se“Am60”.
quence. The bearing

PEZZOLATO

FUL

PAL

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTION

HARD METAL TOOLS

CUTTING COSTS

Bongioanni (www.bongioanni.com,
hall 10, stand H14-K13) – brand of
Pezzolato, a company based in Envie (Cuneo) – is an important sawmills
partners. Bongioanni bases on a
very complete portfolio of technology and high experience and is therefore able to satisfy the very specific
needs of today’s mills requirements.
The company presents its new log

Founded in 1970, Ful (www.fultools.it,
hall 4, stand B49), is an important
company based in Mariano Comense
(Como) specializing in the production
of hard metal tools for woodworking,
plastics and non-ferrous metals.
Thanks to the investments in the latest cnc technology complemented by
design through three-dimensional
software with particular attention to
quality, Ful is able to provide customers with the final solution that ensures better productivity and quality
at the lowest cost. In particular the
wide range of special tools for drilling
is able to meet the needs of any user.
Ful also uses stringent quality controls
and equipment to ensure that each
tool manufactured complies with the
highest quality standards and can

carriage model “Crh”. It goes about
a solid but easy log carriage with variable axis, suitable to saw both
resinous and hard wood; it is able of
very good performances and has an
interesting price.
The log carriage Bongioanni model
“Chr” can be coupled with a “Bicoupe” bandsaw. Thanks to its double toothed band saw blade, it allows
cutting back and forth, thus obtaining two planks in each working cycle
and improving production capacity
up to 30 percent. ■

provide the best performance available on the market today.
Company’s products are sold exclusively through a network of distributors who are able to provide the
necessary technical support and after-sales required by the major users.
At Xylexpo 2010, Full will presents the
new range of tooling dedicated to the
production of wooden beams on
cnc machines. ■

Born in 1978 Pal (www.pal.it, hall 10,
stand D30-E37) has been specializing in manufacture of machinery for
the production of wood based panels. The company supplies complete “turn key” plants for the production of high quality particleboards,
mdf and osb.
Thanks to ongoing investments in the
field of research & development and
to the recent installation of new and
modern plants throughout the world,
the company can offer solutions for
cutting costs in terms of investment,
maintenance and production waste.
During Xylexpo, Pal will show new
gluing technologies for pb that will deliver glue savings up to 20 percent;
new gluing technologies for mdf,
that will deliver glue savings up to 2530 percent; new and revolutionary
gluing technologies for osb that will
widely reduce maintenance times
and allow glue savings by improving
of the technological properties of
the panel; new cleaning systems
that will allow reducing absorbed energy consumption by up to 4-6
kWh/ton; and an innovative metal removal system that allows cutting investment and maintenance costs, reduces the installation footprint and
widens the separation efficiency to all
types of metals. ■
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CASSIOLI

PESSA

EFFICACY AND EFFICIENCY

WOOD TRANSFORMATION

The automatic warehouse of Cassioli
(www.cassioli.com,
hall 4, stand B21D38) – a company
based in Torrita di
Siena specializing in
the providing of advanced industrial logistics systems – is capable of increasing the efficacy and
efficiency of the production and distribution processes
for companies that plan production based on demand
planning logic. The “Fast” system allows obtaining performance levels that are inconceivable with any other traditional storage system: the innovative operating logic
based on just-in-time production plan sharing and the original device for retrieval of the boxes (assembled and disassembled furniture, etcetera) are features that make
“Fast” a unique system. The patented system allows “Fast”
to handle items characterised by considerable variability of shape, weight, consistency and size. The pick-up
device has functional characteristics that allow it to adjust to various heights in the storing cell. “Fast” allows joint
pick-up of multiple items in a single machine cycle. Taking advantage of the possibility of keeping all storage
fronts open, that is all the references in which the packages must be grouped (for the shipment), companies can
pass from ordered production by job order, to random production by typology (that is, production with an optimised
logic that is independent with respect to the sorting required to complete customer orders).
“M1” is another interesting new product that Cassioli presents during Xylexpo. The automatic warehouse M1 is a
specific solution for stocking wood panels where the automatic work stations need fast systems for automatic material handling. ■
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Pessa Impianti (www.pessaimpianti.com, hall 3, stand
H20-K21) designs and produces machines for wood processing and particle comminution; it also supplies a range
of systems and equipments with complementary functions
for flaking and chipping lines complete automation and
improvement. Thanks to the long experience, it offers an
efficient support in engineering offering its technology to
the single requirements.
The production includes: machines for primary working
and recovery of wooden wastes (discontinuous flakers ,
drum chippers, milling machines and shredders); machines for particle comminution (knife ring flakers, hammer mills, refining mills); storage, mixing and extracting
systems for flakes, chips and sawdust; wood feeding systems; particle conveying and auxiliary equipments.
The production has been increased with new models of
chippers, suitable for their size to be included in lines for
wooden wastes recovery and valorisation, in particular in
pellets production plants.
This year Pessa also introduces the new shavings machine
for animal beddings type “Pl”. It works logs and round
wood, preferably debarked, so to obtain a soft flake, similar to the shaving, good suitable for the equestrian market. The product obtained from virgin raw materials, is natural, free of polluting chemical substances and ensures
all qualifications for animal welfare. The dehydrated and
dedusted shaving has an elevated hygienic- sanitary standard, creating a natural layer, trampling proof, with a high
smell and humidity absorbing capacity. The machine of
hardy construction has an easy use and maintenance. It
is composed of an electro welded steel structure, forming
an only one frame, where the wood holding-box slides. ■
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ANGELO CREMONA

O. M. BETTELLA

CMT UTENSILI

COMPLETE LINES

FOR ALL PRODUCTS

LONG-LASTING SAW BLADES

Based in Monza, Angelo Cremona
(www.angelo-cremona.com, hall 10,
stand F06-G07) is a pioneer and leading supplier of machinery for plywood
and slicing veneer industries.
In occasion of Xylexpo 2010 the
company will present its equipment
that includes complete lywood lines
for small diameter logs, for tropical
logs, peeling lines designed exclusively for pine, spruce and eucalyptus with fixed and roller nose-bar.
Angelo Cremona’ll also show a complete drying lines for peeled veneer:
screen dryers, roller dryers and bar
dryers patented.
At least the company will present
complete “Lay-up” lines with roller
glue spreader, curtain coater and
spray coater and a complete range
of pressing lines for plywood and laminate veneer lumber. ■

Based in Legnaro near Padua, Officine Meccanice Bettella (www.pompebettella.it, hall 3, D57) produces
special bellows pumps for over twnty years.
These pumps are mainly used for
spraiyng all kind of paints in the following fields: nautical, wood, jron,
tannering, etcetera.
The main characteristics of these
pumps are: total absence pulsation
in the exchange, absence of ice also
for extended use; longer life-time
compared with traditional piston
pumps( more abrasive is the product
greater is this difference ); heat develop absence during the normal
work conditions. For particular abrasive products (such as zinc- polyesters), Officina Meccanica Bettella
supplies special parts of the pumps
made with tungsten carbide and ceramic coating surface. ■

Cmt Utensili (www.cmtutensili.com,
hall 4, stand B05) – a company
based in Pesaro specializing in manufacturing of woodworking cutting
tools – presents two low-noise saw
blades offer high cutting precision,
able to guarantee good performance on different materials.
Cmt’s “274” series feature a particular hw-chromium teeth configuration, in a sequence of one flat tooth
every 4 top bevel alternate teeth, 15
degrees hook angle, able to outstandingly cut soft and hard wood,
exotic wood, mdf, laminates and
thermoplastics.
Cmt also suggests “295” series for
laminate sizing without using any
scoring blade. These saw blades, in
fact, feature hw-chromium teeth in a
sequence of one trapezoidal tooth
every two flat teeth, for longer performance and higher efficiency. ■
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COMEC GROUP

MAKOR

EFFICACY AND EFFICIENCY

THE LAST NEWS IN THE SHOW

“Frontal”.

For 40 years Comec Group (www.comecgroup.it, hall 6,
stand D17) has been manufacturing woodworking machines and equipments with a wide program that ranges
from the small complementary machines for specific jobs,
up to the automated lines.
One of the strongholds is represented by the special working centres with 3 or more controlled axis for appliances
on solid wood and/or mdf, usually with a straight and long
shape. The great capacity of personalization and the extremely simple programming, thanks to a dedicated software, consent its employment in many different sectors:
beds, outdoor furniture, doors and windows, furnishings,
tables, etcetera.
During Xylexpo Comec Group is going to show “Md
Jamb”, a centre for cutting, drilling/mortising and milling
equipped with three operating heads and with five controlled axis. The works on the extremities and in the middle of the piece are carried out simultaneously by the three
heads (multitasking), consenting a remarkable saving of
time in comparison to traditional working centres.
Thanks to the three operating heads and the cn management with parametric programming assisted by visualization with 3d macros, the “Md Jamb” is extremely
productive and flexible, and fast in the model’s change.
The company will presents also “Frontal”, a drilling-milling
machine specific for elements of drawers and similar
pieces, with milling units for the canal and with automatic
loader in its standard equipment, produced in two versions: “Frontal Cn” and “Frontal Basic”. The first one is
equipped with multi-spindle drilling head controlled on
3 axes, to execute in sequence all the drilling operations:
the programming procedure on touch screen is extremely
simple and fast. The second one is equipped with electro-pneumatic drilling units, to carry out all the drilling operations at the same time. Units’ positioning can be assisted by digital read-outs/measures’ memorisation. ■

For this new edition of Xylexpo, the section that Makor
(www.makor.it, hall 3, C38) will dedicate to the panel finishing solutions will be divided in two main sections: in one
section a complete line for Uv waterborne coatings
dedicated to operators interested in high-volumes productivity and cycles optimization, in the other section a
new concept of automatic finishing by robot dedicated to
clients whose company target is just-in-time production
and high quality.
Highlights on the new solutions adopted for “Kronos” with
increased volumetric of the cabin, air-flows control and automatic set-up of the belt cleaning unit with obvious advantages on the recovery of overspray.
New technical solutions also for sanding and coating of
panel edges, where “Gemini” will be presented. This processing line born from the synergy Makor-Tecnolegno, is
designed to seal edges of mdf and chipboard panels before these are processed to coating.
Last but not least, in the section dedicated to finishing of
profiles, a complete line for sanding and coating with Uv
100 percent acrylic product, composed by sprayer
model “Fpc” with belt conveyor and direct recovery of overspray, and Uv oven model “Kurex” with new solutions for
tackling energy consumption. ■

“Kronos”.

“Gemini”.
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OMMA

C. FILIPPETTI

EBS

ROLLS NEWS

PRECISION AND RELIABILITY

QUALITY AND RELIABILITY

Highly professional, versatile, outstanding performance and excellent precision cutting, capable of
satisfying the many requirements,
either linear, straight or finely shaped
angle fret-work. These are the main
characteristics of the fret-saw machines presented by Colombo Filippetti (www.cofil.it, hall 4, stand
C08), company based in Casirate
d’Adda (Bergamo) and specializing
in the field of cam mechanisms for the
industrial automation.
This machines are available in the versions with manual locking of the
blade – particularly indicated for
fine inlay work and marquetry, modelling, bricolage, artistic workmanship
and furniture woodwork – and in the
automatic versions with pneumatic
command and automatic locking of
the blade, specially designed for flat
die cutting fret-work for the cardboard
industry, combined with extreme silence, safety, precision and very
high performance. ■

Con sede a Thiene, provincia di Vicenza, Ebs (www.ebsbordatrici.it,
hall 1, stand A49) produces automatic
edge banding machines with the
possibility to work edge’s thickness
from 0,5 millimeters for melamine, 3
millimeters maximum for abs and 15
millimeters maximum for solid wood.
The machines are designed to grant

Based in Limbiate (Monza e Brianza),
Omma (www.omma.com, hall 3,
stand A42) is a leading manufacturer of rolls application machinery for
over 35 years.
The company produces a high quality line including brushing units, to remove dust and residuals from the surfaces; glue spreaders, for the most
used water based adhesives, liquid
PU and Hot Melt products; automatic glue feeding and conditioning systems; rollers presses and belt presses; laminators to apply rolls material;
and complete lines for gluing, laminating and surfaces protection.
During Xylexpo 2010, Omma will be
present with the most significant
products of its range. The main novelties will be: “Spx”, a brushing unit
with tangential brushes; “Open_H”, a
heavy-duty glue spreader, width of
3.600mm; “Hgs_Rc”, a heated rolls
coater able to make as smooth as
possible the “Hot Melt Pur” glue
spread, for the perfect application of
acrylic/hi-gloss materials with thin
thicknesses; and “Pro-J_Tf”, a sophisticated laminator with automatic
cut, able to apply protective self-adhesive films on finished surfaces, exactly to the edges or inside the panel’s area (negative). ■
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an higher resistance and a continue
production quality. The technical
characteristics, technology and the
operating units are projected in order
to satisfy the requests of the small and
medium-size industry.
Each machine is equipped with plc
or touch screen to control the temperature of the glue tank and the start
up of the motors, automatic reading
of the partial or total worked meters,
with alarms and safety system which
allow to use the machines completely in safety conditions. ■
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OMEC

PAGNONI IMPIANTI

MZ PROJECT

LOW COST QUALITY

SIMPLICITY AND RELIABILITY

ITALIAN KNOW-HOW

Currently, the production of bottle
racks and internal partitions for wood
packing boxes involves quite nonstandardized procedures and considerable labour.
Production times are therefore quite
long, costs high, and quality is not always what it should be.
And so Omec (www.omec-srl.com,
hall 1, stand B49) has developed two
complementary automatic machines
dedicated to this process.
The “Omec F12” milling machine automatically produces the bottles racks
and internal partitions, thank to a
dedicated software. Hourly production
is 1 thousand pieces for hour.
The “Omec F13” milling machine automatically cuts the grooves on the
four sides of the box and the grooves
for assembling the bottle racks and
internal partitions.
Hourly production is 2thousand pieces
for hour.
With these machines you can notably
reduce the production cost and energy consumption per unit produced.
This result is obtained by increasing
operating speed and optimising the
process and installed power. ■
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Based in Aicurzio (Monza e Brianza),
Pagnoni Impianti (www.pagnoni.com,
hall 10, stand F25) is a company specializing in the production in pressing
lines for the production of particleboards, mdf, plywood, osb. The company presents two standard lines for
short-cycle lamination of boards with
melamine and phenolic paper: “Selecta” e “Smartline”. Complete, reliable,
friendly and inexpensive, these lines
can laminate boards of various sizes:
4’ x 8’ (1220 x 2400 mm), 6’ x 9’ (1850
x 2800 mm), 6’ x 12’ (1850 x 3700 mm)
and 7’ x 14’ (2150 x 4200 mm).
Pressing lines for compact and hpl
decorative laminates are a core market for the company.
“Pagnoni Onelight”, the solution
with single-opening press and
“Pagnoni Farline”, with multi-opening press, are the hpl lines with powerful press, easy to be operated, designed according to a criterion of essentiality though using the most modern and sophisticated technologies.
Pagnoni also proposes “Easylam”, the
continuous press with double endless
belt, designed for fast production.
Flexible and versatile, this machine is
suitable for various applications such
as panel veneering, production of engineered 2-3 layer parquet, production of honeycomb panels, doors,
composite materials and other special products. ■

Mz Project (www.mzproject.com,
hall 6, B13-C14) – a company based
in Mariano Comense and specializing in the production of woodworking
machinery – shows “Mz Hopper
Pluris Cnc”, a patented multi-axis
machining centre; this numerically
controlled machine is equipped with
a band-saw system, a point to point
drilling unit and a high speed electro-

spindle for routing. The machine has
been designed with perfect interpolation for the three machining functions and is suitable for sawing,
drilling and shaping chipboard, plywood mdf and solid wood laminated
panels. This machining centre may be
used as a dedicated "nesting" system.
There are no limits to the use of this
machine when used in the production
of components and parts for upholstered furniture where complicated
geometric shapes and parts are required.
The “Mz Hopper Pluris Cnc” is an extremely flexible, fast machine with precision accuracy. Programming the machine is achieved via the Alphacam
programming software package; the
machine is equipped with anti-collision
programmes making the machine
user friendly and easy to use. ■

FAPIL

INSTALMEC

CUSTOMIZED TOOLS

DECADES OF EXPERIENCE

Fapil (www.fapil.it, hall 3, stand D-22), with its headquarters in Zogno (Bergamo), has been operating for over
fifty years in the field of tools for the processing of wood
and plastic. Today, its focus in the manufacturing program
is different than in the early years. The cnc technology
has changed the whole Fapil production which is specifically oriented to the customers’ requirements. Some of
the tools presented by the company are: cutter heads
and brazed tooling (tct) for conventional machines; drill
bits, router bits and accessories to machine wood and
plastics; straight router cutters and profile router cutters
for cnc machning centers; cnc tooling for
door and wsindow
production. Other new
developments in the
last years, are the
“Fast-Lock” system
and the “Form-lock”
system.
The customising of the
cutter profile on the
shaped cutter body
of “Fast-Lock” enables
the customer to machine any profile obtaining very high quality levels of the final
product thanks to the
best possible cutting
hook and axial angles.
“Form-lock” is a standard range of tools
with rapid profiling
body and easy-toposition knives. The
Form-Lock benefit is a
“ready-made” body
from stock that can
be quickly customized
according to the workpiece profile. ■

Based in San Giorgio di Nogaro (Udine), Instalmec
(www.instalmec.it, hall 10, G30-H25) features three
decades of experience in the design and construction of
Wbp and pellet plants.
Beside its traditional product rage as drying units, suction and dedusting plants (filters, wesps), screens,
blenders, dust dosing systems, pollutants separators and
pneumatic transports, during Xylexpo Instalmec is going
to present also an innovative cleaning system for recycled wood. This machine is characterized by guaranteed cleaning efficiency of 95 percent, additional
cleaning of finest fraction, constant performance, compact
installation, low investment and maintenance costs and
low power consumption.
The company also presents a last generation flash dryer for pellet plants, characterized by innovative installation of the gravimetric separator as pre-dryer; gentle drying of the material avoids distillation of resins; keeps calorific power of wood and keeps the colour of pellet light; homogeneous and constant dried particles; great reduction
of plant maintenance; higher cohesion of pellet.
Instalmec finally presents a new state of the art combustion chamber for pellet dryer. ■
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FRAMAR

LEANTECH

METAL WORLD

STABILITY AND PRECISION

WELLBEING SOLUTIONS

FIVE SYSTEMS IN ONE

Based in Carpi near Modena, Framar
(www.framarcarpi.it, hall 4, stand B08) during Xylexpo will present “Centerdoor “, a small work station at four
axis nc with circular interpolation for
processing on internal and external
doors, cutfire, frames, balcony doors.
“Centerdoor“ is used to cut slots for
locks, door strikes and hinges of different sizes.
The solid structure allows maximum
stability and precision during the
movement of the axis; a manual
pump lubricates the screws and the
lead nuts.
“Centerdoor” is particular for its compacted dimensions, the simple programming managed by graphic
pages, and the job’s rapidity. The
moving parts of the machine are
protected by surrounding guards,
while a transparent opening and
locked safety on the front allows visibility and security during the job.
Framar also presents an horizontal
chisel mortise nc “Mbo T20”. The big
news of machine, considering its dimensions, is that the working shift
along the whole length of the workpiece is managed automatically by cn
with a pneumatic jaw added to the
work table longitudinal stroke.
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The key strengths of Metal World
(www.metalworld.it, hall 4, B25) are
consolidated collaborations with several organizations, from machinery
manufacturers to final users of tools,
thanks – for example – to feed speeds
(200 meter per minute approximately) achieved with its tools in the production of pre-finished parquets and
laminates.
Based in Parma, Leantech
(www.leantech.it, hall 10, E38) is a
company specializing in research and
development of solutions and products for the industrial area. And “Air
Falls” is one of the solution developed
entirely by Leantech for industrial
misting. The best applications of this
system are carried out on hoppers,
the conveyor belts, screw conveyors,
mills, oil mills, in warehouses as
"curtains" to prevent the spread of
dust in other areas, train wagons carrying gravel for track or on wheels
diggers. “Air Falls” allows to have
killing micro dust-environment, low energy costs, flexibility in system, research and development for a product ad hoc and a reduction of the inhalation of dust and harmfulness to
the streets respiratone high and low
for a person.
“Air Falls” also improves the productivity of the plant thanks to its system for the humidification and reductions dust without wetting. Thanks
to this process the volumes of wood
remain unchanged and the woodworking is more efficient; decrease
airborne dust in the environment
and reduces the risk of fire by increasing the moisture. The misting ensures a better working environment,
increases the feeling of wellbeing. ■

And not only. The Udine company
can provide its customers with high
quality and state-of-the-art products
also thanks to profit re-investment in
research activities, as showed by the
new tool holder that was recently
launched in the market. “Zero System” can eliminate clearances between the axis and the hole of the tool,
oscillations, vibrations and roundness
errors. “Zero System” is the evolution
of former “Top System”, a Metal
World patent which had revolutionized
the world of clamping systems, allowing even factories with worn-out
machines to achieve excellent results
in terms of feed and finishing.
For panel machining with nesting
system, Metal World has developed a
series of new drills in the “Body Plus”
range, characterized by materials,
designs and geometries that can ensure the reduction of swarf-related
costs. ■

ANDREONI

ESSETRE

MD DARIO

CARVING THE WOOD

QUALITY AND FLEXIBILITY

NEW CUTTING HEIGHT

Andreoni (www.andreoni.it, hall 6,
stand A17) – a company based in
Meda, near Milan, specializing in
the production of pantograph carving
machines (both manual and automatic machines) – at Xylexpo 2010
presents “Progress monoblocco”, a
5 axis computer controlled carving
machine able to carve any type of
wooden pieces: rotating, flat and
curved ones. Carving operations
can start from square pieces, without
any previous operation by other machines. Once the program is stored,
production is automatic and the
same program can be transferred to
other “Progress” machines. Rotation
of the motor-holder beam to use the
second tool is automatic and left and
right is no longer a problem: memorizing a right piece, “Progress” can
produce automatically its correspondent left piece and vice versa.
“Progress monoblocco” is produced
with 12-16 or 20 motors. ■

With an enhanced form, today the
classic “Sv3 Media”, the most popular Md Dario (www.md-dario.com,
hall 6, H34) sawing machine, has
been converted in the new two machine models “Sn33” and “Sn44”
reaching the maximum cutting height
of 41 cm. With its new casing and
Essetre (www.essetre.com, hall 3,
stand B-46) – a company based in
Thiene (Vicenza) specializing in the
production of high quality cnc woodworking centres and special machines – presents “Fusion Long”, a
cnc working centre covered by international patents, which permits so
saw and edge band longitudinally the
bars at the same time and in the required width.
This machines needs reduced
spaces and permits to have a completely automatic in line production,
exploiting a high flexibility and without needing the presence of the
personnel. In this way Essetre has
revolutioned and completed the traditional system which is 6 times
bulkier and which necessarily previews the presence of the personnel.
“Fusion Long” is provided with the
most innovative technologies, which
grant a high quality and precision during the longitudinal cutting, edge
banding and finishing of the bars, allowing in this way to obtain good results on edges of each material (as
for example melamine paper, laminate, abs, etcetera). The gluing of the
edges can occur by means of melting or polyurethanic glue tanks and
the relating pre melting devices. ■

“Sn33”.

form, the new “Sn33” and “Sn44”
sawing machines are even more
easy to use and versatile, maintaining the technological qualities and
safety of the previous model. Although some functions have been renewed, such as the blade tightener
and the body, both the “Sn33” and
“Sn44” have all the features of the old
“Sv3 Media”. Therefore there is still the
fixed version for processing at the
bench for the execution of small
parts requiring extreme precision; it
is provided for application on the arm,
in which case it is fitted with a twohands control that ensures maximum safety for the operator. It has a
work surface that can be inclined in
both directions, 45 degrees to the
right and 15 degrees to the left. ■
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FRIULMAC

IMEAS

THE BEST EXPRESSION

THE LAST NEWS IN THE SHOW
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Friulmac (www.friulmac.it, hall 6, stand D13) – company based in Pavia di Udine specializing in the production of woodworking machinery – presents the new generation uses a completely redesigned base frame and
feed system, to achieve maximum precision and consistency when end-processing components of kitchen,
furniture, door frames and interior doors elements.
“Contouramat Plus” differs from the range “Contouramat” for variety of equipments and configurations that al-

low a wide range of additional workings maintaining a very
compact design.
Here following some examples of complementary work
beyond that of cutting and profiling present in the basic
version, performed with “clamped piece”: front boring,
top boring, hauching, cnc profiling, cnc routing, glue injection and dowel insertion. Moreover, as in “Contouramat” version, the possibility to equip the machine with horizontal and vertical working units bridge supports for the
execution of multiple longitudinal processes.
The flexibility that characterizes the new “Contouramat
Plus” is the best expression of Friulmac constructive philosophy. ■
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Imeas (www.imeas.it, hall 10, D10-E09) is an Italian company based in Villa Cortese (Milan) that develops new technologies for calibrating and sanding of different types of materials such as mdf, particleboard, plywood and others.
Imeas solutions range spans from research and development to the supply and installation of the complete sanding line. Key product features include working speed up
to 150 meters per minute, low maintenance, reduced startup time and easy operation.
Imeas has recently introduced the “Full control system™”
(“Fcs”), which means: control of the entire sanding
process from a remote control room; complete overview
of the parameters using synoptic and detailed views; precise positioning of the sanding heads to control their working set-point, individual stock removal and final board thickness; storing/recalling of “recipes” for different panel
sizes/types/thickness; quick setup of the line; online operating manuals and spare parts; and flexibility of functions and graphical interface.
Users of Imeas Fcs system include: Masisa, Paneles
Arauco, Mayr-Melnhof Kaufmann Gaishorn, Contiplus,
Rexcel. ■

XYLEXPO
Hall 1 - Stand A25
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M. MODERNA 2

IMAL

G3 FANTACCI G.

SINCE OVER 30 YEARS

LESS CONSUME

HIGH PRECISION

Based in S.Antonino di Casalgrande
near Reggio Emilia, Meccanica Moderna 2 (www.meccanicamoderna2.it,
hall 3, C33) is a company that design
and manufacture since over thirty
years automatic packaging machines
with polyethylene shrink film.
During Xylexpo the company will
show the automatic cardboard packaging machine to pack wooden
lists (parquet, shelves, wood profiles...) using a corrugated cardboard
strip positioned along the perimeter of
the product. This system allow to use
only a kind of packaging material for
all the product size, guaranteeing an
integral protection around the sides
and the edges of the bundle.
The machine allows to do electronic
adjustment by touch screen connected to the plc, it gives the possibility to use printed cardboard with
factory logo and the product wrapped
by the cardboard will be packed by
thermo shrinking polyethylene film.
The product characteristics are:
length from 300 to 3000 millimeters,
width from 90 to 350 millimeters and
height from 60 to 150 millimeters. ■
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At this year’s edition of the Xylexpo,
Imal (www.imal.com, hall 1, D26-E33)
will be presenting an innovative
wood particle blending system for
the production of particleboard. With
this new technology, designed and
patented by the company, it is possible to achieve a top quality particle/glue blend. An improved
glue/wood particle blend significantly
reduces the amount of resin required
for the process and, at the same time,
saves electricity production costs, superseding the traditional blender/gluing system used till now in particleboard plants.
Some major benefits achieved with
this mechanical resination system include: greatly reduced resin consumption (20 percent) with respect to
traditional blender systems; significant
reduction in electricity production
costs; less electrical power required
to blend the resin with the wood particles compared to traditional blender
systems; the action on the chips is
much gentler and they do not break
up as easily as they do inside traditional blenders; there is less wear on
the internal blender shells, extending
their average lifetime; less power required to cool the blenders, hence reducing electricity requirements and
chiller costs; and decrease in costs
to produce compressed air as this is
no longer required to atomize the
glue. ■

Based in Poggibonsi, near Siena, G3
di Fantacci Giancarlo (www.g3fantacci.com, hall 6, F17-G18) represents an important reality in the production of tools for the woodworking
field applications.
In particular, G3 di Fantacci Giancarlo
is actually sinonimous of quality in the
manufacturing of brazed and insert
cutters for moulding, copy-shaping
and tenoning machines; bits and
profiled cutters for cnc working centers, lines of tools for windows and
doors realization on cnc machineries.
From the point of view of the internal
organization, the company has introduced new machineries and programs for the sale net management,
in order to satisfy the expectations of
the customers, and to allow the optimization of production processes.
The company has recently presented a new model of tenoning cutter,
“0393” that replaces “0394”. ■

SICAR

SECAL

DELTA

THE IDEAL CENTER

ITALIAN KNOW-HOW

FROM DESIGN TO ASSEMBLY

Sicar (www.sicar.it, hall 1, stand
A49) – a company based in Carpi,
near Modena, specializing in the
design and production of woodworking machinery – thanks to the
continue research and to the development of high technologies, will
show, during Xylexpo 2010, the new
professional machine with electronic control for the tenoning and profiling operations: the working center for
door/window frames model “Ideale”.
The machine has been projected and
realized to give the possibility to
produce door/window frames in a
fast, practice and precise way all
through a good price/quality ratio. ■

In a market that is becoming ever
more crowded with small manufacturers, Secal (www.secalsrl.com, hall
6, stand F41-G42) has remained
faithful to its own principle to aim for
quality. Based in Resana, near Treviso, the company has established itself on the market as a reliable partner able to resolve all problems connected with timber drying.
The latest innovations, including
those for the electronic management and control of drying cycles, are
four: energy management function
to collect the real energy consumption and control their costs in local currency for each drying cycle; feedback
actuators function, for the direct
communication between the automatic system “Plus 3000” (the most
advanced in the market) and the
chimneys, heating valves, boiler
plant and spraying solenoid valves;
autopilot function, calculation of
drying time and estimation of process;
and “Orangebox”, motor for chimney for extreme external conditions
(-40/-50 degrees) and acid-resistant
with IP 66/67 protection. ■

Founded in 1995, Delta (www.deltaitaly.com, hall 10, stand E14-F11) is
a company based in Crevalcore
(Bologna), specializing in the production of pallet nailing, pack cutting
and a wide range of machines and
automation systems for pallet production. The company currently exports 60 percent of production to
Western Europe, Eastern Europe
and Russia. Delta executes all production stages, from design to production, from drawing to assembling, relying on their qualified staff.
The company’s portfolio includes
the automatic pack cutting machine
“Tpa 120”, designed to handle the
weights and masses of this type of
applications. Oversize construction
and advanced mechanical systems
ensure smooth handling and accurate
operations. The cut is performed
bottom-up, with a system designed
by Delta to cut the pack pressed
down by pressing bars, to remove
sawdust and trimmings after cutting, and to handle packs of wood
strips. The machine is completely
driven by plc (programmable logic
controller) in compliance with EC
standards. ■
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VERTEK GROUP

VIGANÒ MARIO

INCOMAC

“GALILEO” IS COMING

VERSATILE AND CUSTOMIZED

HIGH PERFORMANCES

Based in Arosio near Como, Viganò
Mario (www.viganomario.it, hall 3,
stand B53) is a leading brand in the
production of finishing machines,
mainly in the wood field but not only.
Its history dates back to the late
Seventies; placed in the very centre
of the Italian furniture production, the
company Viganò Mario has always
paid attention to high quality standards and to professional competence in its field.
The large variety of products it has
available ranges from protective film
application units to roller buffing
units, polishing units and direct and
indirect stamping machines.
The machines produced to a standard extent are also versatile and can
be customized according to individual requirements.
During Xylexpo 2010, the company
will presents the buffing machine
“Sp 1200”, a machine suitable for
high-gloss finishing equipped with a
buffing roller and a mobile table,
and the polishing machine “Brl 1200”,
an innovative machine with a set of
rotating pads with orbital movement
which grant a super shiny surface
and represent a significant innovation
as regards of working speed and
process. ■

Condensation driers are reviving
their popularity as a result of their low
environmental impact and excellent
drying quality, especially for hardwood and broadleaves. Incomac
(www.incomac.com, hall 6, stand
C29), a leading company from Montebelluna (Treviso) specializing in
the production of heat pumps, has
introduced a new version of this system, offering cost effectiveness and
high performances. For 37 years, Incomac heat pumps series “Mac”
have been at the leading edge of

Vertek Group (www.vertekgroup.it,
hall 6, stand C09-D10), based in Campodarsego near Padua, presents to the
next Xylexpo in Milan an important novelty that goes to enrich the already
large machine fleet, that the same offers for the finishing of wooden windows. It is the 5-axis cartesian robot
“Galileo”, designed and implemented
to simplify the task of painting the
wooden doors and windows of any size
and shape, with "scanner" reading
system of the pieces. The manufacture
to be painted, previously loaded on the
bar of the automatic plant, passes
through a reading barrier, "scanner",
which determines the shape and size
and sends the information to the onboard computer machine. The latter
gives the impulses to the wrist of the
robot to make it run the operation of
painting in a correct and accurate way.
Galileo allows to obtain good finishing
with saving of paint, manpower and
time. Furthermore, maintaining to an
equal distance the nozzle of the gun
from the piece and turning the wrist to
360 degrees, it never paints twice the
same point. Unlike other robots on the
market, “Galileo” has the capacity to
paint pieces of very large dimensions
simply by changing the measure of one
or more axes. ■
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Sp 1200”.

technology, reliability and performance. Besides heat pumps, which
represent a major portion of Incomac’s business, the company supplies conventional driers heated by
warm water, steam, diathermic oil,
gas or diesel. Finally, the company
manufactures heat conditioning systems for pallets and wooden packaging, in compliance with Fao Ispm15 standards. ■

GREDA

LICOM SYSTEMS

HUGE POTENTIAL

IMPORTANT NEWS

At Xylexpo 2010, Greda (www.greda.it, padiglione 6, stand
B21-C22) – an important manufacturer of woodworking
machinery based in Mariano Comense (Como) – will present new solutions developed in response to specific customer requirements.The stand will showcase some models of the “Sirio” line, a wide range of 3-4-5 interpolated axis machining centers with cantilever structure, ideal for the production of doors, windows, stairs, furniture,
caravans, soundproofing panels and so on. Greda will
also introduce a series of fixed-bridge machining centers
with 3-4-5 interpolated axes, with single or double movable worktable, mainly used for the production of chairs,
curved elements, furniture, gun stocks and sports equipment. The operating head features a single power spindle with tool changer (model “Argo”) or several independent power spindles (model “Sprinter”). At Xylexpo,
Greda could not leave out their flagship product: “Poker”. It is a machining center with 3 interpolated axes and
five operating units, with double working section, ideal
for tenoning, slotting, boring and butting on the piece, but
also for complex milling, contouring and sanding operations. With a number of options, including automatic loading/unloading units, workpiece rotation and clamping devices, “Poker” is even more flexible and versatile. ■

During Xylexpo 2010, Licom Systems (www.alphacam.it, hall 2, stand B43) will introduce a number of news
for the “AlphaCam 2010 R1” software for the programming of numerical control machining centers.
Enhancements were introduced to cover several key segments in the production of doors and windows, furniture
and semifinished wood materials, from design up to 5-axis
operations with simulation. Specific attention has been dedicated to those who use “Alphacam” as an automatic system to increase and simplify the production of measuremade details. The main news is the constant evolution of
“Alphacam Gpa” (automated production management)
for the production of doors, windows, furniture for boats
and caravans, sitting furniture shafts and so on. The “Gpa”
operation is simplified by the possibility to connect barcode readers to accelerate data input operations while minimizing errors. Therefore, “Gpa” can be considered as an
“engine” that streamlines the production of measuremade details from “Alphacam” files, parametric or not, as
well as “Dxf/Dwg” files or 3D solid models.
Within “Gpa”, a production order is configured via Excel,
which contains the piece code or even a complete folder with details, quantities, associated operations, sequence
of macro instructions to adapt the workpiece, and possible nesting operations. This Excel file can be sent to execution to generate in few seconds all required operations
for hundreds of pieces that would have to be processed
individually, otherwise. ■
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ALBRICCI INT.

TAGLIABUE

INTERESTING INNOVATIONS

ITALIAN PASSION

PERFECT SURFACES
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“Bt10”.

Con sede a Santarcangelo di Romagna (Rimini) and specialised in the
production of automatic edgebanders
Tecnoma (www.tecnomawood.com,
padiglione 1, stand B14) will present
interesting innovations during Xylexpo 2010.
With the new models “Bt5”, “Bt10”
and “Bt15”, the range of Tecnoma
edgebanders is grown, increasing the
number of compositions available
and thanks to the new working units,
is able to satisfy better the edgebanding requirements.
The “Btf5.4 RrS” is equipped with an
automatic pre-milling station to guarantee perfect side panels before the
glue/edging operation to obtain a
good quality edging. This model can
glue up to 5 millimeters thick edges
(10 and 15 millimeters thick with
bigger models) and pvs/abs edges
in coils up to 3 millimeters thick. On
these models can be fitted corner
rounding and glue scrapers units. ■
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With their philosophy oriented to specialized quality and customer service,
Albricci International (www.albricci.it, hall 4 stand A41-A47-B46-B52),
based in Cesano Maderno near Milan,
are among the Italian leaders in the import and distribution of leading-edge
technology. Besides the historical alliances with Altendorf, the inventors of
slide table saws, and Striebig, producers of high-precision vertical saws,
today Albricci International has expanded the number of partners with the
addition of some leading suppliers of
precision woodworking equipment:
Gannomat, introducing the new nc
through-feed machining center “Protec” at Xylexpo; Weima, shredders and
briquetting machines; Hofmann for
classical machines; Kuper for splicing,
planing and molding machines; and
Prodim International, manufacturers
of “Proliner”, a modern measuring
and digitizing system currently available on the market. Another highlight
at Xylexpo 2010 will be the announcement of a distribution agreement with Hans Weber Maschinenfabrik, which has acquired a leading
position with its sanding and calibrating machines and the revolutionary
patented unit Weber Cbf. ■

“Tag Eu Tt333t”.

Based in Verano Brianza (Monza e
Brianza), Tagliabue ( www.tagliabue.com, hall 1, stand A37) has
been producing since the 1943 industrial sanding machines for both flat
and shaped surfaces finishing. The
new range “Tag Eu” can be provided with wide and cross sanding
belts units.
For the finishing of the surfaces the
cross sanding is the one that confers
a better visual quality and an incomparable planar look.
For almost 70 years Tagliabue is the
worldwide leader in the construction
of sanding machines for flat surfaces, with the utilize of sectioned
pads with 16 millimeters sections and
rollers of big diameter 360 millimeters;
the sanding belt dimensions can
reach 10.500 millimeters for the cross
belts and 4.600 millimeters for the
wide belts.
The sanding machine model “Tag Eu
Tt333t” is suitable to carry out high
gloss finishing or mechanical brush
finishing.
All sanding belts are provided with
speed regulator by motor with inverter.
The lacquer sanding machines are
completed with the add of scotch-brite
for the satining of the pore.
All sanding machines are provided
with vacuum device, plc with direct
teleservice. ■

MACMAZZA

OMAS

GRIGGIO

ITALIAN KNOW-HOW

PERFECT FINISHING

A LONG LIST

The culmination of Macmazza's
(www.macmazza.it, hall 2, A16) 35
years of experience in beam saws
and turnkey projects with complex automation will be presented at Xylexpo 2010. In an extended exhibition
stand the company will be presenting a brand new patented automation,
“Piero”, named after the best of our
skilled engineers.

It is a flexible loading/parking/unloading warehouse which dispenses
with the need of a costly forklift operator in the area where the panel
working machine is, or parts of panels to be recycled are.
This robust platform (3.500 kg) will
load 5 thousand kilos in several,
flexible stations and has been designed and patented to solve the real
“bottleneck” of any monoblade machine (and of all the panel machines
inserted in small batches flexible
working islands) where complex handling of loading/parking parts/rejects to be recycled or manual unloading must be carried out by several operators working in close proximity to the machines with the need
of a forklift and its driver. ■

“Eagle 1” is a planing head offered by
the Marche-based company Omas
(www.omastools.com, hall 1, stand
A25), allowing to machine wide surfaces; with four hard metal single-knife
cutters, it prevents the formation of
waves on the milled surface, ensuring
excellent finishing levels. Excellent
surface finishing is also achieved
through the geometric shape of the mill
body, which provides for a quick release of the chip during operation, while
the light alloy tool body reduces the
stress for the machine, safeguarding
its mechanical parts. The cutter thickness of 1.8 millimeters conveys excellent toughness, minimizing the risk
of breaks. The new locking system allows fast knife substitution; the knives
are positioned automatically with no
need for gauges. Noise levels have
been reduced substantially.
Besides these features, “Eagle 2” offers the additional benefit of chamfering pieces at 45 degrees or to round
off edges with 3-5-8-10-12-15 millimeters radii. The necessary cutters
to achieve these chamfers are mounted on moving slides to allow their adjustment according to the thickness of
the wood piece to be processed.
Like all Omas tools, these are designed
and manufactured in compliance with
prEN 847 European standards. ■

Founded in 1946 and specializing in
the production of woodworking machines, Griggio (www.griggio.it, hall
4, stand A09-A15), based in Reschigliano near Padova, will exhibit at Xylexpo 2010 with a long list of news.
The “Unica” family of panel saws includes “Unica 350” with 350 mm
blade and 385x3200 mm aluminum
carriage; “Unica 400 Digit 3” with a
new motor-driven parallel guide,
reaching 20 meters per minute
speeds; and “Unica 500” with 4th motor-driven axis controlled by software for the automatic positioning of
fences of the extensible guide.
Griggio’s new products also include
the spindle molder model “T 45” with
“Hsk” shank, automatic interchangeable shaft and inverter, “Cnc 1000” numerical control, and a numerical
control boring machine with power
spindle and routing unit. ■
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SALVADOR

SISTEMI KLEIN

QUICKWOOD

SUPER…NEWS

PRECISION AND SIMPLICITY

ITALIAN TECHNOLOGY

Salvador (www.solidea.it, hall 6 stand
C21-D22), company based in San
Vendemiano (Treviso) specialized
since 1982 in optimizing saws and
special panel saws, will present in occasion of Xylexpo 2010 a lot of news.
First of all a new system to unload the
material after the cut in the optimizing saw “Superpush 200”. This new
system allows with a very small cost
to give a big buffer to the operator
and have a complete full automatic
machines including also a special
system to load the material by gravity and with a very small cost.
Then there will be the new version of
“Supercut 500 Evo 10” with a lot of
new accessories and innovations.
This machine in the last version has
a big increase of speed, capacity and
new innovation in the software to
reach good performances present.
A new model of optimizing saw will be
present for the first time: “Supercut
100 Optimus”. This new innovative
optimizing saw, with a special ratio
between quality and price, presents
a new system of feeding the material by a special toothed belt that guarantees a good precision and speed.
The innovation also touched the new
system to select the material faster
and more flexible than in the past. ■
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Transferring the Danish experience
and know-how to the production of
abrasive brushes to Italy, Pavia di
Udine-based Quickwood Esperia
(www.quickwood.it, hall 3, stand
B34) has applied that all-Italian technological creativity to a specific industry – wood-furniture – innovating
wood finishing processes. Thanks to
high technological value and cusThe “Presetters Leader”, presented
by the based in Pesaro company
Sistemi Klein (www.sistemiklein.com,
hall 3, stand A46), is equipped with
high precision linear rails and preloaded re-circulating ball bearing
rail guides, optical scales, interchangeable rotary precision spindle,
heat-treated structural parts, and
are protected against dust.
The “Presetters Leader” is equipped
with a c-mos high-resolution viewing
system and a 17 inches color display.
The software is user-friendly with
dedicated functions for tool measurement and control. The “Presetters
Leader” can be connected to a printer label , printer for tool list, and it has
a pc inside.
The label printer (Dymo) is an optional
simple initial start-up of the device. ■

tomized software systems, Quickwood plants are able to carry out any
finishing process, efficiently replacing an operation that is currently
carried out manually.
The company has recently launched
on the market the new product “Pro
Super”, a new system able to enhance the structure and motors of rotary machines with four and eight
brushes. Such enhancement was
thought to allow machines to support
much bigger brushes than those
usually employed, up to 450 millimeters diameter, reducing the operating stress of machines and improving production times.
The research focusing on the study
of air flows on the plant has allowed
to massively improve the resistance
of vacuum carpets as well, though
maintaining the same power absorption values of motors. ■

TOMANIN

VOLPATO

UNICONFORT

ALWAYS AHEAD

COMPACT AND VERSATILE

TECHNOLOGY AND NATURE

Established in 1963, Verano Brianzabased Tomanin ( www.tomaninimpianti.it, hall 3, stand B58) has started its activity with the production of
curtain coaters, later on extended to
roller coaters, brushing machines, Uv
lamp drying tunnels and hot air/IR
lamp drying tunnels.
Keeping a close eye on the painting
field and its issues, Tomanin has
adopted leading-edge technologies,
in order to meet all customer needs.
During the twenty-second edition of
Xylexpo, Tomanin is going to present
the new range of Uv dryers with high
energy saving. This innovative version of Uv dryers incorporates Uv
lamp control by means of high performance microprocessor-based
electronic power supplies, combined
with an automatic workpiece detection system and fan speed control.
The use of such new technology allows remarkable energy saving during the process and gives the chance
to save even more energy by automatically switching to a stand-by
status with 20 percent lamp operation
during production downtimes. ■

Based in Campodarsego (Padua),
Volpato (www.volpatolasm.com, hall
1, stand A29), specialized in the
production of sanders for edges and
profiles, includes in its range sixty different typologies of machines.
Among them the “Ls” series that
can be fitted with various groups of
sanding belts and abrasive wheels,
as well as a tiltable shaper spindle
group which is ideal for raised panel door production.
The model “Ls 2N1A”, composed of
two abrasive belt units and one wheel
unit, with automatic compensation of
the wear, for the working on edges
and profiles in solid wood, veneers
and painted parts, sands with the utilization of felt and/or steel cemented
pads. All belt units work with timed entry, adjustable mechanical oscillation, pneumatic belt tension and air
blower. The feed carpet, extremely
rugged and precise, runs on a worktable with guide. On request many
other options are available (variable
speed, motorised axes controlled by
numerical control). ■

Based in Padova and specializing in
the production of biomass combustion plants, Uniconfort (www.uniconfort.com, hall 1, stand B33) has
always been particularly sensitive towards market evolution and environmental changes.
Today, it offers its experience in the
field of agricultural and forestry biomass transformation technologies
for the production of biomass boilers
and air generators producing hot water and air, steam and thermal oil, up
to 8 MW thermal plants, exhausted
fumes purification plants and hot air
generators.
One of the latest company products
is the cogeneration plant installed at
the agricultural company I Leprotti in
Abbiategrasso.
Although it is a micro-plant (200
KW/h electric power and 1MW/h
thermal energy), it represents an example of perfect integration between
the private enterprise of the agricultural company owner and public initiative (Regione Lombardia and
Provincia di Milano). Besides ensuring massive saving, the entire operation will become a potential energy
and investment source. ■
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TURBODEN

REKORD

SAOMAD

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE

INCREASE THE PRODUCTIVITY

EXTREME FLEXIBILITY

Based in Brescia, Turboden
(www.turboden.it, hall 6, stand G17)
designs, manufactures, installs and
maintains orc (organic rankine cycle)
systems for distributed generation.
To date most of Turboden's projects
are in the field of cogeneration from
wood biomass.
The most common fuels employed in
cogeneration are wood biomass
such as sawdust, woodchips, bark,
treated wood, and other biomass like
straw, rice husk, dried sewage sludge

In occasion of Xylexpo 2010 Rekord (www.rekordsrl.com, hall 6, stand
E35-F34), based in Rovereto (Trento),
will present also “Topfix”, a working
centre that can increase the productivity by at least 35 percent, by
the growth of the cutting velocity and
advance speed. And what is the result? Production costs are lower, and
the finishing quality is better. The tool
is characterized by a great simplicity of use, it requires less inserts and
less of their types. This simplification
translates into the lower operating
costs and spare parts. The replacement of the inserts and accessories
may easily be done on the machine;
this process is secure and quick. In
practical terms, one obtains a 75 percent reduction of maintenance time,
compared to the average figures
noted from the use of different concept tooling. The HW-inserts are
profiled and self-positioning, both
axially and diametrally, as well as the
wedges; which repeat perfectly the
insert along all its profile. The high axial angle cutting eliminates any imperfection; and the product quality
which one obtains is simply the best,
thanks to the innovation characteristics of the cutting edges and implementation techniques. ■

and green cuttings. The generated
power of “Chp” units by Turboden
generally ranges between 400 kW
and 3 MW electric. Turboden also developed particular orc models of turbogenerators “Hrs” capable of ensuring high performance in terms of
electrical efficiency (24 percent) in cogeneration of energy from renewable
sources. These products are ideal in
contexts with a strong presence of
agricultural and forest biomass, but
with discontinuous ability to allocate
the heat. There are other occasions
when heat is required for a seasonal thermal load, so the same Turboden orc model can operate in cogeneration by raising the condensation temperature of water. ■
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Based in Reschigliano di Campodarsego (Padua), Saomad (www.
saomad.com, hall 1, stand A33-B42)
during Xylexpo 2010 will show
“Woodpecker 30”, a last generation
center for windows capable to expand the borderline of technology,
that redifines the standard of window
production and efficiency of versatile
solutions.
This center allows to make a great variety of profiles that can be different
from the traditional window. The technology developed by Saomad and
employed in “Woodpecker 30” allows
to realize tilted tenons, round tenons
and windows.
Thanks to vanguard technology and
to the blocking system that allows to
work out the piece dimensions automatically, “Titanum” is a center that
can reduce the working time and ensure high quality. A high flexibility of
tenoning and profiling shafts due to
“Hsk B100” quick coupling, easiness of workings, the overall cover
that reduces noise and dust emission
and raises safety level are the main
characteristics of “Titanum”. ■

PRIMULTINI

PUTSCH-MENICONI

TWO NOVELTIES

A SIMPLE INTERFACE

In occasion Xylexpo 2010 Primultini (www.primultini.it, hall
10, stand E18 G15) – a company based in Marano Vicentino
(Vicenza) specializing in wood sawing industry – will
show two novelties. The first one is the log carriage “Cfi”
that allows to do the log clamping through hydraulic cylinders having two selectable closing pressures. The adjustment of hook projection is on three fixed positions by
means of a double hydraulic pad, the headblock displacement is through brushless motor and the automatic
positioning of headblocks by means of a programmable
electronic positioner. This log carriage is provided by a log
turning device mounted on each headblock with hydraulic lifting and arm inclination up to 90 degrees. The lubrication system is centralized and completely automized
and there is an hydrostatic feed, with rope drive and foot
control lever. The machine is provided by independent headblocks, powered by hydraulic cylinders, for log centring,
automatic log alignment, slab turning arms, beam tilting arms
and double arm hydraulic log turnung device. The second
news presented by Primultini is the resawing machine model “1300”, “1400”, “1600” and it can be supplied in three
versions: with electronic equipment, auto-centring and combined. This machine is provided by headrig manufactured
completely in cast iron with dynamically balanced cast iron
flywheels; fixed push blade guide; and hydraulic powered
blade tensioner, blade guard and brake; electrically powered inclination of top flywheel; base in very thick steel; and
fence with three helicoid milled rollers powered by a hydraulic
motor. It is also provided by two independent carriages with
helicoid milled rollers powered by hydraulic motors (version
with electronic equipment and combined) and by two fences
with three helicoid milled rollers powered by hydraulic motors (auto-centring). Other characteristic of this machine are:
feed speed can be adjusted in continuous mode; hydraulic
powered opening and closing of fence and carriages; displacement on slides and sliding blocks; and separate control switchboard. ■

The new panel saw “Svp 980 A/T” presented by PutschMeniconi (www.putschmeniconi.com, hall 2, stand B06)
based in Poggibonsi (Siena) incorporates a new interface
with 8.4” touch screen color display that allows operators to use the machine functions through a simple, guided procedure.
The system was developed in order to deliver a huge number of functions accessible through the graphical user interface (while previously they were located on the keyboard), with a supervision on the consistency of settings,
and to provide information on the current machine status in real time, as to the specific processing cycle that
is being carried out.
The interaction is controlled from the position of the bladeholding head. When the head is in vertical cutting position, the monitor displays the related information and possible commands for this cutting process, and the same
occurs when the head is in horizontal cutting position.
When the head is in horizontal position, operators are able
to program the desired cutting thickness values and their
repetitions on a table displayed on the monitor.
Horizontal cutting programs can be stored in a specific
database, and retrieved for repeated execution at any time.
Programs define the net dimensions of the manufactured
strips, and as soon as they are loaded, they define the real
filtered cutting values according to the blade thickness set
on the machine. Therefore, programs remain valid independently of the thickness of the employed blade. ■

Log carriage “Cfi”.
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FINITURE

TECNICA

PAOLONI

GREATER FLEXIBILITY

HIGH QUALITY TECHNOLOGY

FOR ALL NEEDS

Based in Saonara (Padova), Finiture
(www.finiture.it, hall 10, stand B02
C01) will take part in Xylexpo 2010 introducing a new overhead conveyor
with variable storage buffers “Imdp”,
offering greater flexibility in each
production stage. The conveyor configuration allows to direct the pieceholding bars where desired, so that
different working cycles can be programmed. After impregnation, for
instance, you can decide whether another impregnation cycle is required
or pieces can be moved on to subsequent spraying.
Besides the proven system “Round
About+Savn”, which allows to paint
windows with one reciprocator only,
Finiture is presenting “Ras”, a singlegun anthropomorphous spraying robot for small batches and quick color changes.
The same plant integrates the paint
recycling system Rever, offering excellent overspray recycling. Last but
not least, the new impregnation tunnel “SuperJet+Tank”: flow coating
was modernized with the latest technologies and is equipped with a color tanks group made of plastic, to
simplify product loading and unloading. ■
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“V300”.

“Hr 300.1”.

Technology, high quality, reliability:
these are the main characteristics of
Tecnica (www.it-tecnica.com, hall
2, stand A72), a company based in
Coriano (Rimini) specializing in the
production of cnc machining center
for the manufacturing of doors, windows, furniture and furniture components in general.
Tecnica will partecipate at the 22nd
edition of Xylexpo with two important
novelties: “V 300” and “Hr 300.1”.
Cnc vertical machining centre “V
300” with 3 or 4 axis is Tecnica solution for little space in workshops. “Hr
300.1” is the horizontal version with
3 or 4 axis, designed in order to meet
the needs of customers who realize
boring and routing works. ■

The new cicular saws “P350” and
“P450” proposed by Paoloni Macchine (www.paolonimacchine.it, hall
2, stand A36) – based in Fano (Pesaro Urbino) – are divided in three
models: “Nx”, “Sx” e “Ax” to meet the
needs of different market's target.
All adjustments are motorized or programmed depending on the version
(rip fence, saw lifting , tilting blades).
The scoring unit's adjustments are
completely motorized in the “P450”
and in the “P350” partially motorized,
with the scoring unit's connection/disconnection to the starting.
The Paoloni edge bander “B20” is
equipped with the corner rounder

unit. The cabin is with a separate door
for the gluing unit and the grinding
unit , so that when the machine is running you could be able to enter in to
the feeder group.
The new corner rounder unit is
equipped with controlled axes with a
brushless servomotor and recirculating ball screws.
The control is operating by a closed
loop: the group's position is constantly
monitored and it is corrected to maintain a precision of about one millimeters on the position in comparison to the panel. All the speed's variations are well compensated for all
variations of speed, so that the operations are always optimized. ■

GIORDANO COLOMBO

ISVE

ADAPTED TO THE CUSTOMER REQUESTS

THE LAST NEWS IN THE SHOW

E l e t t ro m e c c a n i c a
Giordano Colombo
(www.gcolombo.eu, hall
6, stand G37-H38),
based in Carate Brianza (Monza e Brianza), is
a 50 years experienced
manufacturer of electric spindles, high frequency motors and birotating heads for working wood,
plastic, glass, marble, aluminium and light alloys. The
product quality and reliability, the project flexibility and
the technical and production ability of proposing several different solutions, perfectly accordingly to precise machine tools manufacturers requests, allow to satisfy almost
any kind of application and customer requirement.
In example, the “Trima Unit” is an operating unit with 4
tools receptacles on 3 electric spindles cross assembled.
The machine is composed cross assembling 3 electric
spindles with 4 collets “Din6499/B”, with just one interface with the machine, but with power supply and compressed air cooling systems separate and independent
for the 3 spindles, allowing to work one autonomously from
the other on the machine. Speed and power of electric
spindles can be adapted to the customer requests.
Elettromeccanica Giordano Colombo also presents the
birotative heads “Tp” and “Compact” for 5 axis machine
tools – with reduced and very compact overall dimensions
and with technical specifications (working and positioning speed, power and torque curves, optionals) mostly
required and suitable for precision and complex machining on wood – and the spindles models “Ra90 Is030”
and “Ra120 Hskf63” that can be cooled indifferently by
water or by compressed air. ■

Isve (www.isve.com, hall 10, C29) is an industrial reality
situated in Poncarale (Brescia) specialized in manufacturing
vacuum dry kilns. The applied technology allows to conciliate very short drying times with limited moisture gradient
between the centre and the surface eliminating the danger of cracking, collapses, or change of colour.
The vacuum dry kilns of the “Emv” series are expressly
designed for who must dry boards and beams with high
quality needs and short drying times. The change of each
paramenter can be visualized connecting the Vacutronic control unit to a common pc equipped with Windows
operating system.
The vacuum heating technology enabled our company to
realize plants for the wood thermo treatment called
“Htvst” (high temperature vacuum/steam treatment)
without the risks due to the gases which come out from
wood when it is brought to high temperatures. The possibility of working with temperatures up to 230 degrees
which are distributed uniformly on all the wood mass warrants a uniform colouring result repeteable for each charge.
The machine has also the possibility to run as dryer. This
allows to make a drying cycle before the thermo treatment
to obtain uniform initial moisture on all the material.
Isve also presents “Imp-Pg” double-vacuum plants, realized to offer machine able to warrant a protection for the
3rd class of risk according to the En 335 European directive. They mainly treat parts of windows, outside doors,
paquet, beams for roofs, structural items for chalet or all
those articles where it’s necessary to give long protection
as the case of anti-woodworm treatments or antique furnitures. ■

Vacuum dry kilns of the “Emv” series.
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C.M. MACCHINE
OPEN THEIR DOORS AND SHOW
Simple and reliable machines. This is the motto of
C.M. Macchine, headquartered in Thiene (Vicenza),
with ten employees and an
almost 30-year experience
that the company has decided to “showcase” during
its openhouse last March. A
brand new experience with a
good public feedback, with
visitors coming from all over
Italy, France and Spain.
“The openhouse formula
looked like an excellent solution – explains the company technical and marketing
manager Mariano Cattelan
– It is impossible for us to
bring our entire range of
machines to exhibitions, also
because we would need too
large areas. At our facility we
can display our whole range
of machines in operation
and visitors can get a more
accurate idea of our company and what we do”.
And in fact, C.M. Macchine

put all its efforts and in its
Thiene-based facility it displayed almost the entire production distributed on a
1,000 square meters surface.
There were several operating
machines, starting from the
(patented) sculpturing machine “Skaut”, peculiar for its
hand-planed effect on parquet, matchboard and beam
elements; to the wide-belt
four-sided sanding machine
plus four edge-sanding units
for 600 by 600 millimeter
beams; up to the patented
three-sided stressing-ageing machine “Big Rustiflex”
(600 by 400 millimeter) with
“Rf” group for antiqued
edges. Also on display: the
“Rf 400” edge-sanding center, patented by the Venetobased company, to create all
types of edges, from fixed to
antiqued on up to 400 by
600 millimeter beams, and
the three one-sided stress-
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ing-ageing “Ros 600” with
two brushes, “Mid 400” with
three brushes and “Mid 600”
with three brushes. Plus the
compact jointing machine
“Hpx 250/18 T”, a highly innovative machine in its field
to joint laminations in the
production of glu-lam beams
with automated loading and
unloading.
The Thiene facility also showcased the impregnating machines “Tin Special”, “Tin
300 Evo”, “Tin 450 Evo”, “Tin
600 Evo”, incorporating the
new impregnating group for
shaped beam heads, and
the planers “Basic 400”,
“Kompat 600”, “Ksa 700”
and “Ksa 1300”.
Fortunately, C.M. Macchine
operates in an industry - timber construction - which
seems to hold on despite the
general slowdown of the
construction sector, even
though we cannot deny that

the period is highly critical.
“Public interest seems to be
showing – explains Cattelan
– even though many are
watching how the market is
evolving during a certainly
tough period. Yet, our company is a highly flexible organization and therefore so
far we have managed to
keep the crisis very efficiently at bay”.
Cattelan continues: “Fortunately, we were not much affected by the competition of
the ‘second-hand’ industry,
i.e. all those machines sold
after companies closed
down. In general, this
process did not affect our industry, or only marginally; on
one side because real bankrupticies were few, on the
other hand because there
are beam finishing needs
that require new machines
that the second-hand market
cannot provide yet”.
And what about the future?
C.M. Macchine pulls out its
claws and holds on. “Our
major target is to overcome
2010, considering that the recovery is expected in 2011,
yet it looks like we already
see the premise.
Then, as far as the foreign
market is concerned, we are
fairly optimistic. Italy still
swings between ups and
downs, yet it is providing
some signs of recovery, and
we hope it is a positive, enduring trend”. ■
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EXHIBITIONS

MADE IN ITALY PULLS OUT THE CLAWS
WAITING FOR RECOVERY
Time to draw balances for the 2010 edition of the Milan design show Saloni.
Once doors were closed, behind the official figures of the exhibition,
the leading-edge sector of Italian production in the world faces the crisis
and expects recovery in the upcoming months.
But companies still continue to be skeptical...
Over 10 thousand new products launched on the
global market, over 2,500 exhibitors on a 209 thousand square metres exhibiting surface and over 330
thousand visitors, after the 2009 record of 313,385
registered visitors (about more 7 percent). These
were the results of the Saloni, the leading design
and furniture event organized by Cosmit and held
at Fiera-Milano Rho from 14 to 19 April, this year
called not only to show the vitality of an entire industry which is one of the supporting pillars of the
made in Italy, but also to test its ability to overcome
the crisis on a world scale. It is not a chance that
this year’s motto is “attack!”, calling entrepreneurs to build a compact front on topics including
product quality, innovation and research in the design segment. This is the spirit we found in all areas included in this year’s exhibition, no one
called himself out: from the ‘traditional’ Furniture
salon and Furniture accessory salon to the biennial Eurocucina and Bathroom show, up to Sa-
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loneSatellite, an event for limitless creativity entirely
dedicated to young talents of tomorrow.
The battle strategy (metaphorical and not) of Italian furniture also translated into a management of
the exhibiting space according to different subjectareas: in the area of the Furniture salon, modern
ideas were on display in halls 14-16 and 18-20, with
one single route for the entire exhibition; Eurocucina and “Ftk-Technology for the kitchen” in the
four halls 9, 11, 13 and 15. Halls 22 and 24 were
dedicated to the bathroom environment. The exhibiting offer was then integrated by several, fascinating side events in the city, organized halfway
between culture and industry, dedicated to the
kitchen (“Everyone to the table!”, 14 April-9 May,
Modern art gallery at Villa Reale and at the Pinacoteca di Brera), to the bathroom ("A celestial bathroom”,14-19 April at the Civico Planetario Ulrico
Hoepli), the production of furniture and complements (“Unexpected guests”, 11 March-2 May,
Museo Poldi Pezzoli, Museo Bagatti Valsecchi, Casa
Museo Boschi Di Stefano, Villa Necchi Campiglio)
and design (“The hand of the designer”, 10 April9 May, Villa Necchi Campiglio and Triennale Bovisa).
Great absentee, justified, the office: the edition of
SaloneUfficio, postponed to 2011, has been anticipated by the event “The office as creative
hub”, a forum between culture, in-depth analysis
and irony that took in all the Salon visitors.
Some scars have been left by the crisis, which has
given back a maybe disillusioned, pragmatic industry, yet with some flashes of creativity in a varied scenario of trends between minimalist abstractions and melting pots, all bound by the
common thread of environmental sustainability. The
gap is widening between high-range production,

BETWEEN MINIMALISM AND HIGH TECH
Kitchen furniture is once more leading actor at the Saloni in Milan with the
new edition of Eurocucina, under the
sign of 'green' installations supervised by Alessandro Colombo/Studio
Cerri & Associati, which represents the
leitmotiv of the event through the
thousand creative expressions of
sustainability and low resource consumption.
Most of all, Eurocucina has been an
important occasion to focus on innovation, research and new scenarios in
common imagination applied to this
sector of the made in Italy production.
In fact, kitchen furniture has proved to
be the sector that could best resist
against the global crisis, recording

able to fly high in the field of technological research and design,
and ‘mass’ production, symbol of
the response to the increasing demand for basic products with excellent quality-price ratio even
partially giving up more innovative
performance in product looks,
flexibility and equipment.

AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE

lower economic contractions than
the average of all other sectors, even
though operators maintain a cautious attitude, waiting to touch with
their own hands the longed recovery
effects coming from the latest law decree for government support.
This year, 155 exhibitors joined in at
Eurocucina, coming – besides Italy –
from Germany, Austria, France, Republic of San Marino, Russia, Spain,
Sweden, Ukraine and the United
States, distributed on over 32 thousand square meters exhibiting surface
in 4 halls. The offer reflected the coexistence of different aesthetic rather
than functional trends on the market,
held together by the fil rouge of qual-

ity: so the showcase ranged from classic environments to modern kitchen
solutions and design with materials in
different combinations of timber and
plastic laminate, metal, bricks and
rocks. The trend is increasingly oriented towards a design valorizing
space equipment, maximum use of
the available space, more and more
driven integration between kitchen
and living room, innovative technologies for home appliances and working environment control (on display at
the side event “Ftk”), also with the automation of components and furniture
that change, open, close or literally
disappear one into the another, from
tables to working tops.

WOOD-FURNITURE INDUSTRY
(values in million euros at current prices)
Production turnover (a)
Exports (b)
Imports (c)
Trade balance (b-c)
Apparent domestic
consumption (a-b+c)
Export/turnover (b/a %)
Employees
Companies

2008
39,661
13,945
6,049
7,895

2009*
32,430
10,890
4,891
5,999

percent var. 09/08
-18.2%
-21.9%
-19.1%
-24%

31,766
26,431
35.2%
33.6%
Turnover down by 18.2 percent,
409,687
396,964
this is the damage caused by the
75,407
73,618
deep, general crisis that hit also
the furniture industry in all its production stages, opening severe
Source: Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo study center.
wounds; it will take years of work
* Preliminary data processed in March 2010 .
and commitment by every part,
companies and authorities, to heal
them. The world’s financial and credit system for ent from the general scenario and records a decline
manufacturers is also called to provide certain an- in turnover to a bit more than 20.5 billion euro (-17.6
swers. 2009 is confirmed as the “annus horribilis” percent on 2008), while in the already suffering dofor made in Italy furniture, where the turnover de- mestic market, the crisis-induced slowdown stops
cline is related to both the block in the domestic con- at -14.9 percent with a value of 12.7 billion euro. Exsumption of products (-16.8 percent) and export (- port loses 21.6 percent: a key factor, since export
21.9 percent) with the trade balance decreasing by represents 50 percent of the global companies’
24 percent.
turnover, so that also the trade balance (neverThe macro furniture industry trend is not differ- theless positive for 7.8 billion euro) loses ground

-16.8%
-3.1%
-2.4%
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FURNITURE MACRO INDUSTRY
(values in million euros at current prices)
Production turnover (a)
Exports (b)
Imports (c)
Trade balance (b-c)
Apparent domestic
consumption (a-b+c)
Export/turnover (b/a %)
Employees
Companies

2008
24,900
12,521
2,411
10,109

2009*
20,528
9,814
2,056
7,758

percent var. 09/08
-17.6%
-21.6%
-14.7%
-23.3%

14,791
50.3%
233,936
33,797

12,770
47.8%
227,227
33,145

-14.8%
-2.9%
-1.9%

Source: Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo study center.
* Preliminary data processed in March 2010 .

on the front of resources for 2.4 billion as compared
to 2008. Like the Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo study
center points out, the first estimates of export data
per country show that the crisis has been crossing
not only the entire industry, but the whole market
as well. Although the last quarter of the year recorded a slight improvement in trend variations, during
the period January-December 2009 none of the top
twenty purchasing countries of Italian furniture has
grown, neither in value or quantity. The major customers of made in Italy products are also those who
suffered the least from the crisis, like France (-11
percent) and Germany (-9 percent), which continue
to rank first and second, respectively, among the
markets for Italian furniture, unlike the United
Kingdom (-33 percent) and United States (-32 percent), which recorded particularly negative results.
Negative results were recorded also in Greece (-20
percent) and Spain (-33 percent), weighed down
by the economic financial uncertainty and the uncertainty of the furniture industry as a whole, respectively.
Among the declining markets, we also find the new
frontiers of the Italian furniture business, like Russia
and United Arab Emirates, symbols of the heavy
consequences of the crisis with losses of 34 and 31
percent, which have so far seen the investments by
Italian companies in sales and distribution, communication and marketing projects fade away.
Employment resisted better against the difficulties
than other segments thanks to the use of earnings
supplement fund: almost 1,800 companies closed
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down, 2.4 percent of the total, with a loss of employment of about 12,700 people, i.e. 3.1 percent
of the total.
But most of all, at the Saloni operators have
looked for answers on the upcoming months’
economic trend. The economic survey carried out
by the study center on a sample of industry companies has stressed that the industry trust index in
the first quarter of the year returns positive in several sectors, yet the wound of the crisis is still deeply
felt: among all the interviewed companies, 23 percent expects a decrease in orders in the first three
months of the new year, while 34 percent expects
an improvement with a difference in balance once
again positive by 10 percent. 45 percent of companies remains skeptical, expecting orders in the
first quarter to remain substantially stable.

PRESTIGIOUS OPINIONS
FederlegnoArredo president Rosario Messina, and
Cosmit president Carlo Guglielmi have clear
ideas about the situation, commenting the preliminary data processed by the Cosmit-Fla study center in March.
“These figures refer to a year that companies want
to leave behind as soon as possible – explained
Messina – yet the future is not less complicated.
One consideration is sufficient: supposing a yearly average growth rate of 4 percent, in order to restore 2007 levels, the last year in which turnover
had grown, we will have to wait until 2014, with a
rate of 3 percent it would be 2016, with 2 percent

no sooner than 2019”. Recovering the same levels of productivity is not only a nationalistic ambition, he continued: it means defending a sector that
has given so much to the made in Italy, but most
of all it means defending employment. “Up until now
our companies have made sacrifices, but how long
can they hold on?".
The solidarity shown by companies between entrepreneurs and employees has been exemplary
for Carlo Guglielmi; a behavior that gave up part
of the owners’ personal capital to keep the company
open and avoid consequences on its employees.
But the industry cannot afford to go on like this for
a long time. “There is a clear awareness of being
all swept away by a storm we have not generated”,
he explained. “However, this is a short-term strategy: if the economy does not re-start and we cannot find the instruments to support companies
throughout this delicate stage, such conduct will
hardly keep on working”. The industry must find not
only economic resources, but also solutions of ‘character’ to recover. “The only one in Europe to have
a very strong manufacturing system, so important
for the national economy thanks to the ability to generate product surplus, our country was also the one
that contributed the least to support companies and
boost consumption. Once we have overcome the
initial hemorrhage, we needed the strength to reprogram the future through interventions able to
launch the industry, fuel trust. Companies lack trust
to invest also in themselves, in their potentials, because we lack a context that would help them see
a light at the end of the tunnel”.
Also the aspect of financial aid is, at least partly,
critical. It’s only partial support, which includes also
kitchen furniture, but despite good intentions it risks
to leave the industry dissatisfied. “We can only be
glad – said Messina – yet we realize that for the second year our industry got a sort of an aspirin to cure
an extraordinary high fever. Last year, tax relief initiatives on purchases were related to home renovation works: a hundred people have benefited from
it. Today, financial support funds are available until they are over and they include a type of product that represents about 9 percent of the furniture
turnover and 6 percent of the whole industry
turnover. The public opinion got the idea that the
industry has been supported, yet it is like financing the purchase of car radio systems to help the
production of cars. A part for the whole”.

THE NUMBERS OF THE SALONI
Total exhibitors: 2,542.
Net exhibition surface: 209,000 square meters.
Gross exhibition surface: 530,000 square meters.
INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE EXHIBITION AND
INTERNATIONAL FURNISHING ACCESSORIES EXHIBITION
Exhibitors: 1,493.
Net exhibition surface: 151,000 square meters.
EUROCUCINA/INTERNATIONAL KITCHEN
FURNITURE SALON
Exhibitors: 155.
Net exhibition surface: 32,500 square meters.
FTK-TECHNOLOGY FOR THE KITCHEN
(SIDE EVENT OF EUROCUCINA)
Exhibitors: 26.
Net exhibition surface: 7,000 square meters.
INTERNATIONAL BATHROOM FURNITURE EXHIBITION
Exhibitors: 168.
Net exhibition surface: 14,000 square meters.
SALONESATELLITE
Designers: about 700 designers including students
from 25 international design schools.
Covered surface: 4,500 square meters.

The perplexity of the Fla president regard also the
method. “The method to grant financial support is
peculiar, because if there is something we cannot
and must not use is the announcement effect. But
financial aid for huge amounts has been first announced, with the effect to delay the few consumption cases, then practical funds were much
poorer that those announced, so consumers were
disappointed and therefore decided to further postpone their purchase”.
And what about the future? Guglielmi has no illusions. “In the best hypothesis, 2010 will be a year
of partial recovery compared to 2009, even though
we know that it is still going to take few years to restore 2007 levels. Nevertheless, our country remains
an industry leader, not only for the size of its economic system, but also for its ability to create culture and design at international level”. ■
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EXPERTS TALK ABOUT
“WOOD STRUCTURING”
On these pages, we are talking about “wood structuring”,
a process that emphasizes wood texture: a review of available technologies
and the presentation of a new evaluation standard.
The word “structuring” defines the process that
emphasizes wood texture, simulating the action of
time and differentiating hard from soft parts. In
other words, the grain and possible knots are enhanced by “digging” into the soft parts. Sometimes this process is just a simple enhancement of
pores, highlighting the open pore features of wood
and achieving a look that only real wood has.
Many call this process “rusticating”, associating
the final effect to a rustic look; however, this is not
an accurate definition, as structuring is also applied to classical and modern furniture. Another
alternative definition is sometimes “antiquing”,
which indicates a similarity with natural wood ageing. Again, others say “brushing”, adding confusion as this term is too generic.
And finally, some opt for a rhetorical “creation of
a weathered effect”, which is still reductive considering the actual value of the structuring
process, whose main purpose is that you can say
“it’s real wood”.
The sanding of wood materials is a hardly meas-

A picture of a flooring where nature has created
a weathered effect over the years
(picture courtesy of company Antico E’ in Sedico (Belluno).

High-performance longitudinal structuring machine.

Different thickness of growth rings.

urable process (i.e. it is hard to define a quality
standard); structuring is even more so, because
there are more variables involved. In the first
place, wood may have features that are not suitable for structuring due to its homogeneous texture. Beech, for instance, and many slow-growing
high-density hardwood species, are not suitable
for structuring. On the contrary, softwood maximizes the effects of this process.
Within the same species, results can change significantly according to the way a board or veneer
is cut (structuring can be applied to veneers as
well); the combination of striped and flamed patterns can give very different results from a surface
with striped patterns only.
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Picture 1.

Picture 1: detail
of an abrasive
nylon bristle.
Picture 1: a very
poor result of
rotary structuring.
Picture 1: macro
section of an
abrasive nylon
bristle.

Picture 2.

Another variable is the grain-to-grain distance,
which can be different within the same species
when boards are taken from an outer portion of
the log or closer to the core.
Then, there are many variables related to climate
conditions, and finally to the grain “digging” depth.
All these variables, though applying the same processing parameters, can deliver different structuring results and cause claims and discussions
between companies.
At the current state of the art, there are different
technologies for structuring: sanding, longitudinal
structuring, rotary structuring and cross structuring.
Sanding is mainly applied to large parts, using a
sanding machine that blasts silicon-rich sand at
high speed against the surface; the movement of
sand, resulting from the combination of blowing
speed and single particle mass, removes the soft
parts of wood and leaves the hard ones untouched.
By dosing the blasting action, i.e. insisting on a
given area for longer, more or less evident effects
are achieved.
This process has a strong environmental impact

Cross structuring unit.
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Picture 3.

and delivers less beautiful results than other techniques, as the “blasted” surface appears too plastic and dull.
Longitudinal structuring is the most popular
technique, as it is the most effective and suitable
for most workpieces that have a longitudinal grain.
However, if the workpiece has longitudinal and
cross grain elements, this treatment “scratches”
the cross elements against the grain, producing a
poorer result. Normally, the number of brushes is
proportional to the feed speed; they are arranged
in a sequence where steel brushes come before
abrasive nylon brushes, whereby the latter are designed to “soften” the sometimes excessive effect
of the former. For high-performance structuring
plants, with feed speeds up to 15 meters per
minute, special machines are required with an adequate number of units and suitable power ratings. As mentioned, abrasive nylon plays a key
role in all structuring operations; the wide range
of bristle diameters available, combined with adequate abrasive grains, provides an effective
complement to the action of metal wire brushes.
We are talking about a bristle that incorporates
abrasive grains evenly distributed around the
outer diameter, as well as in the section; therefore,
it is effective both on the tip and on the back, unlike metal wire that only works at the tip.
Rotary structuring is carried out using disks that
rotate around their vertical axis and traverse reciprocally to smooth out the processed surface
more evenly. In this case, the bristles are arranged
radially to the disk and can be made of steel or
abrasive nylon.
The correct combination of brushes and parameters is much more difficult to find with this solution,
and often circular scratches may appear if the
wrong selection is made.
Finally, cross structuring is applied to panels with
a cross veneer. In this case, the brushes are re-

3D image and profile of an extreme-structured surface.

Combined cross-longitudinal structuring machine.

placed with combs provided with steel or abrasive
nylon teeth, with different diameters and grains,
applied on belts that rotate across the width. For
mixed panel production, combined operations
have been developed, which use cross and longitudinal structuring units for maximum flexibility.
Whatever solution you choose, a number of standards must be defined to measure the final result.
Dmc, the Scm Group brand specializing in surface finishing, has created a simple classification

of structuring effects using the equipment available to customers who want to check their production, who are looking for new standards or who
want to check results on species that differ from
their usual materials.
A wide range of units and tools is available to
apply all techniques except for sanding, which is
not included in Dmc’s business due to the nature
of this process and results achievable.
Dmc has also developed analysis tools for the
structuring process, both for technology and for

Enlarged picture of oak with light structuring.

Range of depth between 0 and 344 microns.

Enlarged picture of oak with medium structuring.

Range of depth between 344 and 515 microns.
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Enlarged picture of oak with heavy structuring.

Range of depth between 515 and 764 microns.

Enlarged picture of oak with extreme structuring.

Range of depth above 764 microns.

cost effectiveness. Based on a production volume
and a standard achieved, the structuring process
is configured by tapping from a database and
rules that belong to the professional culture of
Dmc experts; this provides the customer with useful analysis tools to achieve his goals of productivity and to evaluate costs.
As to the standard, four structuring levels were
identified to include all conditions required by the
market: light, medium, heavy and extreme structuring.
Classification exclusively depends on the depth
of the grain, measured by suitable instruments, or
better, a range of depth values for each structuring level.
Other variables, such as digging width, which
might affect classification, are strictly related to the
nature of the processed wood species, and therefore they cannot be taken into consideration. In
order to maximize the visual impact, the hard portion of the flame or grain should never have stripes
or grooves created by brushes; so, a good engineer must choose bristles with appropriate diameters and lengths.
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For lighter or heavier structuring, you can change
the number of brushes and the processing parameters. Some wood species, for instance pine
and fir, are easier to process and medium structuring can be obtained with two units only, maybe
at 4-5 meters per minute feed speed; for industrial-scale operations, the number of brushes must
be increased appropriately.
by Luciano Costa and Fabrizio Pigato ■

This article was written by Luciano Costa and
Fabrizio Pigato of Scm Group; it includes pictures of machines and units by Dmc, as well
as pictures and charts by the Dmc High Tech
research laboratory, which works in close collaboration with the Padova university.
www.scmgroup.com

When we ask our customers
what makes our machines
so competitive, their answer is:

reliability and precision.
We definitely agree.

Tailor-made machines is a minimum.

PESSA IMPIANTI SRL
Via Claudia, 316
30023 Concordia Sagittaria (Ve) Italy
T. +39 0421 270 999 r.a.
F. +39 0421 273 999
www.pessaimpianti.com
info@pessaimpianti.com

Machines and plants for the particle board industry
Forty years’ experience.

EXHIBITIONS

A LITTLE BIT OF OPTIMISM
FROM NUREMBERG
A good edition of Holz-Handwerk and Fensterbau-Frontale,
with excellent results showing that Germany looks like a step forward
in the recovery process from the economic crisis affecting the world’s markets.
At least as far as windows and timber processing are concerned...
The combination of Holz-Handwerk (woodworking
technologies and solutions with a focus on handicrafts and carpentry) and Fensterbau-Frontale (entirely focused on windows, made of any material, and
facades) scored high. If we had to identify a “turning point”, i.e. the turn marker after which the industry
could really reverse its trend, we would surely bet
on the winning duo held in Nuremberg from 24–27
March 2010. To be earnest, around the world few
signs had already been detected in recent months,
during some exhibitions we breathed definitely lighter
air as compared to the recent past and the Italian
scenario, but let us tell you that being in Nuremberg
made us go back to the good old times, when shows
were crowded and exhibitors’ and visitors’ faces
were visibly satisfied. In other words, it was a pleasure to see that something is starting to move...
At this point, we would like to present you some figures: the 2010 edition of Holz-Handwerk/FensterbauFrontale has gathered 1,270 exhibitors (in 2008 they
were 1,276) and over 103 thousand professional visitors, practically the same as 2008, i.e. 102,947.The
show maintained excellent levels, no doubt.
In detail: Holz-Handwerk has recorded 515 exhibitors
from 17 Countries (Italy ranked third among the
largest Countries, after Germany and Austria),
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against 761 from 33 Countries for FensterbauFrontale (Italy always ranking third, this time after Germany and Poland, followed by Austria and Turkey).

A “PECULIAR” EXHIBITION
Nuremberg has always hosted an exhibition we
could define as “peculiar”, with its own connotation
and whose most remarkable feature is with no doubt
the combination of the two similar, yet not so close
shows, except for the area of Fensterbau-Frontale
dedicated to timber doors and windows. Then plastic, glass, aluminum... everything you need to
“close” a construction, both public and private, to
insulate it from the outdoor environment. In this context, woodworking machinery has found a solid
ground, within a frame – Holz-Handwerk – thought
by Vdma (German woodworking machinery manufacturers’ association) and the fair organization of
the German city. A winning partnership for an event
taking place in even years alternating with Ligna with
well-defined roles: on one hand the great Ligna focusing on the entire world, on the other hand HolzHandwerk, which ever since appeals more to the
German market and for a large quantity of solutions
closer to the carpentry and handicrafts world.
But it is not enough, because another factor is maybe

ITALY

this year have decided to become exhibitors”.
The number of window technology manufacturers
is high, because – maybe not everyone knows it –
the appeal of this industry show is such to convince
many of them to exhibit in hall 1 to 9 and not those
reserved to Holz-Handwerk.
Cappelli is direct: “From our contacts at the exhibition the satisfaction is evident for how things are
going and for the air we breathe during these days.
A situation we wished for and that comes after a
2008 edition that was certainly not the happiest, also
because two years ago Germany had already entered a tough situation that had convinced many
not to join in”.
High scores also for Holz-Handwerk, even though
on definitely different levels than Fensterbau/Frontale:
in technology halls we saw some fifteen exhibitors,
yet a satisfactory result when compared to the almost ten on 300 square meters in 2008.
“In Italy it is clear that they tend to wait, to see more
precise signs on what the future holds for us”, explains Chiara Cappelli. “Entrepreneurs, marketing
and sales managers have waited until the end before taking the decision to join in or not at Nuremberg. And I am not talking about only the timber
or window industry, but all exhibitors we have contacts with for the several exhibitions we represent.
We received several confirmations last minute, just
as we received sudden cancellations”.

And what about Italy? How do Italian exhibitors look
at this event? “This year we reached the targets we
had set”, explains Chiara Cappelli of the Italian
branch office of the Nuremberg fair, who we met during the exhibition. “As to Fensterbau-Frontale, during these days in Nuremberg 35 Italian companies
are present on a 3,200 square meters net surface.
There are ‘historical’ exhibitors, companies that have
been coming here for decades, but also others who
came to see the latest editions and starting from

A direct, practical evidence on this season of the
made in Italy and the hard times probably still ahead.
Yet, markets are now globalized, the world has become smaller, currents pass from a sea to another.
If something is moving in one part of the world, if the
“European engine” starts over to work again, we can
look at the upcoming months with a bit of optimism.
And let us say that: those who have been holding
on to this day are waiting exactly for this! (l.r.) ■

too often forgotten, yet in our opinion it plays a key
role. And it plays it in the upper exhibition floors, i.e.
those areas on the first floor gathering software houses and manufacturers of “auxiliary” equipment, the
world of school-research-training and – last but not
least – a well equipped hall for the subcontracting
industry: in hall 10.1 some seventy companies (including a large number of renowned brands, leading industry players...) brought everything you
may need in terms of covering, decoration, panels,
hardware, glues and adhesives, paints...
If we must find a reason to explain why Nuremberg
is and continues to be most appealing, maybe we
should look for it right in this role of huge showcase,
a display where you can find everything. We have
not seen any impressive stand, we could not find
all the leading companies of every single segment,
yet we could appreciate a well organized, linear,
complete, exhaustive exhibition.
In other words, a showcase where you go to look
for. And you do find. In addition, like several parties confirmed us, the air in Germany is changing
and, having been affected by the crisis slightly before others, they are recovering before. And this
goes most of all for doors, windows and facades,
we have been told, but the rest of the universe gathered at Holz-Handwerk is not that far away.
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A PASSION FOR TIMBER,
STARTING FROM THE FOREST...
The company philosophy of La Foresta, based in Serra San Bruno in Calabria,
and of the Poletto family is not just producing, but also cultivating
and handling forests “according to nature”, through a sustainable approach,
based on a modern industrial joiner’s factory.

A “tree house”
manufactured
by company
La Foresta.

The forest is certainly a source of raw material for
the production of building, construction and furniture components. By it is also a living creature, to
love and care after, according to its natural rhythms.
This is the philosophy of the agricultural company
La Foresta – 1,500 ha of woods at altitudes from
850 to 1,250 meters, easy to work on only by tractors... – covering an area that spans the munici-
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palities of Serra San Bruno, Fabrizia and Capistrano, plus a nearby facility in Santa Maria where the
wood processing operations are carried out.
The origins are deeply rooted in Sierra San Bruno
(Vibo Valentia), yet they trace far back, in the North,
in Fara Vicentino in Valdastico (Vicenza): the move
to Calabria was partly a free decision and partly driven by a complex historical and economic period
during the Second World War years. Starting from
the early nineties, La Foresta has been cultivating
its woods of white fir, chestnut, beech, elm and pine,
manufacturing and marketing timber products, from
sawn wood and carpentry for roofs and floors to
structural and finishing elements for the construction of houses, tree shelters, pergolas, gazebos,
roofs, churches and historical buildings, which enrich the modular and flexible system “Modul Legno” to create garden furniture, playground installations and fences. In addition, the company reThe wood trusses produced with timber by La Foresta
for the renovation of a former episcopal seminary
in Gerace (Reggio Calabria).
A scaffolding of the former episcopal seminary
in Gerace (Reggio Calabria) made of a timber structure
produced by the company La Foresta.

cycles leftovers which provide raw material for paper factories, manufacturers of panels and biomass.
The ace in the hole of the production by La Foresta is represented by solid wood houses, roofs and
floors, particularly suitable for renovation works also
in large buildings thanks to a log circumference and
length that allow to obtain up to 14 meters solid
wood structural elements, and use “quarter” processing technologies also on very big beams. Production is managed in partnership with skilled operators and construction companies to create
suitable components for every single intervention.
To understand the current company activity and its
history, it is essential to listen to Antonio Poletto
– owner of the company with his brothers and female cousins, with whom he has been running it for
over forty years – while he talks about his family and
a “sacred” relationship with the woods. We were
captured by his stories. Once in a while, we did not
talk only about the orders received from some of
the most important renovation companies in Southern Italy, or the trusses and roofs of the central and
side aisles of the Cathedral in Gerace, Reggio Calabria, the replacement of roofs and floors in the nearby Seminary, converted to a museum, the coverings of the Certosa and of all the surrounding structures in Serra San Bruno (about 14 thousand
square meters), the roof of the church of the Addolorata and the truss roofs of the church San Gerolamo and Palazzo Chimirri hosting the town library,
or, among others, the two building sites in Cosenza for the restoration of the timber roof of the churches of Pietà and San Domenico, and part of the roofs
of the monumental Reggia di Caserta. Our desire
to understand and tell the story was compelled
mostly by the ability to combine the economic use
of the material wood and a really sustainable manThe structure of a timber roof manufactured
with timber by La Foresta.

THE UPCOMING FUTURE:
A PLEASANT CHAT WITH PIERO NUNZIO
La Foresta is a really great company where the love for timber
and its potential is felt at each step, from the woods to the sawmill,
from processing departments to the large manor which is the real
heart of this authentic “system”. Yet it is an enterprise, an activity that must create profit for those involved. Therefore, it is necessary to look at the future through different eyes, because the
scenario is constantly evolving and it is necessary always to keep
up the pace. Throughout his professional history he proved great
ability in interpreting the company’s heritage to open up new opportunities, and in this need engineer Piero Nunzio supports the
company: “According to the owners’ desire, we are re-organizing the entire production in order to further improve our quality standards and enhance our competitiveness on the market by focusing
production on those products that can give us the greatest satisfactions. A priority commitment will be the creation of a good
marketing network that allows us to extend our traditional market
reach. My task is to integrate the know-how, the passion and love
for these forests of the family Poletto with a more industrial approach
which allows to optimize processes and to be “driven” by the market, by its real requirements. In particular, we will focus on everything that is related to wood construction, from beams and covers to complete timber houses.
In this context we find the company certification process according
to Pefc standards: having managed this heritage with great care
and passion for so many decades places us in an excellent position to face also this new challenge with utmost calm. In addition, we will also choose renewable resources: we are designing
an important 300 kW photovoltaic plant to install on the facility roofs,
the recovery of a 60 kW hydroelectric turbine, together with the
valorization of the timber biomass already produced by the company. Sustainability and energy saving are now strategic targets”.

agement. The output of the forestry and processing activity is about 10 thousand cube meters of finished product a year, which is nothing compared
to large brands in Austria and Germany, where how-
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COMPANIES

The production
of trusses ready
for on-site
installation.
Cut logs coming
from the woods
of the agricultural
company La Foresta.

The restaurant
Santa Maria
in Serra san Bruno
(Vibo Valentia)
built with structural
timber elements
manufactured
with wood
by company
La Foresta.
The covering
of a private house.

ever there are more generalized cutting policies:
in Sierra San Bruno we do breathe a different air.
Mister Poletto, how did you end up in Calabria?
“In 1937 in the North we were going through a period of crisis and massive competition in getting timber, so we decided to move to Calabria as users.
During those years, Italy was racing for autarchy
and Mussolini pushed on production. Once we
abandoned the sawmill in Valdastico, we developed
different entrepreneurial experiences: setting up
new sawmills in San Giovanni in Fiore until 1942,
in Cosenza from 1940 to the Seventies and other
temporary facilities according to the agricultural reform standards. But it was in our dna, and it is still
so today, to work to preserve forests, let them flourish, improve their health as a valid heritage not only
in economic terms but also as a landscape. So, during the Fifties we acquired the woods in Santa Maria
(La Foresta) in Serra san Bruno, which was already
exploited by others, during the war period, to cultivate it and improve it. Today, where there were
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fields with hardly any agricultural value, the woods
have claimed their space back, and instead of hardly cultivated soil now you find luxuriant fir, pine and
chestnut trees. The woods today are open to public transit and we also authorized the town council to create an accessible path for disabled people. Signs of a vision we still have...
Our approach is based on sustainability: we start
from seeds and work through a “natural man-assisted renewal”; this is what gives us the greatest
satisfactions. We also created plantations on
naked grounds, as a transitory, preparation stage
of the woods that will come afterwards. In the already mature woods we prepare the soil by letting
the mineral earth come to the surface where
healthy seeds take root and survive according to
natural selection. A different process than cultivation
in plant nursery which requires a double traumatic transplant. Every cycle takes about 70 years, the
following new are born from the best plants,
strengthening the genetic strain over time. 80 years
old, my father still planted small trees: you plant not

to cut, but because the ground must be occupied,
even without calculating the cost of investment”.
So you deal with most issues, yet in your entire production what is the major component?
“It is hard to say, in such a critical market situation
like today, we do everything we are asked for. In
2009, when the entire industry went down by 20 percent, we grew by 10 percent working and valorizing the material we had, focusing on those sectors
that showed the best conditions, like packaging and
partly building renovation. All in all, we are still a sort
of joiner’s shop: we ask customers what they
want, the type of structure, and we support them
through the design stage by suggesting semi-finished products in the correct size and thickness or
finished products. These days are however tough.
Prices are low, and they do not reward the huge sacrifice that the cultivation of woods implies. This situation is also a consequence of the catastrophes
that hit different areas of the planet in recent
years, and that threw down hundreds of millions of
cube meters of timber, later on undersold by forest
owners. Then the world crisis came. Today we are
about 35 professionals and we do our work entirely
in-house starting from the woods felling teams; only
the transportation for the delivery of the finished
product is carried out by a third party”.
All the wood you receive in the company to be
processed is obtained through a policy of selective cutting?
“Yes, we employ a system of valorization and improvement of timber qualities, in particular white
fir, a variety with a feature you do not encounter
in other areas: it is resistant against acid rains and
thanks to it after World War 2 the seeds of our fir
have been sent to Germany. Germans remember
this value quite well. Our fir is an interesting trade
product with important yearly yields per hectare.
At 70, our trees are often over 45 meters high and
with almost one meter diameter; we process them
by getting beams from a quarter, avoiding the typical cracks of solid wood beams obtained from
smaller logs and therefore including the center. Our
is a niche, high quality production, we optimize cutting and processing to obtain the maximum number of workpieces, from matchboards and beams
to packaging and jointed elements of the “Modul
Legno” system, which through five basic types allows to obtain different shapes and results”.

How do you manage the optimization of the consumption of raw material?
“We try to use logs as best as we can according
to their diameter and features. Throughout the
years, with our timber structures, dozens, hundreds
of houses, monumental buildings and churches
have been restored. For instance, forty years ago
we delivered wood for the restoration of the roofs
in the Cathedral of Gerace, and two years ago we
did the same with the structure of the Seminary, for
which we supplied already finished and mounted
trusses. We supplied timber and trusses, mounted with no hardware, clamps or nails, also for a little church of the 1200 in Serra san Bruno, restored
during the evenings by volunteering workers who
competed to join in, organize and cooperate with
the others. A really unique experience...
We call ourselves timber-maniac, a term we love but
also fear it could be misunderstood by those who do
not know what we do everyday. Being a timbermaniac is like belonging to a family, the pride of doing your job in the best possible way, believing in it....
I can touch, caress, enjoy the beauty of timber: the
woods is alive, it is magic. I have been living here
in Cadore for 60 years and plants have been planted by me and my nephew, they were 50 centimeters high and now they are 20-30 meter high.
Personally, I take always great joy in meeting those
who love processing wood and know how to valorize the material we produce”.

A timber house
built with wood
by La Foresta.

by Luca Rossetti ■
with the collaboration of Olivia Rabbi
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ECONOMY

FEW SIGNS
OF IMPROVEMENT
IN GERMANY
According to Vdma data on
the German woodworking
machinery and plant industry, 2009 has been the worst
year since decades, recording a dramatic reduction in
production and a consequent 42 percent decline in
turnover as to 2008. The results on the domestic market
were less dramatic, with e
decrease reaching 34 percent as compared to 44 percent in export.
A tiny light was visible in the
orders of the last quarter of
the year, which went up by
42 percent, though starting
from an extremely low value
in the previous quarter. Even
though the worst seems to be
over and we see a slight improvement, the entire industry is still suffering severely
and we cannot talk about the
end of the crisis yet. In fact,
several companies will still be
affected by recession at least
throughout 2010.

HANDICRAFT
SECTOR DURING
THE CRISIS
The least to suffer from this
crisis seem to be craftsmen
– mostly in the building sector and the production of
windows – who are generally more flexible and therefore
quicker in their investment
decisions.
Right in these segments, in

fact, we record even substantial investments in stateof-the-art technology most
of all in Germany and neighbor countries. Figures speak
by themselves: in the past
year the reduction of orders
for traditional machinery in
Germany was only 18 percent. Another clue is the
success registered both in
the number of exhibitors and
visitors at Holz Handwerk in
Nuremberg, which closed
last March, the 27.

REDUCTION OF THE
FOREIGN MARKET
The first 11 months of 2009
closed with a 42 percent
contraction and the export
value was equal to1.3 billion
euro. Positive signs came
from India and China, where
nevertheless the result was
influenced by the value of the
export or large panel manufacturing plants. Yet, also in
these countries most of all
other industry segments
show negative signs. Export
in few neighbor Countries
like Austria were above the
average, with only a 4 percent decline.
Also import has recorded a
28 percent contraction for an
overall value of 266 million
euro. Only China recorded an
increase in its export towards Germany, ranking first
among the suppliers of the
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German market with a 26
percent share.
Traditionally major exporters
towards Germany, Italy and
Switzerland have recorded
a substantial decline, by 39
and 50 percent, respectively.

2010 FORECASTS
Insecurity and unpredictability of the consequences of this crisis on a
global scale make any forecast tough. However, the Association expects a 10-15
percent increase in production for 2010, yet considering
that the starting point is extremely low. There will be
no inversion of trend, yet orders are expected to come
from several regions and in

different industries, however
without stressing a boom in
any segment.
Major risks come from fundrelated costs in some areas
of the world and from the low
demand in the woodworking
and furniture industry. In fact,
the investments for complete
plants which could continue
to increase production are
very far from 2007 and 2008
levels and, for the moment,
Germany will only be able to
count on investments for replacement or machinery
maintenance. Thanks to their
know-how, in fact, German
manufacturers maybe will
be able to seize this opportunity more than others.
by Renata D’Antoni ■

WOOD

DISCOVERING
WOOD DYEING
A historical company specializing in the production of natural
and dyed veneer and multilaminar timber, Tabu has for the first time
opened the doors of its facility in Cantù, showing handicrafts experience,
industrial vocation and a real passion for its work.
Open doors at the headquarters of Tabu, historical
company in the timber industry established in 1927
in Cantù, near Como, and specializing in wood dyeing. Last March, with a bit of curiosity, a crowd of
guests −architects and industry journalists ahead −
visited the 70 thousand square meters facility − 40
thousand covered − from where the company delivers its products all over the world, seizing the opportunity to take a closer look at the preliminary
working cycle for the preparation of natural and
dyed timber veneer and solid wood and veneer
multilaminar timber like “Newood” and “Caleidolegno”. Leading-edge products (together with the
new prefinished timber flooring lines manufactured
in the Desio facility, in Brianza) for an industrial enterprise rooted in its area and a production culture
based on a combination of innovation and technology, handicrafts know-how and most of all passion
for its work now passed on to the third generation of
the Tagliabue family.
The history of Tabu in fact starts with an intuition of
Achille Tagliabue, founder of the company: dyeing
veneer across its thickness before using it, instead
of working directly on the finished piece of furniture,
is a guarantee for higher aesthetic performance and
longer life.
The real “creative” part is based on few, seemingly
simple steps. Sliced or peeled according to the original log features, timber is cleaned from all the natural substances of the raw material which in time
might cause spots or imperfections; in the following
stage timber veneer is dipped in water and solventfree color powder, being careful to sort out dark from
light timber to obtain a homogeneous result. By
doing so, each element is dyed throughout its thickness. The cycle is closed by the application of protection films (like Uv ray inhibiting products) aimed

at enhancing the durability of the finished product.
Another key stage is the splicing of veneer sheets,
a process in which manual work still plays a key role
and that is carried out in different ways according
to aesthetic result and final visual homogeneity: the
splice types include paper, fingers, spot, edge, running, folding, stave, as well as A2, A4, A6 splicing
methods for briarwood, featherband and other veneers. Multilaminar wood, whether veneer or solid
wood, comes from the composition and assembly of
singularly dyed sheets, even from different species,
and provides a wide creative range of textures, patterns and colors.
The journey that brought Tabu to become one of the
leading companies in the made in Italy is ever supported by constant product research and the study
of new applications for veneer, besides furniture, finishing and interior design, it extended also to contiguous design sectors like office furniture and the
suitcase industry (included in the “Tabu collection”)
up to the brand new conquest of the automotive
segment. Great pride comes from it for Tabu presi-

The press conference
with architects and
journalists at the Tabu
headquarters in
Cantù, Como: in the
middle, president and
managing director
Enrico Tagliabue.
On his left,
Andrea Tagliabue
(vice president)
and Daniela Tagliabue
(human resources
director).
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dent and managing director Enrico Tagliabue. It was him, together with his son Andrea, vice-president, who guided visitors
inside the facility. It all starts with an accurate choice of the raw
material, which comes from all over the world: “Each log is
unique – he explained – timber is not only purchased when
needed, but most importantly when it is high quality timber. This
is why our warehouse is complete with all timber qualities”.
Sustainability is one of the company’s leitmotiv and is expressed on many levels. The first concern is the optimized use
of timber, minimizing waste. “The dyeing of timber allows to use
not one but several wood species, losing only 10 percent of the
raw material compared to natural veneer”, continued Enrico
Tagliabue. The second focuses on product innovation, a
process started in 2003 when the company obtained the Fsc
certification and boomed in 2009 with the collections of the
“EcoZero” multilaminar veneer line made of “100% Pure Fsc”
timber and suitable for the construction of buildings with Leed
certification, the international standard for environmental sustainable buildings. A green industrial policy that carries on: starting from the second half of this year, the Cantù-based company
will use only glues with no formaldehyde emissions in its
processes. “The confrontation with architects led the company
to take important decisions, like the use of certified wood, well
before the rest of the market – explained Andrea Tagliabue –
Professionals are highly sensitive towards topics like certification and deforestation, and they look for timber obtained
through sustainable processes”. The third level of action passes
by sustainability in the production process: processing waste
water passes through a heat recovery plant first, which recycles
heat into the working process, and than through a purification
plant that, by means of ozonation systems, allows to clean and

recycle cubic meters of water each day. The circle
is closed by a thermal unit working with methane
gas, the recycling of timber leftovers for the production of heat or the creation of other products, and
the use of recycled or Fsc certified paper for the
publication of catalogues.
Tabu veneer.

The “sancta sanctorum” of the Tabu facility is its laboratory: here we find color samples according to
specific designer and customer request, a customized production that is added to the color range
already on catalogue.
They start from three primary colors – magenta, yellow, cyan – and black, available as natural products
in powder and, through various tests, they get to the
final result. From each created color a processing
track is recorded, which allows to retrieve and reproduce any project at any time: today the company
has already catalogued over 3-4 thousand colors,
including grey shades and white (lack of color). Before passing to production, designers receive the
sample in adequate size to simulate the coating surface of a small piece of furniture.
In order to fully evaluate the veneer visual aspect
after installation, the sample is once more tested for
final quality in its interaction with light: the spectrophotometer allows to objectively define color behavior and features based on standard lighting
parameters, from natural daily light to indoor artificially lighted environments with warm or cold lights.
Impossible to make a mistake.
Creativity is a team play at Tabu. The company
stands out not only for its work with architects, but
also the huge industrial spirit uniting owners and
employees in one single project. “We try to pass on
the same passion we feel also to operators, and we
work in synergy with architects – said Daniela Tagliabue, human resources director in the family-owned
company – Their input takes shape inside the facility”. And the most recent results of the partnership between company and architects are
the protagonists at the 2010 edition of I Saloni:
Tabu products were used in FuoriSalone displays by Maurizio Favetta for “The ‘Place’ by
excellence” and Marco Piva for “Beauty Cave:
the best combination between wellness and
responsible architecture”, installed in the corridors of Università degli Studi in Milan; then
by Roberto Semprini with Sergio Bonifaccio
and Sylvia Duncan Macdonald for “Natural
Fashion: novelties to make up with nature”, at
6/A via Montenapoleone, by Silvia Ponte with
Ar-thema International for “Sensoreal: exhibition around the five senses” in via Tortona 27,
and by artist Alessandra Angelini in collaboration with Elita festival for “Metamorphosis:
woodfibre spreads in the space” at Teatro
Franco Parenti. ■
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CONSTRUCTION

TIMBER FOR THE NEW SALT WORKS
American ash timber is the
key material for the construction project of the
Añana salt valley visitors
center in Àlava (Spain), one
of the most ancient salt production sites, active from the
9th to the 20th century.
The building was designed by
the Spanish architect studio
Landa-Ochandiano, who decided to use wood for an architectural construction with a
minimal look, resembling an
upside down ship’s hull. It’s not
mere chance that the project’s
key strength is the wood
species itself: the construction
leverages the peculiarities of
American ash, warm and rich
of marked grain, and easy to
cut into small strips which allow for the bending needed to
produce the curved elements
and structures for the building's skin. The restoration
plan, begun in 2003 and completed in 2008, included the
refurbishment of some buildings between the town and the
saltworks. The old salt store
was also renovated to become a visitor's center.
Only the perimeter walls of the
salt store remained, plus an
area inside the current building dedicated to the sale of

The new visitors center at the Añana Salt Valley in the Àlava province (Spain).

salt produced with traditional
methods. This was the starting point for the construction
of the visitors center, whose
exterior shape is elliptical.
The structure consists of seventeen vertical arches made
of 12 mm thick layers of laminated larch wood. The
straight and curved elements
were glued at the factory, so
the frames were built into
halves and assembled at the
construction site. Joints were
made using epoxy resins and
stainless steel threaded bolts.
Support steel shoes were
made of stainless steel be-

cause the building is situated
in a hyper-saline environment
which causes corrosion.
The frames are connected to
each other by American ash
strips placed in two layers (obtained with boards 8mm thick
and 25mm wide with a dovetail fit), one of them directly
fixed to the upper face of the
arch members (with waterproof sealant) and the other
one fixed to the lower face,
sanded and visible from the interior. Between the two layers
of American ash there is a
thick layer of insulation of
rockwool. To be fitted in place,

Picture courtesy of Ahec.

the strips of American ash are
glued on the edge of the
dovetails.
The exterior is completed with
a third layer of Ipe wood in rectangular strips 8mm thick and
25mm wide, selected for its
natural weathering properties
and good durability. To allow
the boards to take the shape
of the ellipsoid, the space
between the boards varies
from 8 mm to 12 mm depending on the radius from the
transverse curvature which
differs along the shape. The
building's roof has a horizontal section built with a glulam
wooden framework of Larch
wood and a board of phenolic-plywood, with waterproof
seal on the exterior. ■

The building’s interior vault
with visible American ash strips.
Installation stages of the laminated
larch wood structure.
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PRODUCTS

FROM FRIULI’S STRATEX THE “XPANEL” PATENT

TWO NEWS FROM PRIBO

A new patent from Stratex, the company based in Sutrio
(Udine), specializing in the design and construction of laminar wood structures. It’s “Xpanel”, a prefab load-bearing wood
panel of large dimensions for floors and covers, with insulating
and soundproofing properties. The key features of “Xpanel”
is that a single prefab elements incorporates all functions of
secondary framing, roof bracing, heat and sound insulation.
The panel is also fireproof and offers good soundproofing on
the visible side, which makes it particularly suitable for sports
facilities, large rooms, auditoriums, schools and all crowded
environments where safety and interior acoustics play a key

Based in Lardaro, near
Trento, Pribo (exhibiting
at Xylexpo, Hall 10-Stand
E22) has been designing
and manufacturing woodworking machines and
plants since 1990.
Searching for innovative
solutions to meet the
most diverse woodworking and handling requirements, the company
Wood wool production plant.
has recently expanded its
product range with two
new creations entirely developed in house. The
first one is a chipping
machine specifically designed for the production
of wood chips in different
sizes, to be used for pet
litter boxes.
The second solution by Pribo is a plant for the production
of wood wool to be used for heat and sound proofing panels in bio-constructions (roofs and ecologic components).
This plant was commissioned last year and consists of a log
storage station for 2 to 6.2 meter long logs, a cutting and optimizing station, a measuring station, eight small log storage
buffers, and a feeding station for the planing machine. ■

role. The reliability and warranty of load performance, heat
and sound insulation, fire resistance and reaction are confirmed
by test certificates on samples and by the EC marking of the
load-bearing components and the entire panel. “Xpanel” can
be used to build 4 to 12,5 meter spans in combination with
a primary framework of laminar wood, steel or concrete beams.
Installation and fastening are quick and easy, as the connection
of two nearby panels on the visible side requires no operation during installation, with a consequent strong reduction
of covering costs. As the panel is prefabricated, the use of
cranes and platforms for its installation at certain heights is
minimized.
The panel is also available in an eco-sustainable variant,
“Xpanel Eco”, conceived for the specific needs of bio-constructions, as it is exclusively based on natural and eco-friendly materials (wood fiber and cellulose). ■

The chipping machine by Pribo.
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CONTACTS

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing
COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ANGELO CREMONA spa

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses
and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it - info@primultini.it
Machinery and equipment for
sawmills, vertical log band saws,
chipping canter, resaws, edgers
and saw servicing equipment.

PEZZOLATO spa
Via Provinciale Revello, 89
I-12030 Envie (CN)
phone +39 0175 277261
fax +39 0175 277265
www.bongioanni.com
info@bongioanni.com
Vertical and horizontal log band
saws. Log carriages with variable axis.
Canter. Integrated working units
with circular blade. Vertical and
horizontal Band Resaw Systems.
Multi-rip saws and edgers. Log
profiling units. Complete sawmill
systems for mass production.

STORTI spa
Via F. Dioli, 11
I-26045 Motta Baluffi (CR)
phone +39 0375 968311
fax +39 0375 968310
www.storti.it - info@storti.it
Sawmill machines and lines:
canter groups, prismatic machines,
edgers, cross cutting machines,
multi rip saws, mechanizations,
slabs recovering lines
and logs sorting lines.
Nailing machines and lines: nailing
machines and auxiliary machines
(milling machines, branders, etc.).
Packs treatment machines and lines:
boards stackers and packed wood
registering-sectioning machines.

The easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...
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Secondary processing
BIESSE spa

A.C.M. srl
Via A. Einstein, 7 I-42017 Novellara (RE)
phone +39 0522 661284
fax +39 0522 653433
www.acmitaly.com
acm@acmitaly.com
Band-saws diam. 400-940mm.
Power band re-saws diam.
740-940mm. Oscillating edge sanders.
Band saw blade guides.

AGAZZANI srl
Via M. Minghetti, 13
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 6222511
fax +39 059 641666
www.agazzani.it - info@agazzani.it
Complete range of band saws from
Mod. 400 to Mod. 1050 combined
with a number of optionals. Range
of band resawing machines Mod.
800-900-950 equippable with feeding
device. Range of quick and sturdy
single-blade Cut-off saws
with blade diam. 350-500-600.

Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse Wood Division product
line includes panel sizing centres,
vertical panel saws, manual and
automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines,
sanders, cnc machining centres,
routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material
handling equipment and packaging.

C.M. MACCHINE srl
Via Campazzi, 24 I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 381525
fax +39 0445 384520
www.cmmacchine.com
info@cmmacchine.com
Planers: with working width from
300 mm to 2100 mm and working
speed up to 120 mt/minute
for hydro models.
Impregnating lines: to impregnate
wood beams, matchboards, wood
houses elements with dimensions up
to 600 x 450 mm. Finger-jointing
lines: Automatic and semi automatic
lines for the production of laminated
beams, bi-lam and kvh. Parquetry
lines: For the production of solid
wood parquet.
Brushing machines: 1 side and 3
sides and up to 4 brushes.

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cross cutting-Top speed
optimization-Automation
Cursal is the specialized Italian
company that produces the most
complete series of: crosscut saws
for wood and assimilated;
loading-unloading automations;
turnkey solutions and customised
cutting configurations for small,
medium, large sections; integration
into processing cycles from the large
sawmill production to semi-finished;
specific accessories and modular
components: Nc with software
interfaces, optical scanners for
automatic detection of
lengths-widths-defects, moisture
meters, printers etc.; personalized
advice for advanced systems;
complete and, on time, domestic
and foreign mechanic/electronic
support.

ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c.
Viale Industria, 66/2
I-27029 Gambolò (PV)
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it
Over 30 years of experience
in designing and manufacturing
a wide range of edge banding
machines for both small and medium
companies and for industrial
productions.
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Auxiliary machines
and equipments

SCM GROUP spa
ESSETRE spa
Via del Lavoro, 10 I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com - info@essetre.com
Nc working centers for processing
tables, furniture, furniture doors,
chairs, windows and doors, stairs,
roofs and beams. Automatic working
lines for processing kitchen tops.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery:
the widest range of products.

VISCAT FULGOR srl

VEBA MECCANICA srl
GREDA snc
di Daschini N. & C.
Via S. Agata, 3
I-22066 Mariano C.se (CO)
phone +39 031 750966
fax +39 031 750967
www.greda.it - info@greda.it
Nc-machining centers for processing
of chairs, tables, furniture, windows,
doors and beams. Round-end tenoners,
mortisers, double sided-shapers,
end-cutting, boring, shaping and
glue/dowel inserting machines.

Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it
The product range is wide in the
sector of traditional woodworking
machines: thicknessing planers,
surface planers, combined
surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,
combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines,
band-saws.

Viale Santuario, 42
I- 26012 Castelleone (CR)
P.O. Box 52 Castelleone
phone +39 0374 58217
fax +39 0374 57942
www.viscatfulgor.com
info@viscatfulgor.com
Viscat Fulgor, for over 50 years a
leader in the production of flash
butt welding machines, welding
machines for large band saw blades,
sharpening and file sharpening
machines, setting machines, brazing
machines, high-frequency generators
for induction braze-welding and
dust suction units.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel
saws for cutting wooden panels,
plastic and acm products. Welded
steel frames, to grant rigidity and
precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also
grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam
saws with many different
configurations accordingly
to the panel sizes and thickness
requirements.

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com
Multi-blade panel saws;
v-grooving machines (folding system);
longitudinal precision
milling machines.
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Tools and auxiliaries
OMAS spa
FINK srl - Woodworking tools

ALIPRANDI snc
di Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio,
Paola & C.
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20050 Sovico (MI)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it

Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2
fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete
sets of tools for windows, helicoidal
cutterheads, cutterheads for profiled
knives, cutters in Hw welded circular
saw blades, boring bits, solid carbide
routers and tools for cnc machines.

The Firm Aliprandi is specialized
in the production of wood working
tools in solid carbide and
carbide-tipped, both standard
and special production.

di Crescentini Michele & C.
Via Montanelli, 71 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
info@cputensili.it - Skype: cputensili
CP Utensili a company with 40 years
of experience in processing
woodworking tools,
is the ideal partner for
tooling solution on demand.
The German Quality Norm
BG-Prüfzert for the high production
standard and an export quote
of 70% confirms the international
prestige of the company.
Flexibility and fast delivery
was always the way to success.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Woodworking Tools. Programmed
Tooling Systems for Windows and
Doors. Cutter Heads.
Multi-profile Sets. Circular Saw Blades.
Bits. Planing Knives.

UTENSILTECNICA srl

FUL - FABBRICA UTENSILI
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
C.P. UTENSILI snc

Via B. Cellini, 45 I-60019 Senigallia (AN)
phone +39 071 7920718
fax +39 071 7920713
www.omastools.com
info@omastools.com

Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it - fultools@fultools.it
Ful srl has been producing tools
for the woodworking, plastic and
aluminium for more than 30 years.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic
material working. Tools for automatic
boring machines and router bits for
cnc router machines. M.Conti
measuring devices for the
woodworking industry.
Special devices for door
and windows manufacturers.

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been
to design and build cutting tools for
machining wood, board materials
and plastics. Specialists in cnc tooling.
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Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Production of specials mechanical
fixing and diamond tools
for wood working cnc machinery.

ZUANI srl
Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it - info@zuani.it
Zuani Company is a leading
Italian manufacture of tools for
the Woodworking industry.
We are producers of high precision
tooling with tc reversible tips
as well as reversible profiling
cutters for cnc automatic
and traditional woodworking
machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.

Surface finishing
TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it

GIARDINA FINISHING srl

2R IMPIANTI srl Unipersonale
Via Enrico Fermi, 4
I-33082 Azzano Decimo (PN)
phone +39 0434 631358
fax +39 0434 642121
www.2Rimpianti.com
info@2Rimpianti.com
Coating systems for wood and metal.
Systems for aviation single
and twin rail.
Booths and dry water. Carousel
painting. Sprinklers. UV ovens.
Conveyors.
Machinery for gluing of components.
Anthropomorphic robot. Building
customized machines.

Via V. Necchi, 63
I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801
fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with
application by spray, by roller coaters
and curtain coaters and drying
by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows.
Spray booths.

VD srl
Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308
fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it
commerciale@vdsrl.it

MAURI MACCHINE srl
CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture.

Industrial painting machines as: dry
painting booth, water painting booths,
pressurising painting system
and suspended transport lines.

Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com

Wood and plastic finishing system.
Roller coater machines, curtain coaters,
spray robot with single and double
head, hot air - Uv - vertical ovens.

Finishing machines and lines
for mouldings. Finishing machines
and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines
for doors and windows.
Special finishing machines and lines.

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
Lacquering and printing lines for
furniture panels, hardboard, mdf or
chipboard panels, doors or parquet
flooring with roller or curtain coating
technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers,
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and
printing on coils.
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Dust extraction
systems and filtration

Handling
and commissioning

CASSIOLI srl
O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.omaimpianti.com
info@omaimpianti.com
Components and suction plants
for dusts, smokes, fumes. Air
cleaning. Dry and water painting
booths. Pressurized painting plants.
Cleaners with activated charcoal
for solvents. Suction benches and
booths for the sanding powders.
Separator cyclones. Electric fans.
Inverters for the saving of energy.
Filtering groups and handled
sub-stations with mechanical
and automatic cleaning in
counter-current with compressed
air. Storage silos. Sparks bearing
system and automatic extinguishing.
Mills and refiners for wood.
Briquetts presses. Dryers. Pellets
presses. Complete plants for pellets
production. Boilers and warm air
generators for solid fuels.
Industrial insonorizations.

Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose
integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation
sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture
assembling, the automatic storage
and the handling.
Automatic warehouses,
lazer guided vehiculs (lgv),
robotized islands, conveyors,
sorter systems, assembling lines,
tilting units, management softwares.
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Delivery
of complete plants

PRIBO srl
Via Nazionale, 12 I-38080 Lardaro (TN)
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it - info@pribo.it
Design, production, installation,
training, technical service for sawmill
machines and plants.
Machines and plants for timber
handling, debarkers for hard-wood
and soft-wood. Technology for
sawmill. Sorting plants up to 50
boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs
and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for
round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading,
impregnation machines.
Machines for the production
of shavings for animal litters.
Grinders for pallets and wood cases.
Assembly tables for carpenters.

Timber dryers

TERMOLEGNO srl
Via del Sile, 4 - Località Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39 0427 94190/949802
fax +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com
termolegno@legalmail.it
Termolegno: the value of drying
Dryers from 10m3 up to 250 m3,
pre-dryers, mini-dryers, tunnel-type
systems, turnkey drying plants,
dryers for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates,
control systems, steaming kiln,
electronic moisture tester.

Wood

Lacquers

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6
I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797
fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started
here in Italy the production
of 3-layer wood elements for
window and door building.
We have been gaining a lot of
experience during these years and
we can now offer them in several
wood species, such as: Okoumé,
Ozigo, Slavonjan Oak, Tulipier
and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue
pvac - d4 - en 205 only.

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings,
fire-retardant coatings
and pigmented coatings.
Products for parquet floors, special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.

Various
WDE MASPELL srl
Strada di Sabbione, 65/A I-05100 Terni
phone +39 0744 800672
fax +39 0744 807056
www.wde-maspell.it
wdeinfo@wde-maspell.it
Vacuum driers since 1962.
Production range: vacuum driers
for solid wood (capacity from
5 to 100 m3). Vacuum press driers
for solid wood (capacity from
0,3 to 10 m3).
Vacuum press driers for veneers.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire
extinguishing systems for
industrial dust extraction systems.

SALCHI WOOD COATINGS spa
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.salchi.it - info@salchi.it
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings
and pigmented coatings. Special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.
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il legno è il nostro
divertimento

wood is our game
le bois est notre amusement
la madera es nuestra diversión
ÇÈÓÈÅÑzàÕÑÐÃÛÈÖÅÎÈÚÈÐËÈ

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A.
Viale Lombardia, 47 - I-24020 Torre Boldone - Bg - Italia
Tel. +39 035 364011 - Fax +39 035 346290
ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - France
Route Dipartimentale 432
26320 - St. Marcel Les Valence - France
Mobile : 6 82736534

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - Russia
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